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ABSTRACT

In a study (NFIS 2018-2019), conducted by the Central Bank of Jordan (CBJ) in cooperation with Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH, it was reported that 67% of people in Jordan above the age of 15 years do not have access to the formal financial system in terms of bank account ownership; 38.0% of adults are excluded from any formal financial services and 24.8% of adults are completely excluded from any formal and informal financial services. Only 33% of adults in Jordan, 27% of women, are financially included in terms of bank account ownership, which is a low percentage when compared to other countries with the same income level.

The low level of access to the formal financial system is presented in the low percentages of bank account ownership and is reflected in the low engagement in the financial system by the adult population in Jordan. This low level of engagement has severe consequences on the economy in general and on the banking sector in particular. The primary aim of this research is to determine the main antecedents (individual and social factors) that influence individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. The factors explored are age, income, education, economy, economic knowledge, financial literacy, financial technology, and trust, in addition to gender. Identifying and understanding the role of these factors would assist in explaining the reasons behind the low level of individuals’ engagement with the banking system in Jordan and suggest means and tools of intervention to support greater financial engagement. Further, exploring the influence of ‘Gender’ on the above factors and examining the influence of financial literacy in enhancing the level of individuals’ behavioural engagement towards the banking relationship are of particular focus in this research.

The research study investigated a non-probability sample of 542 individuals to obtain a broad view on the individual and social factors that influence individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship. The target population included Jordanians living in the largest eight cities of Jordan. The data collection strategy involved a survey using a questionnaire as the instrument for data collection. The questionnaire was prepared in both English and Arabic and distributed via social media networks and in person.
The research is theory driven thus, a deductive approach to theory development was followed subject to rigorous testing. The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) is the base theory underpinning this research that assumes a social reality and provides a basis of explanation indicating causal relationships. Several hypotheses were developed and then data collected were analysed using a quantitative approach.

The research employs Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modelling method (referred to as PLS path modeling) which is a popular method for estimating complex path models with latent variables and their relationships. This method is used for investigating cause effects interactions between constructs and variables and is suitable for both theory building and testing.

The findings confirmed that the main independent factors that affect individuals’ financial behaviour reflected in the level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan are economic knowledge, age, income, financial literacy, economy, financial technology, and trust. The findings also identified the important influence of financial literacy on financial behaviour and pointed out the different effects of the independent factors on males versus females. Supported by the Multi Group Analysis results, the findings indicated that economic knowledge is the strongest independent factor for females that affects all their three core factors attitude, perceived behavioural control and social norms. Thus, any intervention to improve females’ economic knowledge would positively, significantly, and strongly affect their financial behaviour and improve the level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. As for economy and income, the findings reflected a significant effect for males only on the social norms but had no effect on females.

The findings have both theoretical and practical implications whereby the results provide empirical evidence on the indirect impact of individual and social factors on the financial behavioural decision. The results can serve as an indication in practice for bank managers, regulators, and policy makers in developing key products and services to attract individuals and thus achieve the goal of financial inclusion of more engagement levels of the Jordanian population with personal banking relationships and services.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

The first chapter of this research will provide a background about the importance of the banking sector from a micro and macroeconomic perspective. The Chapter will present a brief about the issues and motives behind this research. Following this, the research aim and objectives will be stated, pointing out the significance of the study to the economy and its wider societal significance, in terms of financial inclusion and the potential for increasing individuals’ engagement and participation in the banking sector and thus the wider economy. Finally, the structure of the research will be presented followed by a section that will briefly present the Jordanian banking sector.

1.1 Research Background

Economic growth is one of the ultimate goals of any economic system. The growth in the economy depends on several micro and macroeconomic factors. Within the scope of this research, the impact of the banking sector will be demonstrated to reflect its importance to the economy. The research will present the framework of the banking sector and main stakeholders involved in its development and will try to shed the light on some aspects that are necessary for such development.

This research will explore ways to improve the engagement in the banking sector in the Jordanian economy by determining which factors influence the individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. Determining the influential factors that lead individuals to be part of the financial inclusion process will assist in achieving the banking efficiency objectives, since bank customers are one of the main stakeholders at the banking sector (Ji and Wang, 2014; McDonald & Rundle, 2008; Freeman & McVea, 2017).

Levine and Zervos (1998) explained that banking sector development and stock market liquidity are both good predictors of economic growth, capital accumulation, and productivity growth for 45 developed and developing countries over the period 1976–1993. King and Levine (1993) concluded in empirical research exploring the relationship between banks, stock markets, and economic growth, that bank development helps explain economic growth in a sample of 80 countries.
The same study reported strong and robust association between banking development and per capita GDP growth and concluded that the financial intermediary like the banking system “exerts a first-order influence on economic growth” (King and Levine 1993, p. 735).

The above study and several other studies such as Bhaumik, et al. (2017), indicated a strong positive correlation between a developed banking sector and a developed economy. As for the importance of banking to individuals, studies such as Fitzpatrick, (2015) identified that the ownership of a bank account facilitates access to, and use of credit and is an important aspect from both an economic and policy perspective in addition to the importance to individuals benefiting from these credits. Higher rates of bank account ownership could facilitate and improve access to and use of "affordable credit" since the financial institutions can better assess the credit worthiness of banked consumers, offering credit at lower prices relative to an unbanked consumer who seeks credit from nonbank institutions at much higher rates. Further, evidence suggests that an important effect of owning a bank account is improved access to credit cards which enables durable good consumption, thus higher growth in the economy resulting from more engagement in a banking relationship.

According to Chakravarty et al. (2009), bank account owners face reduced information and transaction costs in accessing credit products offered by banks and are more likely to choose these products when seeking credit, confirming the idea of “affordable credit”. The effect of the relationship length and engagement was highlighted in their study as a significant factor in securing better loan rates among other competitive banking benefits and services.

Further studies continued to support the benefits of bank account ownership and engagement; according to Barr (2004), households that are low-income that do not have a bank account are increasingly the focus of campaigns to encourage them to open savings (only) or savings and checking accounts at insured depository institutions, such as banks or credit unions since the unavailability of a bank account leads to utilizing high-cost alternative financial services at high interest rates for loans. The same study pointed out that families who are low-income are less likely to hold bank accounts, and more likely to use high-cost alternative financial services providers than higher-income families.
Many studies have suggested that customers engagement in a banking relationship is a vital mechanism in building stronger and improved financial performance for both customers and banks. According to Price Waterhouse Coopers (2019) banks should study and capitalize on customer’s engagement behaviour and continuously develop their customer engagement strategies since higher level of engagement drives growth. Harris (2000) argued that developments in electronic online banking have the potential to empower customers and make them more engaged in their banking relationship. Mbama and Ezepue (2018) identified customer engagement as one of the main factors which determine customers’ experience in digital banking highlighting significant relationship to banks’ financial performance. Direct empirical evidence was provided by Henisz, et al. (2013) arguing that increasing stakeholder support enhances the financial valuation of a firm. In another context, Galdeano et al.’s (2019) research study reported a significant relationship between organizational engagement and financial performance in addition to the significant moderation of organizational engagement on the Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and the financial performance relationship.

The above studies and several others concluded that financial capability consists of both the internal capabilities, such as knowledge, skills and attitudes, and external conditions, such as inclusive financial institutions and beneficial financial products and services. Together, internal capabilities and external conditions allow individuals to make informed financial decisions and perform desirable financial behaviours that contribute to their financial wellbeing according to Sherraden, (2013). This research aims to understand the drivers of individuals’ involvement and levels of engagement in a banking relationship, despite other research studies such as those by Foxhall and Pallister (1998) and Aldlaigan and Buttle (2001), suggesting that the conventional measures of customer involvement and engagement might not apply to financial services. This research will seek to best define and measure the constructs of customer involvement, as discussed by Zaichkowsky (1985) who pointed out that banking customers’ involvement and interactions can be associated with advertisements, promotional material, service provision and purchase decisions and do not necessarily involve physical involvement. The current practical experience within the financial sector demonstrated that banks perform numerous services and automated transactions without any ongoing physical interaction with customers. These transactions and services vary according to frequency and duration. This research will investigate the level of engagement in banking relationship even without ongoing physical interaction with customers.
1.2 Research Problem

In a recent study (NFIS 2018-2019), conducted by the Central Bank of Jordan (CBJ) in cooperation with Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH, it was reported that 67% of people in Jordan above the age of 15 years do not have access to the formal financial system in terms of bank account ownership; 38.0% of adults are excluded from any formal financial services and 24.8% of adults are completely excluded from any formal and informal financial services.

Only 33% of adults in Jordan and 27% of women, are financially included in terms of bank account ownership, which is a low percentage when compared to other countries with the same income level. These low percentages of access to the formal financial system in terms of bank account ownership by the adult population in Jordan has severe consequences for the economy in general and the banking sector in particular.

There is lack of research in the domain of engagement in a banking relationship. The available literature about banking relationship behaviours, mostly consists of research studies focusing on aspects related to relationship behaviour (Daqar and Smoudy 2019; Agarwal et al. 2018) and customer satisfactions (Yilmaz, et al. 2018; Darvish, et al. 2013; Khatoon et al. 2020; Mathew et al. 2020), after establishing the banking relationship and throughout the course of the business dealings with banks thereafter.

The lack of engagement in banking relationships in Jordan being the main research problem is illustrated by the National Financial Inclusion Strategy for Jordan (NFIS 2018-2020) and other policies and procedures that are being implemented and closely monitored by Jordanian authorities to deal with this issue, some of which will be discussed in the upcoming sections.

Further, fewer studies on financial behaviour and banking relationship have considered studying the factors affecting the individuals’ financial behaviour before establishing a banking relationship and engaging more into the banking relationship in Jordan. This represents a gap in the current knowledge which this research aims to highlight and address using praxis to bridge the gap between theory and practice while examining the low level of engagement phenomena within banking relationships in Jordan.
1.3 Research Aim and Objectives

The above-mentioned alarming results regarding low percentage of access to the financial system had led to this research which aims to find the factors behind these low percentages and the low level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. Identifying the factors will lead to the main objectives of this research and will assist in answering the main research question, which is: **What factors influence individuals’ level of engagement in a Banking relationship in Jordan?**

The primary aim of this research is to determine the main antecedents (individual and social factors) that influence the individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. This will assist in explaining the reasons behind the low percentages of individuals’ accessing the financial system in Jordan and may suggest means and tools of intervention to increase levels of engagement.

The objectives of the research are:

1. **To determine the individual and social factors that enhance individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship.**

   Determining the independent factors both the individual and the social factors is the most important step that will allow the research study to establish the link with the individuals’ core behaviours that lead to the final financial behaviour. Evaluating the effects of these independent factors will allow the study to detect and propose a set of interventions at an early stage which would support the required change.

2. **To examine the influence of financial literacy in enhancing the level of individuals’ behavioural engagement towards the banking relationship.**

   Examining the influence of financial literacy on financial behaviour will simultaneously allow the study to detect the set of resources and interventions to be proposed at early stages of the individuals’ financial behavioural process. This will prepare these individuals to be well-informed influencers within the financial inclusion process, paving the road for more engagement and involvement in their banking relationships.
3. **To investigate the influence of ‘Gender’ and if the above dynamics vary by gender.**

To address this objective, the study tests the different effects of the individual and social factors on males and compare to females’ financial behaviours. This will illustrate the appropriate ways to affect the core factors leading to the required financial behaviour that will encourage more female engagement in banking relationships.

### 1.4 Research Significance & Gaps

The financial sector is the second largest in the Jordanian economy (Oxford Business Report, 2018). The banking sector is considered the engine of the economy; it is the link between all economic sectors within the country and the world, and the drive that reflects the strength of the economy.

This research aims to identify and understand the factors that determine individuals’ financial behaviour in the form of level of engagement in banking relationships. The research will study both the individual and the social factors that affect the individuals’ financial behaviours using the lenses of the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB). The results of this research would directly benefit the banking sector in Jordan and would serve to improve its competitiveness by considering the customers’ favourable behaviours towards accessing and engaging more in the financial system through their banking relationships. The results of the research can be applied to other countries especially neighbouring countries with many similarities related to experiences and cultures. Furthermore, other indirect factors may be of benefit to other sectors such as the education sector.

According to the TPB, individuals’ behavioural intention is expected to lead to the final behaviour. Intention, is how ready an individual is to perform a certain behaviour, based on; attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control (Ajzen, 2002). Some studies such as Sahoo and Pillai (2017) and Kosiba et al. (2018) presented evidence on limited drivers and outcomes of customer engagement in some banking services. This research will contribute to the understanding of the individual and the social factors and will determine their effectiveness on individuals’ financial behaviour regarding the level of engagement in a banking relationship.
Once the research determines these factors and provides an evaluation of the benefits and expected outcomes, then the results of the research will be available to influence individuals’ financial behaviour. This can be done by providing the appropriate tools to achieve positive outcomes and results of individuals’ financial behaviour thus encouraging them to engage more in a banking relationship, first by owning a bank account then actively using it and be an active part of the country’s financial inclusion plan.

Another important objective of the research is to study the importance of financial literacy and its influence on customers’ financial behaviour. Several studies argued the important role played by financial literacy and its influence on financial behaviour. Andarsari and Ningtyas (2019) reported a positive and significant influence of financial literacy on financial behaviour. The study concluded that the higher the individuals’ knowledge and understanding of financial concepts, the more likely they are to be financially competent in their daily life, and the more likely to get access to external funding and to develop their business. Another study by Allgood and Walstad (2016) reported that both actual and perceived financial literacy appear to influence financial behaviours and that perceived financial literacy may be as important as actual financial literacy. However, there is little evidence to validate these relationships (Nicolini et al., 2022), which calls for more comprehensive study to differentiate between financial knowledge and economic knowledge and the role of each independent factor on financial behaviour, which is investigated within this research context.

Further, the issue of the gender gap which is a common issue in several economies will further influence the determinants of this study. According to a study conducted by Andarsari & Ningtyas (2019), women are expected to lead the future of the world’s economy by 2028 and are expected to take 75% of the world’s discretionary expenditure. The proportion of working women had increased from 23% in 1996 to 33% in 2013, however, there is still the issue of salary gap which reaches 18% less than men and leads to further gap in women’s savings and investments. The findings of the study stated that having good financial knowledge helps women to make wise decisions, save and manage investment carefully. According to Andarsari & Ningtyas (2019), women are able to better manage household finance. Less literate persons rarely make efficient choices and are more likely to cause more debts, save less and are more prone to fraud.
Several studies (Al Kharouf and Weir, 2008; Al-Mahadin, 2004; Maffey and Smith, 2018; Al Fadli et al., 2019) investigated the role of women in Jordan pointing out the gender gap and differences, however very limited research was done to identify financial behaviour gaps in terms of gender, which this research will address.

Given the above, this research aims at discussing factors and proposes means of intervention to achieve the purpose of individuals’ higher engagement in a banking relationship.

1.5 Thesis Structure

The following section of this research chapter will present a brief overview of the banking sector in Jordan. Chapter Two will present a theoretical background discussing the theories and studies which dealt with financial behaviour, financial literacy, gender gaps and other factors under study. Chapter Three will present the research methodology; an explanatory research method based on a deductive approach presenting proposed hypotheses based upon previous theories. The research uses a quantitative method to analyse the data collected to draw new conclusions in order to support the initial predictions.

Chapter Four will demonstrate the findings of the research highlighting the descriptive and inferential analysis after using the Structural Equation Modelling (PLS SEM) technique for analysing the results of the data collected via survey. Then Chapter Five will discuss and present the findings and results of the research demonstrating and suggesting interventions.

By the end of this research, a set of proposed interventions will be presented to both the banking and the academic (education) sector. These proposed interventions aim to allow the new generations to move, adapt and scale quickly, and be able to handle their financial matters in a way that is more effective and responsible. This will reflect better on both the individuals and the economy in the long run. Chapter Six contains the conclusions and recommendations arising from the study and highlights the limitations of this research along with areas for further study.
1.6 The Business Practice Context of the Research: The Jordanian Banking Sector

This section will present an overview of the banking sector in Jordan highlighting the ‘National Financial Inclusion Strategy’ and main issues. The latest changes and developments in the Jordanian banking and educational sector will be highlighted at the research conclusion and linked to the findings and conclusions of this research.

1.6.1 Structure

According to the 2021 Annual Report prepared and issued by the Association of Banks in Jordan, there are twenty-three banks operating in Jordan as of year-end 2021. Thirteen are commercial Jordanian banks, six foreign banks and four Islamic banks. As of year-end 2021, total assets of banks operating in Jordan reached JD 61.06 billion (USD 86.12 billion), direct credit facilities granted by banks reached JD 30.03 billion (USD 42.36 billion).

Total deposits reached JD 39.52 billion (55.74 billion), total pre-tax profits of banks reached JD 805 million (USD 1,135.40 million) and total after-tax profits of banks reached JD 550 million (USD 776 million). The number of branches reached 877 and the number of ATMs were 2113. The number of employees in all banks operating in Jordan reached 21,893 in 2021. The Jordanian financial services sector is considered the second largest sector in the economy.

1.6.2 Financial Inclusion

According to the Central Bank of Jordan (2022), ‘Financial Inclusion’ is the state wherein individuals and businesses have convenient access to and use affordable and suitable financial products and services, payments, savings, credit, transactions, and insurance that meet their needs, help to improve their lives, and delivered in a responsible and sustainable way. Jordan’s policy makers are aware of the importance of the inclusion strategy and are committed to follow and realize the economy’s objective of sustainability and growth.
The policy of financial inclusion is identified by key pillars, some of which will be identified within this research such as the financial education, which is believed to be one of the key factors in affecting the intentional behaviour towards establishing higher levels of engagement in a banking relationship.

The Financial Inclusion Diagnostic Study in Jordan for the year 2017 (Central Bank of Jordan, 2018) stated that the level of formal financial inclusion in Jordan is quite low for some types of financial products and among certain segments of the population. The World Bank Global Findex’s Database reported that only 25% of Jordanians above 15 years old had a bank account in 2014, with a much lower rate for women (15.5%) than for men (33.3%). This percentage improved to reach 42.5% account owners in 2017 (26.6% female vs. 56.3% male) and 47% account owners in 2021 (34% female compared to 58.6% male), (The World Bank 2021) and (Development Research Group, 2022).

The results of the study which was conducted by the Central Bank of Jordan (CBJ) in cooperation with Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH (NFIS 2018-2019), prompted the Jordanian government and other organizations to take action to better understand the causes of low financial inclusion in Jordan and to find ways to boost the availability and quality of financial services. The intention of behavioural change was asserted by actions taken by the highest authorities and most national-level policymakers including the Central Bank that strongly believed in the seriousness of the issue.

According to the National Financial Inclusion Strategy for Jordan (NFIS 2018-2020), there were several goals and sub-goals but the two highest level goals were, to increase the level of financial inclusion from 33.1% in terms of account ownership by the adult population in 2017 to 41.5% by 2020 and at the same time to reduce the gender gap in bank account ownership from 53% to 35% between males and females.

The framework of NFIS (2018-2020) presented four main target groups, which the study reported need special considerations and more efforts to get more involved within the financial sector. These target groups include the bottom 40% income generating population, women, refugees, and youth. Higher contribution of the above four target groups within the financial sector will be translated into a major improvement, development, and sustainability in the Jordanian financial sector specifically, and the Jordanian economy in general.
This research will be studying the effect of income as one of the independent factors affecting the behavioural intention of establishing and engaging more in a banking relationship. However, whilst both women and youth are considered within this research, refugees are not within the domain of the study because they fall out of the scope of this research.

The purpose of this research is in line with the objectives of the “National Financial Inclusion Strategy” for Jordan 2018-2020, and captures considerations highlighted in the above studies. The research will investigate and determine the roots of intentions that precede the behaviour and will take the constructs that collectively represent a person's actual control over the behaviour to highlight which factors are stronger in affecting individuals’ intentions that lead to the financial behaviour. This will assist in directing the decision makers in Jordan to channel their efforts and campaigns towards such factors leading to change in behavioural beliefs represented by higher level of engagement in banking relationships in Jordan, thus attracting more adults to be part of the financial inclusion plan.
CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK DEVELOPMENT

Introduction
The financial sector is considered the backbone of any economy. The development, growth and achievements of the financial sector is reflected in other sectors of the economy. Several studies including Levine (2005), Bencivenga and Smith (1991), King and Levine (1993), Odedokun (1998), Xu (2000) and Shamim (2007) empirically found a correlation between financial development and economic growth.

George (2003) reinforced that the chain of success in managing stakeholders vs. responding to shareholders will be completed if the demands of all stakeholders are met concurrently. Keeping this in mind, the achievements and the progress of the financial sector depend on several internal and external stakeholders and the more engaged stakeholders are in the success and development of the financial sector, the more difficult the process of analysing and determining the required results becomes. Mittal, et al (2005) affirmed that in some business domains, customers can be considered as one of the most important stakeholders for managing a long-term value of the organizations. Bergeron (2001) asserted that the key to business survival and success, is building and maintaining strong customer relationships and continuously assessing their needs and expectations in addition to the factors that influence their behaviour.

The engagement concept is adopted in this research as an important component of the customer’s relationship management and is directly related to consumer’s behaviour in terms of active and engaged purchase of a service or product. Given the important role of the customer as a main stakeholder in the financial system in general and the banking sector in particular, the primary aim of this research is to determine the main antecedents (individual and social factors) that influence the individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. Based on the discussions and conclusions of previous theories, this chapter will introduce the independent core and dependent factors that are going to be tested and will present the conceptual framework that will link these factors together in relationships to acknowledge the main objectives of this research.
2.1 Definitions

2.1.1 Banking Relationship

According to Scholtens and van’t Klooster (2019), banks play an important role in the financial stability of the global economy and are crucial for the economic development. Banks aim to accomplish an engaging relationship with their customers to be able to sell them other products, i.e., “cross-selling” of financial products and services to strengthen their relationships and increase customers’ engagement and loyalty. Such a relationship involves offering customers a broad array of financial products and services that go beyond simple checking and savings accounts. The length of the relationship, which involved more engagement, benefits bank customers through increased credit availability, (Boot and Thakor 1994). In a study of small-business borrowers, Mester et al. (2007), highlighted the importance of the relationship by providing some personal information about customers which might not be available to banks outside of a relationship and is considered very useful.

However, from a customer’s perspective, banking relationship was introduced as a sound relationship with banks in general, which can assist in easing financial pressure and may further support and advance business operations (Chia-Chung et al., 2013). This definition reflects customer’s expectations from the bank, mainly financial support and practicality in financial activities and services. These expectations are in line with Coye (2004) who identified the process of customer’s behavioural engagement within the service delivery expectations and interventions system.

2.1.2 Engagement

Engagement has been previously examined across a range of academic disciplines, including education and learning (Shneiderman et al., 1998), sociology (Jennings and Stoker, 2004), psychology and management (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997), marketing (Algesheimer et al., 2005), and organisational performance (Al-dalahmeh et al., 2018). In the management literature, engagement has been investigated in several studies on individuals’ engagement behaviours (Billett, 2001; Schaufeli and Bakker, 2004).
Other studies presented engagement as a customer’s level of physical, cognitive, and emotional presence in their relationship with service organisations (Patterson and Yu 2006). “The term ‘engagement’ has generated a tremendous amount of debate and disagreement on the definition, dimensionality, and operationalisation. The interpretation of customer engagement is still full of vagueness and controversy”, (Fang et al. 2017, p. 271).

A definition of engagement was proposed by Parasuraman et al., (1988) as consumer’s appraisal of a product or a service’s overall excellence or superiority, thus relating relationship engagement to the perceived quality. The customer engagement concept was operationalized by Patterson et al. (2006) as the extent to which customers are behaviourally, perceptually, and emotionally present in an interactive relationship with organizations. Behavioural engagement is generally understood to be an endeavour and energy given for an interaction. Therefore, the engagement concept is adopted as an important component of customer relationship management and is directly related to consumer behaviour in terms of the active engaged purchase of a service or product.

Several definitions are provided on the concept of customer or individual’s engagement. Van Doorn et al. (2010, pp. 253-266), adopted a behavioural perspective and defined customer engagement as "a customer's behavioural manifestation toward a brand or firm, beyond purchase, resulting from motivational drivers". Whereas Vivek et al. (2012) considered it as a multi-dimensional concept relating customer engagement with the intensity of participation in organisational activities, which either the customer or the organisation initiates, thus reflecting the level of engagement in terms of intensity of activities from both sides. Pansari and Kumar (2017) stated that a customer engagement in a firm’s relationship is mainly based on the trust and commitment that leads to satisfying and has emotional bonding, thus leading to higher level of engagement.

Customer engagement was defined as "active interactions of a customer with a firm, with prospects, and with other customers, whether they are transactional or non-transactional in nature", (Kumar et al., 2010, p. 297). Whereas Gupta et al. (2018) discussed how cultural and economic factors play a key role in creating global customer engagement for multinational corporations and developed a framework for engaging customers globally.
Jha and Agrawal (2021) highlighted relationship engagement as an important variable in determining the length of relationships between consumers and businesses. The dedication and loyalty to such partnerships reflects the general attitude of customers to ensure a long-term relationship that leads to stability and more engaging behaviours like re-purchases. The target of customer relationship engagement management is stability and growth.

2.1.3 Account Ownership

The 2017 Global Findex database defines account ownership as “having an individual or jointly owned account either at a financial institution or through a mobile money provider” (Demirguc-Kunt, Klapper et al, 2018, p. 18). According to this definition, the first and main step to a banking relationship is maintaining a bank account; the account may be maintained at a bank or any other regulated financial institution, such as credit union, a cooperative, or a microfinance institution in addition to mobile money accounts which allow people to store money and to send and receive electronic payments. It was highlighted that not all people who have an account are actively engaged in using the banking services. According to this report, about fifth of account owners globally were reported as making no deposit and no withdrawal for a period that could reach twelve months; a point which such accounts may be considered inactive.

A bank account holder is the person whose name is on a bank account. The World Bank and other definitions presented the bank account as a basic financial tool which provides financial transaction services, secures storage of financial assets in addition to its role in allowing access to lower-cost credit, and most importantly helping to establish a credit history. The bank was viewed as a place to acquire assistance for complex financial transactions, and public policies encourage bank account ownership to protect consumers from the expense of utilizing nonbank financial providers (Mielitz, K. 2019). Demirguc-Kunt et al. (2017) added that financial inclusion starts with having a deposit or transaction account at a bank or other financial institution, which supports the Global Findex (2017) report which stated that although not all accounts are active and some of which do not have any activity for over twelve months, are still considered as accounts owned. Thus, a banking relationship is presented in the form of an account relationship.
2.2 Conceptualisation of ‘Individuals’ Engagement in Banking Relationship’

2.2.1 Banking Relationship: Role and Engagement

Petersen, & Rajan, (1994) described the role of the banking relationship as a close and continued interaction over time, over multiple products. Such a relationship reduces costs, increases ties between a firm and a bank and are considered to be more indicative of a close relationship than created ties between a firm and a nonbank. Previous research by Howorth and Moro (2006) highlighted the importance of banking relationships and their evolvement and development as an element that can reduce agency problems, improve the flow of bank funding, and once examined from an economic perspective, it is considered as a means of reducing information asymmetries.

In several studies banking relationship was presented in the form of account relationship Demirgüç-Kunt (2018) stated that maintaining an ‘account’ is the main step to starting and maintaining a banking relationship; it includes active and inactive accounts, as it is not possible to ascertain whether accounts with no deposit and no withdrawal in the past twelve months are “dormant,” as they may be used for long-term saving. Thus, they acknowledge the fact that a banking relationship starts with maintaining an account at a bank, but the benefits come from levels of engagement in this relationship through actively using that account and benefiting from the opportunities of maintaining it over a period of time, in line with Kumar et al.’s (2010) definition.

Franke’s (1988) study presented the bank account relationship as ‘emotional bank account’, stressing the fact that it is important for the bank to learn how to sell bank relationships, not bank products. The study focused on the attitudes and perceptions that the bank’s sales personnel should feel once providing more help to their customers. The banking relationship that should be established should be based on selling benefits to the customers to meet their needs providing a high level of customer interaction and engagement to keep that emotional bank account alive i.e., the bank account relationship has to be active and continuous.
This definition is in line with Sashi’s (2012) definition of customer engagement which focusses on satisfying customers by providing greater value when compared to competitors, this satisfaction builds trust and commitment in long-term relationships, thus leading to higher level of engagement on the long term. This point of benefit will be discussed in this research as an important perceived benefit for individuals affecting their financial behaviour towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

2.2.2 Banking Relationship: Services, Activities and Duration

Ongena & Smith (2000) conducted a study in twenty European countries to find factors behind establishing several banking relationships. It was noted that more bank relationships are available in countries with decentralized and healthy banking systems, than in countries with inefficient judicial systems, and in countries where the enforcement of creditors’ rights is weak. Moreover, the average number of bank relationships is positively related to the relative importance of a country’s public debt markets but negatively related to the importance of its equity markets. Unlike other studies, this study did not only focus on lending relationships, but it also included engagement in cash management services. The cash management services include liquidity management, account and balance management, payments, reconciliation of bank statements, short-term investment (up to one year), managing debtors, receivables and collections, short-term funding (up to one year), trade finance, managing creditors, payables, and payments, foreign exchange transactions, and hedging. The study concluded that a strong and valuable banking relationship can exist without lending, however, the strength and the duration of the banking relationship depends on the scope of services presented by the bank to its clients, i.e., the level of engagement in a banking relationship is vital to the customer who is perceiving several services.

The above is in line with the definition of engagement as a “multidimensional concept comprising cognitive, emotional and/or behavioural dimensions, which plays a central role in the process of relational exchange where other relational concepts are engagement antecedents and/or consequences in iterative engagement processes within the brand community”, (Brodie et al. 2013, p. 107).
“Marriage of convenience; Bank-Customer relationship in the age of the internet”, is a study by Mthembu (2014) which stated that an individual becomes a customer when he/she opens an account with the bank, i.e., the banking relationship starts when the bank agrees to open an account in the customer's name which signifies the bank's consent to enter into a business relationship and acts as the customer’s agent in banking transactions. Such a relationship is defined according to the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), which defines the relationship and provides regulations that discourage adhesive contracts, it also signifies a relationship in which a duration is not of essence, thus signifying a business relationship irrespective of whether such connection is of short-term or long-term nature. Here engagement was not assumed in terms of duration, but rather the usage of banking services and level of interaction.

Another definition by Geva (2001), stated that banking relationship involves collections and payments, it is highlighted by the availability of an account agreement or customer contract, which states the relationship and duties of both parties such as the deposit transaction in addition to the mandate authorizing bank collections and payments, and the debt resulting from entries to the current account. This definition suggests customers’ engagement is related to expectation of the scope of services presented and the financial support and practicality in the financial activities.

2.2.3 Banking Relationship: Documentation

A banking relationship necessitates the ownership of an account regardless of the type i.e., (saving, checking or current account). What to Bring to a Bank to Open a Checking Account (2020) and Banking 101(2020) listed required forms that should be completed and signed to open an account at a bank. These forms require personal and financial details in addition to supporting documents. These details include but are not limited to physical legal identification, date of birth (for individuals), physical address and full contact details. Accordingly, the adoption of a banking relationship by any party within a country’s financial system should start with account ownership, which should meet the requirements of opening and maintaining an account as per the best practice followed by most of the banks worldwide.
As per the above definitions, the ownership of a bank account is considered a basic step towards promoting financial capability and is likely to have important implications in relation to liquidity constraints and saving behaviour (Thaler, 1999), transaction costs (Carbo et al., 2005), financial readiness for retirement (Clark and d’Ambrosio, 2003), and personal security (Blank and Barr, 2012).

2.2.4 Banking Relationship: Financial Behaviour

Tezel (2015) defined financial behaviour as the capability to understand the overall impacts of financial decisions and to be able to make the right decisions in relation to the cash management, investment opportunities and budget planning. Özmete (2015) defined it as any human behaviour that is relevant to money management which may include cash, credit and saving behaviour. The decision for such a financial behaviour is considered to be a behavioural economic decision and the research will try to explain both the strong versus the weak variables affecting the financial behaviour.

Psychology and behavioral economics are related fields (Kahneman, 2003). Behavioural economics describes an approach to understand decision making and behaviour that integrates behavioural science with economic principles (Camerer et al., 2004). Behavioural economics represents the relationship between economic principles and behaviour change considerations. Behavioural economics assumes irrationality in decision making; individuals are vulnerable to temptations and tend to make poor and rash decisions, even though it is clear there are better options that will improve long-term outcomes. Although behavioural economics accounts for irrational behaviours, there is still room within this field with respect to the principles that may explain such irrationality (Becker 1976; Samson 2014).

This research is concerned with the level of engagement in banking relationship as ‘Financial Behaviour’ (FB) thus, FB is the dependent variable. Studying individuals’ behaviour means learning about their preferences in making decisions given the available resources (YudhistiraP, 2014). This research presents the level of engagement in a banking relationship as a planned behaviour, since this behaviour, as many other human behaviours, is linked to background factors that affect individuals’ beliefs, thus their rational intentional behaviour and the actual decision to whether a banking relationship is trustworthy, important, needed, and beneficial will determine the level of engagement.
2.2.5 Customer as Key Stakeholder

Studying the banking sector is related to several long-established theories starting with Adam Smith (1776), Kant (1785) and Durkheim (1933). The concept of division of labour was explained from a sociological point of view. The society is more in need of specialized individuals who can present perfect outputs rather than having shallow expertise that will not add value to the society and will end up being a waste of time and money. The division should be imposed as a duty to foster a sense of community by nature defined as “Social Solidarity” which is the need or the bond that unites one with another in a society. As a rule of behaviour, it is perfectly rational to follow set of rules in a categorical imperative ethical system.

When exploring the banking sector, the stakeholder interests should be considered as an important factor. The ideal path to improve the sector is to find the effective ways to try to satisfy all stakeholders. Thus, it is important to go back to Freeman and the definition of a stakeholder in the narrow sense as “any identifiable group or individual on which an organization is dependent for its continued survival” in addition to the definition on a wider sense as “any identifiable group or individual who can affect the achievement of an organization’s objectives or who is affected by the achievement of the organization’s objectives”, (Freeman & Reed, 1983, p.91). According to Donaldson and Preston (1995) the aim of the stakeholders’ theory is to present a model of how business should be managed effectively.

Several studies shared the same belief of Mittal et al (2005) that customers are one of the most important stakeholders for managing the long-term value of the organizations. This was evidenced by other studies in banking whereby the customer was considered a vital stakeholder. A study in relation to Corporate Social Responsibility and bank customer satisfaction by McDonald & Rundle (2008) supported Freeman’s (1984) argument. It asserted that customers are considered to be one of many stakeholder groups that are affected by the achievement of an organisations' objectives and further added that the role of the customer in market share, shareholder value, and stock price growth is likely to far outweigh that of other stakeholders such as government and the media. Bergendahl and Lindblom’s (2008) study aiming to evaluate the performance of Swedish savings banks found that savings banks are more concerned about the creation of customer value than shareholder value.
A study on the efficiency of commercial banks presented by Ji and Wang (2014) found that the efficiency of commercial banks is a function of stakeholders’ relationship, and that stakeholder relationship is the key variable that influences comprehensive efficiency of commercial banks. However, results showed that except for business customer relation, other stakeholders’ relationships have significant influence on the efficiency of commercial banks. Among them, shareholder relation, employee relation, and regulator relation all have a negative correlation with bank efficiency, while the creditor relation is positively correlated with bank efficiency. The study demonstrated the importance of the customer as a main stakeholder.

This research will explore the ways to improve the efficiency of the banking sector by determining which factors influence the individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. Determining the influential factors that lead people to be part of the financial inclusion process will indeed assist in achieving the banking efficiency objectives, since bank customers are one of the main stakeholders at the banking sector.

Based on the findings from the preceding literature review and within the parameters of this research; the engagement in a banking relationship is determined by the ownership of an account at a bank and level of engagement is defined as the intensity of an individuals’ usage of banking services. Thus, supporting the concept of banking relationship that starts with an account opened at the customer’s name regardless of its type. The engagement is the customer’s financial behaviour which is driven by the expectation of financial support and practicality in financial services that is perceived to assist and ease the financial pressure, support, and facilitate financial operations.

Identifying the individual and social factors that contribute to enhancing individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship is considered the key elements towards understanding individuals’ backgrounds and expectations to be able to affect their financial behaviour and improve their level of engagement in banking relationships. This would lead to improved benefits from the additional engagement in banking services which will lead to more effective financial inclusion.
2.3 Theories of Behaviour

“Theories and models help explain behaviour, as well as suggest how to develop more effective ways to influence and change behaviour” (Office of Behavioral and Social Sciences Research, 2022, p 5). During the recent years, several studies suggested that attitude-based behavioural decision theories provide a solid theoretical foundation for research into understanding factors behind behaviours. Wu et al., (2014), Gerrard and Cunningham (1999) and Loukil and Jarbouï (2016) investigated factors from several theories such as the Theory Reasoned Action (TRA), the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) and the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) to explain internet banking user behaviour, multiple banking relationship and relationship lending respectively.

This research is concerned with ‘behaviour’, specifically financial behaviour at the level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. This section will explore three theories of behaviour and provide the rationale behind using the TPB for this research. The theories will assist in understanding and determining the factors that influence the financial behaviour.

2.3.1 Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA)

Initially, Ajzen & Fishbein, (1972) were behind the concept of behavioural intention, then it was developed and presented within the Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA). According to the TRA, a person's behaviour is determined by their intention to perform the behaviour and that this intention is, in turn, a function of their attitude toward the behaviour and subjective norms.

Figure 2.1: Theory of Reasoned Action, Adapted from (Glanz et al., 2008)
Behavioural intention is defined as an assumption to explain the motivational factors that affect a behaviour. This assumption can be measured as how much effort or sacrifice someone is willing to make when doing a particular thing. In addition, behavioural intention is also regarded as an individual's feeling whether positive or negative about the intention to do something. In their research Ajzen & Fishbein (1972) stated that behavioural intention is influenced by the attitude towards the usefulness of the behaviour and the normative beliefs and motivations to comply within the social surroundings. Later development of the TRA theory Davis (1989) interprets normative belief as perceived, which in their research is represented by the variables ‘perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use’.

The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) was the essential theory that the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) was based upon. Ajzen (1991) extended the TRA and presented the TPB with further measures of control belief and perceived behavioural control. The perceived behavioural control (PBC) was considered to be an important measure to influence both intention and behaviour and allow prediction of behaviours that were not under complete volitional control. As such, within volitional control and where there were no limitations on actions, the TRA could predict behaviours that were relatively straightforward, however, whenever there were limitations or constraints the TRA was not sufficient in predicting behaviour (Armitage & Conner, 2001).

2.3.2 Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB)

The Theory of Reasoned Action (TRA) was the essential theory that the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) was based upon. As presented by LaMorte (2022), the TPB went further ahead and included six constructs that collectively represented an individual’s actual control over the behaviour: attitude, behavioural intention, subjective norms, social norms, perceived power and perceived behavioural control.

The TPB added the third belief to the TRA which is the control belief. This belief is about the presence or absences of factors, resources, opportunities that may facilitate or impede the performance of the behaviour. These control beliefs may be based on past experiences with the behaviour and may be influenced by information from another party (close surroundings), who experienced that behaviour and provided their feedback that increased or reduced the perceived difficulty of performing that behaviour.
Thus, the ending behaviour would be the result of the feedback received about the more resources and opportunities others possess to perform the behaviour or the obstacles they anticipate that directly affected their perceived control over the behaviour (Ajzen, 1991).

The TPB and the important role of beliefs in human behaviour was presented in Ajzen & Fishbein’s (1972) expectancy value model of attitude, and in Ajzen (1991). Three types of beliefs were discussed formerly, behavioural beliefs which influence attitude towards the behaviour, normative beliefs which is assumed to affect and determine subjective norms as it is the beliefs about normative expectations of others i.e., social pressure. The third beliefs are the control beliefs which are the beliefs about the presence of factor that may facilitate, or hinder performance of the behaviour and these beliefs provide the basis for perceptions of behavioural control or what the TPB presents as perceived behavioural control.

The concept of linking behavioural beliefs and attitude towards behaviour stated that attitude towards a belief is developed from people’s perception to its outcome or the cost incurred by performing that behaviour. If people’s expected outcomes towards that behaviour is valued positively or negatively, it automatically stimulates their attitude towards its desirable or undesirable consequence.

The strength of that belief is defined as the subjective probability of the outcome resulting from that behaviour. The strength or weakness of person’s normative beliefs is directly reflected into the subjective norms. A person’s normative belief is concerned with the expectations of others, i.e., the likelihood that important people surrounding that person would approve or disapprove that behaviour. If the person feels that performing a certain behaviour will be approved by the social surrounding this would result onto a strong motivation to perform that behaviour and the subjective norms is directly affected by this motivation. Accordingly, the TPB concluded that attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control represent the three conceptual independent determinants of intention, whereas the actual behavioural control is directly related to the perceived behavioural control, (Figure 2.2).
Within the overall framework of the TPB, the perceived behavioural control (PBC) was presented at the level as beliefs, although the TPB pointed out that “the perceived behavioural control together with the behavioural intention, can be used directly to predict behavioural achievements”, (Ajzen, 1991, P.184). For predicting behaviour, the TPB findings stated that the performance of behaviour is a function of both intentions and perceived behavioural control, which should be assessed fairly towards a specific behaviour in order to realistically reflect the actual control over that behaviour.

Despite the support of direct relationship between the perceived behavioural control and behaviour, it was argued that in certain conditions such as problems of volitional control, the behavioural intention alone would account for limited effect on behaviour thus the PBC can independently predict behaviour (Armitage and Conner, 2001).

2.3.3 Why TPB for this Research?

Within the context of the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB), ‘Behavioural Intention’ refers to the motivational factors that influence individual’s behaviour. According to this factor, the stronger the intention to perform a behaviour, the more likely the behaviour will be performed. Attitude refers to a person’s evaluation of the behaviour of interest (favourable or unfavourable) taking into consideration the outcomes of performing such behaviour i.e., usefulness of that behaviour (LaMorte, 2022). Subjective norms refer to people’s and peers’ approval or disapproval of the behaviour, social norms refer to the acceptance of the behaviour in a cultural context, whereas the perceived behavioural control refers to the perception of ease or difficulty of performing the behaviour of interest.
The Theory of Planned behaviour (TPB) Ajzen (1991) states that intention is determined by three factors: attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control. These three constructs interact with each other to influence an individual’s intentions and the actual end behaviour thereafter. The importance of actual behaviour control is essential in providing the resources and opportunities affecting the end behaviour. However, the actual control of behaviour cannot be separated from the perceived behavioural control i.e., people’s perception of ease or difficulty of performing the behaviour of interest. This is referred to as self-efficacy. It is even considered that the perceived behavioural control may be used as a substitute for a measure of actual control. The TPB tried to understand the changes in human social behaviour in order to be able to predict it. It presented three kinds of considerations that guide human behaviour: behavioural beliefs, normative beliefs, and control beliefs. The result and consequences of these beliefs results in a favourable or unfavourable attitude toward the behaviour.

The TPB also stated the role and effects of attitude toward the behaviour and subjective norms on intention, which the theory considered being moderated by perception of behavioural control. The TPB made the final link stating that the more favourable the attitude and subjective norms the greater the perceived control, the stronger should be the person’s intention to perform the behaviour in question, thus degree for an actual control over behaviour is affected by their intention accordingly, “intention is assumed to be the immediate antecedent of behaviour” (Ajzen, 2002, p. 665).

According to Ajzen (1991), individual’s intention is a central factor to perform a given behaviour. Intentions capture motivational factors that influence a behaviour and “the stronger the intention to engage in a behaviour, the more likely should be its performance.” (Ajzen, 1991, p.181). The performance of most behaviours depends on the availability of non-motivational factors (resources and opportunities) such as time, money, skills, cooperation of others (Ajzen, 1985). According to Bandura (1982, 1995), investigations have shown that confidence in the ability to perform a behaviour is a strong influence on people’s behaviour (perceived behavioural control), furthermore, self-efficacy beliefs can influence choice, preparation and effort expanded towards an activity. In line with this statement by Ajzen & Fishbein (2005) this research will substitute the 'Actual Behavioural Control’ with the PBC and will deal directly with its effects on final behaviour.
Ajzen’s (1991) article addressing the ‘Organizational Behaviour and Human Decision Processes’, tried to present the TPB as a useful framework that deals with human behavioural complexities. Together, attitudes, subject norms and perceived control succeeded in predicting behavioural intentions in many situations, however, both intentions and perceived behavioural control play a considerable role in predicting behaviour. Each of these factors reveal a different aspect of the behaviour thus enabling a different way to affect the behaviour and change it. The TPB paved the way for several other factors to be presented for study that may prompt a behaviour of interest to some people leading them to take different action and change the actual behaviour. Thus, the TPB is open to the inclusion of additional predictors or antecedents that may assist in capturing significant proportion of the variance in intention or behaviour.

Several studies (Vitória et al., 2009; Tucker et al., 2019; Emekci, 2019; Souiden, et al., 2020) that used the TPB added additional exploratory, antecedents i.e., independent factors that were necessary to strengthen relationships. Accordingly, additional independent factors that were not included within the TPB have been added to this research such as Trust and FinTech. This research will test the background and core factors to understand what factors determine customers’ level of financial behaviour regarding the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

Based on the above observations, this research will use the lens of the TPB to determine the factors that affect individual’s financial behaviour. Selective individual and the social factors will be investigated to shed the light on the factors that determine individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship. This research will study the three core factors, attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control then link directly to the financial behaviour.

The actual behavioural control will be part of the PBC, and the intention will be linked to the behaviour; thus, the research will consider the dependent variable to be the intentional behaviour and will be referred to as financial behaviour, as shown in Figure 2.3 below:
2.3.3 Theory of Reasoned Goal Pursuit (RGP)

In a recent study by Ajzen & Kruglanski (2019) the theoretical perspectives in the theory of planned behaviour (TPB: Ajzen 1991, 2012) and the goal system theory (GST) (Kruglanski et al., 2002) were integrated in a proposed theory of reasoned goal pursuit (RGP). According to this theory behavioural intention is determined by motivation to perform a behaviour given the availability of a goal to be achieved. The link between the two theories presented another idea, which is taking a goal into account which should significantly improve the TPB’s explanatory power and predictive validity.

The Goal Systems Theory (GST), is based on rational ideas and concepts that consist of “goals” and “means.” According to the GST, there are two main classes of properties, cognitive and motivational; it considers goals to be mental representations that are interconnected with means of goal attainment as well as with alternative goals. Each goal may be associatively linked to several means of attaining the goal. Each means, in turn, can also be associated with several other goals that can possibly serve. Within this theory it is important to link the activity experience and intrinsic motivation in terms of the transfer of psychological properties from goals to means as function of their degree of association, it is also important to stress the idea of effective self-regulation in an overall scheme of things than progress toward one’s focal objective; (Fishbach et al., 2003; Kruglanski et al., 2002, Kruglanski, 2006).
The theory of achievement motivation Atkinson (1964) is another theory that defines the factor of expectancy of success as being the perceived probability of succeeding at a given task. However, the opportunities that are available for each individual dictate the chance of behavioural achievement. These opportunities are the available resources that can encourage such behaviour, the resources would be related to income, knowledge, and education.

The RGP theory will not be applied for this research as the research is more concerned in investigating the independent factors. However, the new factor “goal” that resulted from the linkage of the two theories TPB & GST would serve as a support to this research and would assist in explaining the findings. As per this new concept, the goal can be considered as individuals’ higher level of engagement in their banking relationship. The improved level of engagement aims to ease the financial pressure, support, and advance business operations. Taking this goal into account will change the formation of the people’s behavioural intention to improve the level of engagement in banking relationship. This requires the availability of exclusive services to meet their goals and needs, such as special accounts for females or entrepreneurs as well as the other current existing services.

The significance of behaviour continuity in achieving goals has been recognized for a long time in different contexts, including quality improvement (Shortell et al., 1995) and organizational success (March, 1996). Thus, it becomes necessary to study factors influencing engagement in the banking relationship, in order to enhance the financial system (Otte and Rousseau, 2002).

2.4 Drivers of Behaviour: Theoretical Framework and Empirical Review

A theory involves a way of viewing or reflecting on the world; theory provides the means to organise factual evidence that determines knowledge (Howell 2013). Theory is a set of interrelated variables, definitions and propositions that specifies relationships among variables (Collins, 2010). Theories are explanations of how things function or why events occur (Black, 1996). In brief, theory can be defined as a reflection on the society which enables understanding the world better.
Theory is composed of four elements (Whetten, 1989) related to: What, how and why and the fourth element covers who where and when. First it is an examination of what variables and concepts should be examined, then how are they going to be examined and thirdly to check how are these variables related, i.e., there is a need to examine the relationship between the variables. This research with apply these means in studying the inter-relationship between the factors in addition to the relationship with the final financial behaviour that leads to higher engagement in banking relationship.

This section will discuss studies that used the TPB to understand the impact of different factors on individuals’ behaviour. This research will use the lens of the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB), a theory from ‘Psychology’; which states that intentional behaviour is how ready an individual is to perform a certain behaviour highlighting some studies that explored the financial and banking behaviour.

### 2.4.1 TBP and Drivers of Behaviour

Tucker et al., (2019) applied the TPB to explain and predict student banking intentions and therefore actual financial behaviour in Australia. The research aimed at studying the banking behaviour of students and investigated the factors that influence student intentions and behaviour towards banking activities. It was clarified that understanding human behaviour is a complex phenomenon that is influenced by several factors, which help shape behaviour. These factors include individuals’ attitudes and beliefs, general economic conditions, bank and government regulations, and the bank’s marketing of products and services.

The results and findings concluded that the TPB appeared to play a mixed role in explaining and predicting student bank behaviour in Australia, however, it provided a deeper insight about the financial behaviour and highlighted that banking is planned behaviour. The TPB of Ajzen (1985, 1991) offered a solid foundation to help explain and understand the role of some of these factors on students’ banking intentions with deeper insight into the behaviour that motivates student intentions to undertake banking activities.
The antecedents’ effect supported the use of the TPB to explain the final behaviour. Several other studies used the TPB to study banking behaviour such as Aziz and Afaq (2018), where the TPB succeeded in explaining the customers’ planned behaviour towards the adoption of Islamic banking in Pakistan. Yadav et al., (2015) research on the intention to adopt internet banking in an emerging economy also applied TPB to explain banking behaviour and succeeded in significantly predicting the consumer’s intentional behaviour. Chai and Dibb (2014) investigated the role of acculturation i.e., the process of impacting both social and psychological well-being in the development of interpersonal trust in banking relationships, based on the knowledge of relational behaviour. Whereas Çoşkun and Dalzie (2020) studied the mediating effect of financial attitude on financial knowledge and financial behaviour, with their findings stating that financial attitude acts as a mediator in the financial knowledge and financial behaviour relationship and financial attitude’s intervention reinforces this relationship.

Deenanath et al., (2019) studied the purposive and unintentional family financial socialization, subjective financial knowledge, and financial behaviour of high school students and their results indicated that student-earned income, a purposive indicator of socialization, was positively associated with behaviour through knowledge. Exclusively obtaining money through parents was negatively associated with behaviour through knowledge, whereas knowledge was positively associated with behaviour.

Bapat’s (2019) research explored the antecedents of financial management behaviour for young adults and provided results that supported the hypothesized positive influence of help-seeking behaviour, financial knowledge, and electronic banking on financial management behaviour. Tucker et al., (2019) in an Australian study investigated the extent to which the three constructs associated with the theory of planned behaviour (TPB) can explain student banking intentions and assist in understanding their bank satisfaction which leads accordingly to the student banking behaviour.
2.4.2 TPB: Empirical Studies

Several empirical reviews have demonstrated that TPB predicts engagement in various behaviours (Ajzen, 1991; Armitage and Conner, 2001; McEachan et al., 2011; Sheeran, 2002). This research will try to ascertain whether the individuals’ background factors that shape the individuals’ attitude and subjective norms will further strengthen the individuals’ perceived behavioural control towards the ability to assume a financial behaviour.

Balushi et al. (2018) investigated Islamic financial decision making among SMEs in the Sultanate of Oman using the TPB to explain and predict SME owner-managers’ intentions to adopt Islamic financial instruments. The empirical analysis and study results supported the TPB confirming that attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behaviour control are significant predictors of SMEs’ intention to adopt Islamic financial instruments.

In a study conducted by McKinsey & Company (Eckermann et al., 2021) concerning the corporate bank of the future; it was found that innovation is key to strengthening clients’ relationships. Corporate banks should focus on new innovations in different areas with differentiated multichannel coverage in order to fight disintermediation. The better the relationships, the more engagement in the intentional behavioural which strengthens the banking relationship. Another interesting study by McKinsey related to ‘ING’s digital transformation’, it was reported that, “ING, the Dutch financial services giant, embarked on an extensive transformation after its leaders recognized the need to focus on customer journeys rather than products”, (Gonçalves, 2015, p. 2). The recommendations of this study further strengthened the need to affect the behavioural intention that leads to strengthened customers’ relationships with their financial institutions. Thus, leading to higher level of engagement in the relationship and the use of the services provided.

Choi and Song (2020) provided empirical evidence that the TPB factors are relatively more significant than TAM factors in explaining citizens’ engagement in Government e-participation. Two TPB core constructs (subjective norms and perceived behavioural control), were proved to be significant and positively related to citizens' engagement in e-participation.
Kim and Lee (2019) investigated the repurchase intention of passengers who have experienced premium economy class using the (TPB) to examine the relationship among psychological factors, perceived price, perceived service quality, perceived value and repurchase intention and the results of the study showed that the repurchase intention of passengers is influenced by the attitude, perceived behavioural control, and perceived value derived from price and service quality. The study discovered that the financial behavioural intention represented by the repurchase intention of passengers is not influenced by the subjective norms. TPB was able determine other strong factors affecting that financial behaviour.

Crowdfunding is a popular channel for entrepreneurial fundraising, a financial behaviour affected by several antecedents according to Shneor and Munim (2019). The findings of this study demonstrated the applicability of the TPB to understand the crowdfunding contribution behaviour. Findings also provided support for both the conceptual application of the TPB in the reward crowdfunding context and the recognition of the importance of the two intentional components, financial contribution, and information-sharing intentions in predicting crowdfunding behaviour.

In a recent study, Kulkami and Bharati (2020) stated that uncertainty affecting individuals’ health, economy, and business, had resulted in changes in different behaviours, including individuals’ financial behaviour. The result of the study suggested that the change in attitude within the prevailing financial conditions resulted in changing financial priorities i.e., affecting individuals’ ending behaviour. This confirms the platform for the risk perception, attitude, prospect and changing financial priorities, which has been observed during the study of the change in financial behaviour as a result of changes in surrounding experiences and conditions. The study further observed changes in individuals’ risk-taking behaviours resulting from varying beliefs and expectations that may only be temporary but worth being followed up.

The above research and practical studies are in line to a great extent with the aim and objectives of this research since the key change is the individuals’ financial behaviour and the factors affecting the intention of engagement are the drivers that would lead to the change in the financial behaviour.
This research seeks to find strategies to enhance the financial behaviour by analysing the strong factors affecting the individuals’ behaviour. In addition to the core and background factors, this research will shed light on the influence of ‘gender’ on the decision making and effect of financial literacy given that education is considered a major building block in individuals’ attitude and behaviour.

2.4.3 Behavioural Change

According to Ajzen (2020) the ideal way to produce a change in behaviour is to introduce new information that would lead to the change in the formation of the individual’s beliefs, this is considered a better way than working directly on changing existing beliefs. It is important to keep in mind that intentions and behaviour often revert to what they were prior to the intervention as such once a new intervention is introduced, it must ensure that individuals’ new beliefs accurately reflect reality and only then it is fair to expect that the effect of the intervention will persist over time.

Usually intervention may be ineffective, unless the individuals have the potential to carry out their newly formed intentions for a long period which will ensure the translation of intentions into behaviour. This will ensure a strong link between intentions and behaviour. It is important to note that interventions directed at behavioural, normative, or control beliefs may succeed in producing corresponding changes in attitudes, subjective norms, and perceptions of behavioural control that will influence intentions in the desired direction.

Several studies have dealt with and presented models in relation to the behavioural change such as, the World Bank World Development Report (WDR): Mind, Society and Behavior (Klein, 2017) and the Health Belief Model (Ritchie, et al., 2018). The Social Cognitive Theory, (Bandura, 1986), the Transtheoretical Model Stages of Change (Di Noia et al., 2008) and the Social Norms Theory (Perkins and Berkowitz, 1986). In addition, several researchers have investigated the link between the behavioural intention and the resultant actual behaviour, (Giampietri et al., 2018; McDermott, 2015; Jafarkarimi et al., 2016).
In the health sector, Boston University School of Public Health, published the results of their research on Behavioral Change Models (LaMorte, 2022) using the TPB to predict and explain certain health behaviours and behavioural intentions such as smoking, drinking, breastfeeding, and other behaviours. Researchers successfully found that behavioural achievements depend on both motivation (behavioural intention) and ability. McDermott et al. (2015), used the TPB to study the dietary patterns, the results of twenty two reports confirmed that attitude was the strongest connection with behavioural intention followed by perceived behavioural control and subjective norms. Further, in health psychology, a meta-analysis of over 200 studies found that TPB was most successful at predicting physical activity and dietary behaviours (McEachan et al., 2011).

This research will demonstrate the changes that started taking place within the Jordanian economy in order to study the feedback and outcomes. Then new recommendations and interventions will be introduced that will target effective change in individuals’ intentions leading to change in their financial behaviour around more engagement in a banking relationship. "You Cannot Understand a System Until You Try to Change It" (Schein, 1999, p64). Given the new changes in the Jordanian financial and educational sectors and in line with the objectives of the research, the relationship between financial literacy and the decision to engage in a banking relationship in Jordan will also be explored.

2.5 Core Factors of Individuals’ Financial Behaviour

Based on the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB), human behaviour is influenced by three types of beliefs: behavioural, normative and control beliefs. A ‘Belief’ according to Schwitzgebel, (2019) is a “state of mind” wherein one person places trust or confidence in others. These beliefs produce the core factors.

This section will explore the three core factors, attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control that drive individuals’ financial behaviour in the form of level of engagement in banking relationship. Once all three core factors or influencers of intention are available the behavioural intention is established which will lead to the final and actual behaviour (Ajzen, 1991).
2.5.1 Attitude

According to Schwitzgebel, (2019) attitude towards the behaviour is the degree to which an individual has a favourable or unfavourable evaluation towards the behaviour in question. Ambad and Damit’s (2016) study aimed at exploring what variables determine entrepreneurial intentions among undergraduate students in Malaysia. The study presented personal attitude referring to the perception of the students on the advantages, satisfaction and attractiveness of entrepreneurship. Results confirmed that personal attitude has a significant effect on students’ intention to become entrepreneurs. The greater the students’ attitude towards the entrepreneurship, the greater the entrepreneurial behavioural intention is. The results have shown that ‘personal attitude’ is the greatest influence on the students’ intention to become an entrepreneur. As such the study recommended a strategy based on how to convince the students about the advantages of being an entrepreneur.

Hansen’s (2008) study about consumer values used the lens of the TPB to investigate online grocery shopping and stated that consumers’ attitude towards online grocery shopping was the most important predictor of online grocery buying intentions. Findings from previous research into behavioural intentions (Jafarkarimi et al., 2016) found that attitude is the most influential factor, followed by subjective norms, perceived behavioural control, personal normative beliefs, and moral intensity. Level of education, age, and the scenario examined also showed a significant effect on the relation between predictors and behavioural intention. Borgers and Pownall’s (2014) study reviewed the attitudes towards socially and environmentally responsible investment, the results of the study provided consistent evidence that beneficiaries have strong positive attitudes towards social responsibility in their pension investments.

Bentler & Speckart (1979) presented their models of attitude–behaviour relations which showed that intentions may be directly influenced by factors other than attitudes and subjective norms, contradicting Fishbein and Ajzen (1972). However, these models found significant effects of attitudes and previous behaviour on subsequent behaviour, superseding the Fishbein-Ajzen theory and reflecting the dynamics of attitude-behaviour relations in various behavioural domains.
Other studies such as Collins and Hoyt (1972) pointed to attitude change as a consequence of the individual’s own counter attitudinal behaviour when such behaviour is perceived as having importance, and when the individual feels personally responsible for the outcomes of the behaviour. This represented another way of assessing the relationship between attitude and behaviour.

Newman & Harrison (2008) showed that the attitude correlated with the broad behavioural engagement criterion and noted in the attitude–engagement model that the term ‘engagement’ describes a behavioural construct, not an attitude. Further, on the association of debt attitudes with socioeconomic characteristics and financial behaviours Loibl et al. (2021) presented research with findings highlighting that debt attitudes change over time, and are relevant to spending, saving, and borrowing behaviours with recommendations to design interventions that affect attitude strength as tools for affecting financial behaviour such as debt and credit use.

This research search for an association between attitude towards behavioural beliefs and individuals’ financial behaviour towards the level of engaging in banking relationship. Given the above studies, this research will study the relationship between individuals’ behaviour and readiness to perform the needed financial behaviour. The factors that influence the behaviour and the degree of willingness to perform such a financial behaviour will be analysed, pointing out what factors can improve individuals’ positive beliefs towards such financial behaviour. The attitude towards the behavioural beliefs will be determined by individuals’ and social factors which will be studied separately in the following sections. Based on the above, the research proposes the below hypothesis for testing:

**H1:** There is a positive relationship between the attitude and the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

### 2.5.2 Subjective Norms

“Subjective norms”, refers to the perceived social pressure to perform or not to perform a behaviour. It is assumed that subjective norms are determined by set of normative beliefs concerning the expectations of important referents or close individuals such as family, friends, co-workers, supervisors, or doctors. Normative beliefs in combination with individuals’ motivations determine the subjective norms, (Ajzen 1988 & 1991).
According to Boston University School of Public Health MPH Online Learning Modules, social norms refer to the customary codes of behaviour in a group or people or larger cultural context and are considered normative, or standard, in a group of people (LaMorte, 2022).

Berkman, et al., (2000) defined a social network as the web of social relationships that surround individuals and provide the social support to enrich these relationships. The social supportive behaviours are acts that can be provided in different forms such as the emotional support (empathy, love, trust, caring), the instrumental support (tangible aid and assistance), the informational support (advice, suggestions) and the appraisal support (constructive feedback and affirmation).

Manning (2011), Ibrahim and Arshad (2017), and Ambad and Damit (2016) all presented evidence of the direct effect of subjective norms on behaviour when the behaviour is more socially motivated. According to Manning (2011) there was a direct positive effect from descriptive norms, stemmed from the relevant engagement of others in certain behaviour that would directly affect individuals' behavioural engagement, especially when the behaviour would fulfil the need to belong.

Ibrahim and Arshad (2017) aimed at finding the relationship between subjective norms on ‘Investment Intentions’ and concluded that the subjective norms act as a more significant factor to impact the investment intention and is a more significant influence compared to product knowledge. This study clearly stated that the investment intention of an individual can be shaped given the increased involvement and influence of friends, family and important people around that individual.

Exploring what variable determines entrepreneurial intentions among undergraduate students in Malaysia, Ambad and Damit (2016) found that perceived relational support has a significant impact on entrepreneurial intention. In other words, the greater the supports from parents, family, friends, and people surrounding them, the greater their entrepreneurial intention is.
According to the Bank of America Survey, (Don Vecchiarello, 2016), Sharon Miller Head of Small Business, stated that small business owners are inherent self-starters and make significant personal sacrifices for their businesses, backed up by their feelings of support from the local network of families or friends that they see as core to their success. The financial support that the bank provides to the business owners is seen as support to the families and local communities, thus linking subjective norms to the final financial decision taken by both the customer and the financial institution. Sikarwar (2019) research results showed presence of an association between “social influence” and individual “financial behaviour” for digital banking, whereas “values” and belief were playing a mediating role.

Nevertheless, other studies did not find strong connections between the subjective norms and behavioural intentions or found that the effect was not as strong compared to the other two core factors. The results of a study by Sheeran et al. (1999) proposed evidence that intentions based on attitudes better predict behaviour than intentions based on subjective norms and confirmed the predictions for both attitudinally controlled people and behaviours. The impact and the influence of subjective norms has been indeed controversial; it was weaker in some studies than the influence of attitude. A study presented by Krueger et al. (2000) showed that subjective norms are not correlated with the intention of individuals to establish their own businesses, whereas Rivis and Sheeran (2003) have shown a medium to strong correlations between descriptive norms and intentions, and Stanton et al. (1996) found the relationship to be weak or even insignificant.

In his study about purchase intention to environmentally sustainable products that lead to purchase behaviour, Kumar (2012) found that subjective norms were not significantly related to purchase intention. Vermeir and Verbeke (2006) and Chen (2007) found a significant positive relationship between subjective norms and a consumer’s intention to buy sustainable and organic food.

Despite the controversial results of the above studies, this research suggests that social behaviours construct the subjective norms beliefs of individuals which affect their behaviours; accordingly the research proposes the below hypothesis for testing:

**H2: There is a positive relationship between the subjective norms and the level of engagement in a banking relationship.**
2.5.3 Perceived Behavioural Control (PBC)

According to Ajzen (1988 & 1991), the construct of “perceived behavioural control” refers to people’s perception of the ease or difficulty of performing the behaviour of interest; the perception of behavioural control is an impact of intentions and actions. Generally, the more favourable the attitude and subjective norms, the greater is the perceived behavioural control and the stronger is the individual’s intention to perform a certain behaviour. According to the TPB, perceived behavioural control and behavioural intention together lead directly to predicting the behavioural achievement.

The results of two studies conducted by van Hooft and Crossley (2008) examining the relationship between the intensity of job search and perceived financial need, suggested that jobseekers with high perceived financial need were more engaged in intense search behaviour to find employment. The perceived risk in taking a financial decision was viewed in Flores and Vieira (2014) study analysing financial behavioural factors to study the effect of propensity toward indebtedness. Their findings highlighted the fact that individuals with higher risk perception tended toward lower levels of indebtedness because their aversion prevents unplanned expenses. As such, people who have a propensity for risk are more willing to borrow and be in debt.

A study presented by Tang et al. (2011) to determine the antecedents of intention to purchase mass customized products, provided results that confirmed that attitude toward purchasing, followed by self-confidence, and subjective norms influence behavioural intention were the most significant. The findings indicated that perceived knowledge had a very strong and positive effect on self-confidence and attitude. Furthermore, subjective norms and perceived usefulness influenced attitude positively.

Bashir and Madhavaiah’s (2014) study about customers’ ability to use internet banking, indicated that customers holding positive belief of their ability to use the internet banking would be more likely to adopt internet banking. The study concluded that bank’s management need to create favourable beliefs of usefulness and ease of use for customers regarding their internet banking usage which will enable them to get more customers using this service.
It was stated within the same study that individuals with higher computer self-efficacy are more readily prepared to use the online banking services, because they have more favourable perceptions of the system’s use. The recommendations stated that banks should launch campaigns to eliminate risk and uncertainty beliefs among consumers.

The findings of some other studies did not reflect a strong effect of the PBC. A comparison between managers with experience and no experience in benchmarking was conducted by Hill, Mann and Wearing (1996) using the TPB to study the effects of attitude, subjective norms, and self-efficacy on intention to benchmark, the results were consistent with the theory. Attitude and subjective norms were significant predictors of intention to benchmark, whereas self-efficacy was not a significant predictor. Another study by Ibrahim and Arshad (2017) examined the impact of product involvement, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control on the investment intentions of individual investors in Pakistan. The findings showed that perceived behavioural control appeared insignificant in influencing the investment intentions of individual investors.

Strömbäck et al. (2017) dealt with perceived behavioural control from a different perspective through a study that aimed at improving the understanding of how people make financial decisions. The study investigated what psychological characteristics influence individuals’ positive financial behaviour and financial well-being by posing the following research question: “Does self-control predict financial behaviour and financial well-being?” The findings pointed out that individuals with good self-control exhibit better financial behaviour, they feel less anxious about financial matters, and feel more secure in their current and future financial situation.

Caplan and Schooler (2007) examined the relationships between socioeconomic status, control beliefs, and financial stress (which is one of the financial behaviours that is affected by several factors and beliefs). Their findings indicated that the effects of the socioeconomic status on the use of problem-focused financial coping appear to be entirely mediated by measures of perceived control. Furthermore, the results suggested that socioeconomic status may affect individual’s control beliefs, leading to changes in the end behaviour with regard to the financial coping processes.
The same study demonstrated that not only do individuals who have fewer material resources, but lesser belief in life's controllability leads to choose coping strategies that may exacerbate their problems even more. The study demonstrated strong relationship between perceived control and financial behaviour. This research supports it, thus proposes the below hypothesis for testing:

**H3:** There is a positive relationship between the Perceived Behavioural Control beliefs and the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

### 2.6 Independent Factors of Individuals’ Financial Behaviour

According to TPB, core beliefs lead to behavioural intentions which generally result in actual behaviour thus behavioural intentions could be considered as the dependent variable measuring behaviour (Ajzen, 2001; Fishbein and Ajzen, 1977; Gollwitzer and Schaal, 1998).

The TPB does not specify where these beliefs originated from but present several possible background factors that include individual and social factors that have proven to have an effect on the individual’s beliefs and attitudes (Ajzen 1985). The background factors may influence the beliefs people hold, some of these factors are of a personal nature such as personality and broad life values; demographic variables such as education, age, gender, and income; and exposure to media and other sources of information.

Ajzen & Fishbein (2005) pointed out that rather than relating general attitudes to broad patterns, some researchers tried single behaviours or judgments in a particular context choosing to ‘invoke’ moderating variables directly instead of engaging more background variables. It was stated that attitudes are expected to predict behaviour only when behaviour is not deliberately monitored. However, for a wide range of behaviours “broad implicit attitudes will lack predictive validity”. It was recommended that for attitude–behaviour relation, researchers should focus on “proximal determinants” i.e., background factors of specific actions toward the behaviour rather than dealing directly with core factors such as general attitudes toward an object.
Based on previous related studies, and in line with the above recommendations to consider background factors, and using the lenses of the TPB, this research included eight background factors to cover both individual and social beliefs. The justifications for choosing the factors will follow. The research will test and investigate the different relationship among the variables throughout a deductive explanatory methodology that will try to point out the strong indicators that affect the core factors which lead to actual financial behaviour. These indicators/factors will be studied, and theories will be tested and investigated from both male and female perspective to test the difference in behaviour (if any) and determine the financial behaviour performed by the level of engagement in a banking relationship and usage of banking services.

This research will follow a path to test some background factors, taking into consideration that some factors such as age, income, gender, culture, economy cannot be changed or influenced but will assist in confirming the strength or weakness of a relationship. Whereas other factors such as knowledge, education, financial literacy and FinTech can be transformed, thus determining the relationship between factors then designing effective intervention methods would lead to the needed behavioural change. The research will pave the way to clarify which kind of intervention needs to be developed in order to be more effective.

In addition to the above independent individual and social factors, the research will add other related factors that are believed to have an impact on the financial behaviour which are ‘Trust’ and ‘Economic Knowledge’ which will be justified in the upcoming analysis.

During the early presentation of the TPB, the background factors were introduced under three categories; individual, social and information since these factors were assumed to have their effect on the formation of individuals’ core beliefs that will eventually determine the intention and final behaviour (Ajzen 1991; 2005). However, later (Ajzen, 2019) the background factors were combined under two categories: the individual and social factors. As such this research is an application of the TPB process studying the independent background effects, i.e., the individual and social factors and their effect on the three core factors being the individual’s behavioural beliefs, the subjective normative beliefs and the perceived behaviour or control beliefs. The research will determine which of the core factors strongly influence the final financial behaviour of the individuals towards the intended financial behaviour performed by the level of engagement in a banking relationship.
2.6.1 Individual Factors

The individual factors were defined in several ways and different perceptions; Stangor’s (2020) study ‘Individual Differences in Person Perception’, defined individual factors as the lasting characteristics of the personality that change over time and are highly determined by social factors which influence on individual’s perception. Ajzen (2019) presented several individual factors which included, age, gender, education, income, personality, mood, emotion, intelligence, values, stereotypes, and knowledge.

2.6.1.1 Age

The TPB introduced age as one of the independent factors that affect the individual’s intention towards behaviour (Ajzen 1991; 2005). This research will determine the relationship between age and the financial behaviour towards establishing a banking relationship through studying the effect of age on behavioural beliefs, subjective and normative beliefs, in addition to the perceived behavioural control.

Earlier studies presented different types of relationship between age as an individual background factor and attitude towards different behaviours; Schade et al., (2016), Haustein and Møller (2016), Holbrook and Schindler (1996), Kobus et al. (2016) and Gozali, (1971). Some other studies presented evidence of a relationship between age and attitude towards financial behaviour. Lai (2010) studied how financial attitudes and practices influence the impulsive buying behaviour of college and university students and provided results that reflected a direct relationship between age and financial behaviour, stating clearly that impulsive buying gradually increases with age.

Lin and Chuang’s (2005) results also supported the above findings indicating that the impulsive buy was significantly associated with gender, age, and amount of pocket money available. Another study, Hayhoe, et al., (1999) in relation to discriminating the number of credit cards held by college students using credit and money attitudes, found that affective attitude increased as students become used to having credit and age appeared to be more important than student status. The findings reflect a strong relationship between the age and the attitude towards the financial decision of using credit cards.
A study by Jafarkarimi, et al. (2016) highlighted that the role of attitude as significantly higher for younger students with lower levels of education compared with older students and students with higher levels of education. The study findings showed that older students and students with higher levels of education are more likely to follow their own attitude and moral obligation instead of thinking about others' ideas, this is contrary to younger people. As per the above the following hypothesis is subject to testing:

\[ H_{8.a}: \text{There is a positive relationship between age and individuals’ attitude towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.} \]

As for the relationship between age and subjective norms, Matthews, et al., (2010) studied the moderating effect of age on work social supports, role stressors, and work–family conflict. The study examined the relationships between several constructs, and the results suggested that work–family research should move away from treating age as a ‘covariate’ and should examine age as a true construct of interest. However, the study presented recommendations for future research stating that models of the work–family interface may need to be interpreted differently when relevant individual differences variables, such as age, are considered as important moderators. They suggested that further studies should seek to consider not only the role age may play in moderating important relationships in the work–family interface, but other relevant individual variables.

Further studies Goerres (2007), O’Neal et al. (2012), Venkatesh et al. (2003) provided evidence of the relationship between age and subjective norms. Whereas age did not predict subjective norms in Graham and Rosén’s study (2019). As per the above, the following hypothesis is subject to testing:

\[ H_{8.b}: \text{There is a positive relationship between age and the subjective norm beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.} \]

Age and its relationship to behavioural beliefs has been the subject of previous studies that have shown that consumers in different age groups display different financial behaviours, and each age group has its own perspectives, influences, and pressures (Robb, et al., 2012; Zick, et al., 2012).
In part of their study in relation to age as moderator of relationship and training behavioural intentions, Bertolino, et al., (2011) concluded that age has a positive relationship on the perceived career development and training behavioural intentions. Their findings found that older workers have a negative relationship between proactivity and training behavioural intentions.

Age differences in financial behaviour and risk tolerance have been documented by a number of research studies, which have reported that financial knowledge improves with age (Xiao, 2010; Xiao, et al. 2011; Alhenawi and Elkhal, 2013). In a study examining the Financial Behaviour in Different Age Groups, Henager and Cude’s (2016) results showed that subjective financial knowledge or confidence was more strongly related to financial behaviour than either objective financial knowledge or subjective financial management ability in the younger age groups. In the older age groups, objective financial knowledge was more strongly related to long-term financial behaviour than either of the other two measures of financial literacy. This was consistent with previous research in which subjective financial literacy and capability were associated with age with Xiao, et al. (2015) suggesting that adults accumulate financial capability as they age.

The relationship between age and beliefs was reflected in Kautonen, et al.’s (2015) study about the emergence of entrepreneurial behaviour and the role of age-based self-image. The study proposed that age-based self-image moderates the process of transforming an intention to start a business into actual entrepreneurial behaviour. The age factor was studied in relation to the perception of the entrepreneurial potential. The study findings confirmed that individuals are more likely to turn their initial entrepreneurial intention into subsequent behaviour based on age-based self-image, i.e. if an individual perceives the entrepreneurial potential positively in terms of age, there are more likely to turn the start-up intention into subsequent behaviour. By introducing the age concept beyond chronological age, the study extended the entrepreneurial intention to the development of entrepreneurial behaviour, in line with the theory of planned behaviour using age as a perspective and effective factor to understanding of the intention behaviour relationship. Here the age of the project rather than the individual was weighted more strongly. As per the above the following hypothesis is subject to testing:

**H8.c:** There is a positive relationship between age and the perceived behavioural control beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.
2.6.1.2 Education

Smith, (2015) Smith and Peller (2020) defined education as the wise, hopeful, and respectful cultivation of learning undertaken in the belief that all should have the chance to share in life, it is a process of inviting truth and possibility, of encouraging and giving time to discovery. John Dewey (1916) defined it as a social process, a process of living and not a preparation for future living.

Several studies have related education with awareness and behaviour, the outcomes supported the development of educational plans to increase the level of awareness among people to control the rate of unethical behaviour (Jafarkarimi, et al., 2016). Preston and Feinstein’s (2004) findings identified significant and substantial effects of adult education on attitudes and behaviours.

Feinstein and Hammond (2004) and Feinstein (2003) examined the effects of adult education on attitudes towards race, authoritarianism, political cynicism, voting and civic participation. Their results stated that adult education has particular effects on attitudes; despite the reservations concerning whether adult learning should be used as an instrument of attitude change, it is believed that it is already changing attitudes.

A study conducted by Baan et al. (2019), provided evidence that academic students appeared to have a more inquiring critical attitude than professional students towards classroom situations and a higher motivation to use and perform research. Another research study (Balder et al. 2020) found that there is a positive and significant relationship between entrepreneurship education and attitude, subjective- norms self-efficacy. Whereas Schüller’s (2016) study provided further evidence for the role of educational attainment in moderating individuals’ attitude responses to major events. As per the above, the following hypothesis is subject to testing:

H9.a: There is a positive relationship between education and the attitude towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.
‘Evaluating the Effectiveness of the Interactive and Engaging Nutrition Education Curriculum for Children’ is a study that presented a relationship between education and engaging behaviour. The study provided evidence that nutrition education for young children is more effective when interactive, and experiential activities should be included in the curriculum. The educational process is further engaging once it includes illustrated stories which were found to increase engagement and improve information retention, (Savoie-Roskos et al., 2019).

Benne (1976) clearly stated that the re-education process is equivalent to change in culture, whereby the change in social action is as important as a change in physical action that is stemmed from perception of a world that we want to see and act within. The change in knowledge leads to change in beliefs and values that will result in the required change in actions. All these changes are the result of self-perceptions change along with situation change.

The financial literacy program in Jordanian schools (Injaz, 2022) is an evolution in education and can be considered as a re-educative process that will lead to a change in the financial culture of the new generations; by building enough confidence and knowledge in their financial abilities should eventually build a more influential social action steered by their strong perceptions of financial knowledge and the final results of this change in knowledge and beliefs should result in achieving the required goals in their intentional behaviour towards the financial world in general. As per the above, the following hypothesis is subject to testing:

**H9.b: There is a positive relationship between education and the perceived behavioural control beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.**

Widyastuti et al. (2020) presented a study that aimed at determining the effect of financial education, financial literacy, and financial behaviour from a teacher’s perspective. Their findings reflected a positive relationship between financial literacy and financial behaviour, but financial education had an insignificant effect on financial behaviour and financial literacy. Here, financial education was defined as a process to improve people’s understanding about financial concepts and products improving their awareness to take a wise financial decision to the benefit of their financial welfare. The study points out the importance of literacy from an early age that would build their confidence and be part of their attitude and readiness to perceive the required behaviour.
Kim, Kim and Moon’s (2016) studied whether having a bank account as a child is associated with the ownership of a bank account at young adulthood. Their results confirmed that the financial independence, employment status, and educational attainment of young adults showed greater associations with bank account ownership than family background, thus providing a relationship between education and subjective norms.

Based on the above research studies, this research proposes that education in general and specifically financial education are the main building blocks for the financial behaviour. Education may be considered as a major requirement that would affect individuals’ behavioural beliefs, normative beliefs and perceived behavioural which should affect their financial behaviour. As per the above, the following hypothesis is subject to testing:

**H9.c:** There is a positive relationship between education and the subjective norm beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

### 2.6.1.3 Income

The relationship between income and core beliefs has been presented in several studies; Kelley and Evans (2017) explored the potential links between income inequality and subjective (well-being examined key cultural and social-psychological influences on well-being). It was observed that individuals' accomplishments together with separate influences of income and social characteristics shape subjective inequality, which can be translated into a relationship between income and subjective beliefs, i.e., the relationship between income and social rank directly affecting an individuals’ subjective norms and beliefs. However, the study presented some agreements which differed across countries, clarifying that income inequality did not show significant impact on subjective well-being in wealthy nations during normal conditions, whereas income inequality slightly increased subjective well-being in developing nations. The study also reflected a relationship between income and perceived advantage that would affect individuals’ judgments. It was stated that individuals would feel better if they think they are fairly paid. The study presented direct and indirect connections between income and the individuals’ core beliefs by asserting that individuals’ satisfaction is not based on family background but is indirectly influenced by it where it shapes perceptions of where one ranks in the society's hierarchy of income and standard of living.
The results demonstrate that attitude would be affected if there is a perceived advantage of being able to improve income, thus improve social rank. Other studies (Hyll and Schneider, 2018; Im, 2014) also established the relationship between income and attitude. As per the above, the following hypothesis is subject to testing:

H10.a: There is a positive relationship between income and the attitude towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

Perry and Morris (2005) presented their study “Who Is in Control? The Role of Self-Perception, Knowledge, and Income in Explaining Consumer Financial Behavior”. The study presented a relationship between income and core beliefs and examined, among other factors, the relationship between consumer financial knowledge and income on financial behaviour.

Their findings demonstrated that individuals’ change in some financial behaviours such as saving, budgeting, and control spending depending on the level of perceived control over outcomes as well as knowledge and financial resources, i.e., individuals’ income. This suggests a relationship between individuals’ income and perceived behavioural control which leads to the change in financial behaviour. Zhang et al. (2019) and Johnson and Krueger (2006) also identified a relationship between income and perceived behavioural control. As per the above, the following hypothesis is subject to testing:

H10.b There is a positive relationship between income and the perceived behavioural control beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

"It pays to be well-connected” by Venz and Gardiner (2017) is a study that aimed at examining the effect of networking ability and core self-evaluations (CSE) on income. Their results revealed that core self-evaluations were positively associated with income and that income is highest for individuals high in both CSE and networking ability. The study clarified that individuals’ income is enhanced if they maintain higher ability to network and build beneficial alliances. The effect on enhancing their income is driven by individuals’ motivation, confidence and self-assurance, which affect their actual financial behaviour. The study further explains that individuals with high CSE and networking ability are more likely to benefit from higher incomes because of their motivation to set challenging and complex work goals, as well as their willingness to draw on social connections in the workplace to achieve their goals.
This study presents income as a two-way factor; first as an independent factor affecting individuals' core beliefs; attitude, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control and leading to confident financial behaviour, and second a direct reverse effect driven by successful financial behaviour that would strengthen the individuals’ core values and give the individual the incentive of seeing income as a successful behavioural goal. Other studies (Diener and Biswas-Diener, 2002) and (Rözer and Kraaykamp, 2013) also proved the relationship between income and subjective norms. As per the above the following hypothesis is subject to testing:

**H10.c:** There is a positive relationship between Income and the subjective norm beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

The relationship between income and core beliefs has been presented in several studies including some stated above and will be tested within this research. However, there were additional studies that linked income directly with financial behaviour, although this relationship will not be tested in this research, it is worth sharing this to further strengthen the research objectives. There is a positive relationship between income and responsible financial management behaviour according to Perry and Morris (2005). Their findings reported a positive relationship between income and responsible financial management behaviour, i.e., people with higher incomes should more likely engage in responsible financial management behaviours.

Caspi et al. (2013) presented findings which demonstrate that low-income housing residents, neighbourhood, social environmental variables are unlikely to be the most important factors in determining behaviours. Darko et al., (2013) presented a study that reflected that economics played a key role in participants’ food shopping behaviours confirmed by the study participants who agreed that economics (income) played a substantial role in their shopping behaviours. A study into consumer behaviour provided results that demonstrated that information about the nutritional content may influence purchasing behaviour by allowing consumers to judge the overall healthiness of the food and consequently enabling them to make informed food choices. The results of the study showed that a lower level of income limits the amount of choice consumers have regarding products; and second, consumers actively look for price information, which affects their use of nutritional information (Cannoosamy, et al., 2014). Hence, these studies clarified a relationship between income and behaviour beliefs which consequently affects final financial behaviour.
2.6.2 Social Factors

The social factors outlined below will be considered for the research, some of which were introduced by TPB, in addition to an additional factor, ‘Trust’ that is expected to have an important role in this research.

Ajzen (2019) presented several social factors which included, religion, race, ethnicity, culture laws, economy, geography, media and intervention. This research will study the relationship between the social factors and the core beliefs that leads to the behaviour. The strength of these relationships enhances the relationship between each of the social factors that were determined and the core beliefs.

Within the above framework, Ajzen (1991) predicted that behavioural achievement is influenced by perceived behavioural control together with the behavioural intention. The TPB presentation of beliefs was stemmed from the study of several factors, some are individual factors, others are social factors. This research considers these factors as independent factors. Individual factors that produce the person’s beliefs include age, gender, education, income, personality, mood, emotion, intelligence, values, stereotypes and knowledge. Social factors include religion, race, ethnicity, culture, laws, economy, geography, media and other proposed intervention.

It was later asserted by Ajzen, (2006) that in order to change behaviour, one or more designed interventions carried out under appropriate circumstances need to be directed towards an individual’s attitude, subjective norms, or perceptions of behavioural control. The result of these interventions would lead to changes in behavioural intentions and consequently affecting the exact behaviour. Thus, this research will follow this guide and find the appropriate interventions that would result in a change in individuals’ financial behaviour.

According to the TPB, when a target is selected for behavioural intervention, the researcher should take special consideration as to whether there is much room to change (Ajzen, 2006). This is an important consideration since some interventions have already started such as financial education at schools and products targeting women’s banking, i.e., there is a need to measure the impact of these changes to be able to access the possibilities of enhancing it further, otherwise there is a need to find other tools.
The TPB suggests that relative weights should be considered for the factors leading to change, i.e. the greater the weight of a factor, the more likely that changing that factor will influence intentions and behaviours (Ajzen, 1971). The TPB argues that the stronger the belief, the greater the perceived probability that the behaviour will produce a given outcome. In order to change attitude, subjective norms, or perceived behavioural control, there is a need to manage a change on either the strength of the relevant beliefs, or the scale values. Sometimes there is a need to change more than one variable to reach the needed change in attitude (Ajzen, 2006).

2.6.2.1 The Influence of Financial Literacy

2.6.2.1.1 Financial Literacy: Knowledge & Culture

According to Luksander et al., (2014) financial culture represents the ability to process the financial information and make the appropriate financial decisions. Suganya et al., (2013) defined it as the sum of knowledge through which the individuals are able to maximize their lifelong financial prosperity.

For the purposes of this research, financial knowledge is concerned with the process and skills that are possessed over time and experience, and not necessarily from education only. As such the two background factors presented by the TBP ‘culture and knowledge’ together present the ‘Financial Culture’ which is the term known to many as ‘Financial Literacy’. This is in line with Csiszárik Kocsir et al.’s (2017) study that stated that there is no precise definition of the term ‘financial culture’, but it is an integration of the cultural values of the community’s characteristics and the quality of the financial decisions. The term was used to express financial literacy skills and capability, which requires special professional knowledge and can be connected to financial knowledge used to inform capable and responsible financial decisions.

The above studies confirm that financial culture is a combination of abilities and skills, which can be achieved with the personal and social well-being and necessitates specific professional knowledge of financial education which is known as “Financial Literacy”. Thus, financial culture is a combined relationship between culture and core beliefs, and knowledge and core beliefs. In this research it will be referred to as ‘Financial Literacy’ being the most used and known term.
2.6.2.1.2 Financial Literacy: (Knowledge and Culture) and the Core beliefs

Some studies presented the relationship between culture and core factors that affect the subsequent behavioural intention and actual behaviour, which can be applied to the financial behaviour, given that it was applied for working behaviours and values after examining the attitudes and working values.

Atkinson and Messy (2012) defined financial culture as the sum of such skills, abilities, attitudes, and patterns of behaviour that are essential for making the right financial decisions both on a personal and social scale. According to Xu & Zia (2012), financial skills are not inborn skills, they are gained skills which explain the idea of financial literacy. Thus, the most important component of financial skills is financial literacy (Csiszárik Kocsir et al., 2017).

Zou et al.’s (2009) study presented the idea that culture affects people through their perceptions of what is consensually believed. It examined whether cultural differences are mediated by differences in individuals’ perceptions of the views of people around them. It was explained that individuals who perceive approval of their traditional views will themselves behave and think in culturally typical ways. As such if they believe that their culture is perceived well from their surroundings, their core beliefs will be strengthened affecting their behavioural intention and eventually their actual behaviour. The study demonstrated further evidence of a relationship between culture and core beliefs, mainly in relation to subjective norms, thus relationship between financial literacy and social norms in this research.

Li et al.’s (2012) presented evidence of the importance of cultural influences in corporate risk-taking “risk appetite” within the globalized business world, after asking “How does culture influence corporate risk-taking?” The findings showed that cultural values have a considerable effect on the way decisions are made on a global level. These findings can assist in improving the international management practice by increasing the awareness that culture matters a lot in corporate decisions. This study demonstrated an indirect relationship between culture and financial behaviour through a strong relationship between culture and individuals' core beliefs in relation to the individuals’ perceived behavioural control, thus a relationship between financial literacy and perceived behavioural control in this research.
Lim et al. (2018) presented a serial mediation model of financial knowledge on the intention to invest and studied operationalized financial knowledge as actual financial knowledge (objective knowledge) and self-rated financial knowledge (subjective knowledge). The study demonstrated the significance of risk perception and attitude towards financial investments as essential rational aspects in the financial behavioural assumptions. It reflected clear relationships among financial knowledge, risk perception, attitude, and behavioural intention in a sequential process with both risk perception and attitude towards financial investments. The findings indicated that individuals who possessed higher levels of actual financial knowledge had the propensity to develop more favourable risk perception and attitude towards financial investments, which subsequently translated into higher financial behavioural intention to invest.

The same study pointed out that the role of risk perception in the relationship between actual financial knowledge and financial behavioural intention to invest was found to contribute larger effects, compared to the attitude towards financial investments. It concluded that actual financial knowledge has a significant effect on the financial decision-making process. This provided the contents of the financial knowledge to trigger positive change in the perception and attitude of the decision makers. The conclusions clearly stated the following sequence: confirmation of objective knowledge → risk perception → attitude → behavioural intention.

Studies developed by Bandura (1982, 1995) claimed that self-efficacy facilitates the relationship between knowledge and action. This concept of self-efficacy presented the idea that individuals seek to gain a sense of control over the events shaping their lives and according to these studies people’s construct financial self-efficacy is a subjective indicator of financial capability and is rooted in the original theoretical developments of self-efficacy. Another study by Kempson et al., (2006) clearly stated that financial self-efficacy highlights the individuals’ attitudes, beliefs, and confidence in making financial decisions. Further, Mindra et al. (2017) suggested strong positive and significant relationship between financial self-efficacy and financial inclusion. It also suggested that other variables such as age and gender, had significant influence on an individual’s usage of formal financial services.
Ramalho and Forte (2019) connected knowledge with self-confidence and concluded that a financial behaviour is the basic need for all people, stressing the fact that adults learn how to manage their financial matters through a trial-and-error process which led to poor financial behaviour. According to the study the greater people’s knowledge and self-confidence, the better their behaviour. The study went a step further stating that the financial education programs may not be that effective if they only address the technical aspect of financial knowledge. Further work needs to be done with regard to people’s behavioural aspects that lead to strengthening the self-confidence and accordingly lead to better financial management.

Xiao & Porto (2017) found a strong relationship between financial literacy, financial behaviour and financial capability which were considered as strong mediators between financial education and financial satisfaction. Whereas, Henager and Cude’s (2016) research studied decision making in general as well as financial decision making, and reported that knowledge increases over time thus both age and knowledge contribute to final decisions.

Other studies found a relationship between knowledge and age, pointing out that experience and acquired knowledge increase with age (Alhenawi and Elkhal 2013, Agarwal et al., 2009). Whereas Henager and Cude’s (2016) study analysed relationships within age groups, reporting that subjective ability was positively associated in every age group and had a stronger relationship than financial knowledge.

A recent study by Subagio et al. (2020) on the effect of investment education and investment experience on investment decision with financial knowledge, concluded that both investment education and investment experience have positive effects on investment decisions and both influence investment decisions through financial knowledge; thus, indicating that extensive financial knowledge is indispensable in supporting education and investment experience to make better investment decisions.

There are several means of gathering knowledge about the financial sector; in addition to the private channels represented by family and peers. The public sector may also play an important role. The concept of ‘financial inclusion’ means that adults have access to and can effectively use a range of appropriate financial services. Financial inclusion starts with having a deposit or transaction account at a bank or other financial institution (Demirguc-Kunt et al., 2017).
Financial inclusion increases total factor productivity (efficiency) as pointed out by Dabla Norris et al. (2015) who stated that talented entrepreneurs benefit greatly from their desire to operate firms on a larger scale.

The above studies demonstrated theoretical and empirical evidence of the relationship between financial literacy represented by individual culture and knowledge and its effect on individuals’ core factors and beliefs.

### 2.6.2.1.3 Financial Literacy and Financial Behaviour

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development’s (OECD) definition of financial literacy is a combination of the consciousness, knowledge, ability, attitude and behaviour which are essential tools to make financial decisions that will add up to financial wealth (Atkinson and Messy, 2012). One of the objectives of this research is to study the relationship between financial literacy and individuals’ financial behaviour.

Several studies (Lusardi and Mitchell, 2007; Alessie et al., 2011) have provided evidence of a link between financial literacy and financial behaviours. Bhushan & Medury’s (2013) study results found a positive correlation between financial literacy and financial behaviour, representing more commitment of individuals to pay on time, save and use their credit cards wisely. The study stated that regardless of the strategy applied to provide financial education, positive outcomes were noticed.

The above was also confirmed by Cordero et al. (2020), who stated that beliefs that improved financial literacy have indeed empowered people to make better financial decisions, which explains the increased interest in this field worldwide during the past few years. Iwaniec and Curdt-Christiansen’s (2020) study aimed at measuring how parents engage their children in environmental literacy. The participants were found to play an active role in their engagement with children on pro-environmentalism in terms of shaping their behaviours and attitudes and developing their knowledge and skills. The results revealed that, the lower the parents’ socio-economic status and age, the higher the engagement of their children with environmental literacy in China.
Hussain et al., (2018), conducted research and issued its results in June 2018, titled: “Is knowledge that powerful? Financial literacy and access to finance: An analysis of enterprises in the UK”. Findings of this research concluded that financial literacy is not a luxury but rather a necessity and it should be part of the school curriculum. The analysis suggests enhanced financial literacy, reduces monitoring costs and serves to optimize firms’ capital structure that positively impacts on SMEs growth.

Financial management knowledge, financial skills and literacy enable managers to make strategic investments and timely interventions to deal with complex financial decisions and respond to global challenges (Stadler et al., 2013). There has been extensive research carried out, in the UK and internationally, that has examined how the lack of access to finance limits the growth, performance and the competitiveness of the UK economy (Johnson et al., 2007). The research recommendations clearly state that the financial education at schools is considered to be a necessity not a luxury, it is a future determinant of a strong sophisticated economic system, with life examples such as the German educational system which includes compulsory “economics” subject study within its curriculum resulting into dynamic financial system backed up by robust and confident capabilities. "More economics in class-room" was important topic in German public educational system. After long debates ‘Economics’ is taught in state schools because educators believe that “individuals need to understand the ‘grammar of society’, which is impossible without understanding the economy. It enables individuals to sharpen their competence for criticism, and become independent and self-determined consumers, employees and citizens”, (Weber, 2002, p.1).

Studying economics is believed to have resulted in a more realistic and authentic generation who can act responsibly within the economy and continuously be able to develop and encourage understanding of the market order (Weber, 2002). It is believed that it is everyone’s responsibility to solve the problems of society such as unemployment rate and the best way to start with that is through the economic education which seems to be a kind of economic policy that encourages a culture of entrepreneurship.
A recent study on the role of financial literacy on financial behaviour by Andarsari & Ningtyas (2019) concluded that financial literacy has indeed a positive influence on financial behaviour. The study also confirmed that the higher the individual’s financial knowledge, the better the financial behaviour is expected to be. The study concluded that financial knowledge or literacy is needed as the basis for making decisions for daily life regardless of whether the individual is running a business or not.

The findings of study conducted by Cordero et al. (2020) found that there was a positive and significant relationship between financial education and financial literacy test achievements. It was pointed out that there are still national and cultural differences that policymakers should consider when developing financial literacy assessment tools for their respective countries; however, the study presented a potential explanation for financial education taught as part of the school curriculum not having a bigger impact in most countries until students get to apply the concepts in practice.

Fernando (2022) presented and defined financial literacy as the education that enables the understanding and managing of various financial areas such personal finance, money and investing. The findings of the study showed that financial literacy helped individuals become self-sufficient so that they can achieve financial stability, i.e., financial education provided individuals with the tools to understand how money works, how to create and achieve financial goals and how to manage their internal and external financial challenges. This was further confirmed by Hira (2012) who clarified that the goal of financial education, policies and business practices is to help people increase their financial capabilities, so they are willing and able to achieve desirable financial behaviours for improving their own long-term, financial well-being and the overall well-being of their communities. This will only happen through value based educational systems that lead to financially educated communities in which students can develop their personal qualities of self-knowledge, self-acceptance and mature desire for the human dignity and justice.

Financial literacy has been found to be positively associated with the long-term and the short-term financial planning and managing behaviour indices. The finding of a study by Henager and Cude (2016) acknowledged the importance of subjective financial knowledge to improve the level of confidence and suggested that the younger cohorts may engage in positive financial behaviours if they think they can, where the older cohorts may rely on their actual knowledge.
This was in line with another study by Zhu et al. (2018) which tried to relate academic performance with financial forecasting performance. Their results showed that this can be applied to the positive relationship between financial intelligence and financial forecasting and trading performance in financial markets.

Morgan and Long (2020) presented a recent study linking financial literacy, financial inclusion, and savings behaviour with findings showing positive effects of financial literacy on both financial inclusion and savings. The study pointed out that individuals with higher financial literacy were more likely to hold savings regardless of their income and level of education.

In a study conducted by McKinsey & Company (Sengupta et al. 2019), it was stated that traditional banking officials successfully coordinated an ecosystem strategy, by building partnerships and monetizing data that could improve profitability. The study was conducted in August 2016, whereby DBS Bank Singapore, launched a pilot of its ‘POSB’ Smart Buddy Program’, which aimed to set up a simple payments system for Singapore’s primary schools via smart watches. Under the program, students were provided with a free smart watch that they could simply wave to pay for food, drinks, books and other daily necessities. The watch also prompted students with tips on financial management and monitored their exercise by calculating number of steps. Parents were able to download an app through which they can top-up their child’s pocket money and monitor expenditure and exercise. The benefits were shared by all parties involved; schools benefited from an easy method of payment and the government were able to gather adequate data on student consumption and exercise levels. This study served as an excellent educational way for banks to deepen their relationship with parents and to establish relationships with students in a way that may increase likelihood of these students becoming customers in the future.

As per the above studies, it is strongly believed that building financial knowledge from an early age will be the most important prerequisite to improve financial behaviour intentions resulting in higher level of engagement in banking relationship, based on strong knowledge, commitment, and confidence in the ability to manage own financials.
This research seeks to provide information and suggest ways to boost the individuals’ financial confidence by improving their financial literacy starting from schools for the young generations to post school training and coaching to adults. To back up the education, the social support and the social marketing are important social factors according to the TPB. Thus, there is a need for tools that will affect individuals’ behavioural, normative and control beliefs that translate into the main three attributes: attitude towards behaviour, subjective norms, and the perceived behavioural control. The TPB confirms that these attributes directly affect individuals’ people’s intentions that are translated into behaviour.

This research exposed relationships between financial literacy, and the three core beliefs, and suggest the following hypotheses to test:

**H11.a**: There is a positive relationship between financial literacy and the attitude towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

**H11.b**: There is a positive relationship between financial literacy and the subjective norm beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

**H11.c**: There is a positive relationship between financial literacy and the perceived behavioural control beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

### 2.6.2.2 Economy and Economic Knowledge (Perceived Economic Conditions)

The relationship between economic conditions and individuals’ financial behaviour have been demonstrated in several aspects. Chang et al.’s (2016) study aimed at reviewing people actions and behaviours during the economic bubbles. The study reflected that despite the fact that risk management, guidelines and analysis are essential to any form of business or government, the findings demonstrated changes in individuals’ attitudes and behaviours during economic bubbles, whereby investors were willing to reduce due diligence and take unmeasured risks with which they lack experience.
‘Economic Forces and the Sukuk Market’, is a study conducted by Ahmad et al., (2012) that aimed at investigating the macroeconomic influencing sukuk market behaviour. Sukuk, or Islamic bond is considered one of the most active Islamic debt market financial instruments. It has similar characteristics to a bond since it has a maturity date and a regular payment over the life of the sukuk along with a final payment at maturity. It can also be traded in secondary market.

The issuance of Sukuk is a financial decision that affects shareholders wealth and the factors that affect shareholders wealth are central issues in finance that determine how much and what type of debt and equity should be issued, i.e., the economic forces are the main factors that affect the individuals’ financial behaviours. The results of the study indicated that selected macroeconomic factors do influence Sukuk issuance as a result of individuals’ financial behaviours being an important functional aspects of Islamic capital markets.

The relationship between economic conditions and investor expectations of risk and return, was investigated by Amromin and Sharpe (2014) where they analysed the stock market beliefs and portfolio choices of household investors. The results of the study found a high correlation between stock returns in the asset-pricing literature and the investor's subjective expected returns. Moreover, the study findings stated that subjective expectations of both risk and returns on stocks are strongly influenced by perceptions of economic conditions. The study indicated that when investors believe macroeconomic conditions are more expansionary and the economic conditions are getting better, they tend to expect both higher returns and lower volatility, thus strengthening their subjective expectations which is supported by the finding of a significant link between their expectations and portfolio choices. The study concluded that portfolio equity positions are related to investors’ anticipation of higher expected returns or lower uncertainty. This study demonstrated a relationship between the economic conditions and the individuals’ perceived behavioural control leading to the financial behaviour. As per the above, the following hypotheses are subject to testing:

**H12.a:** There is a positive relationship between economy and attitude towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

**H12.b:** There is a positive relationship between economy and the subjective norms towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

**H12.c:** There is a positive relationship between economy and the perceived behavioural control beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.
The final financial behaviour determined by individuals and decision makers is derived directly or indirectly by the prevailing economic conditions, that is derived from shareholders’ wealth and knowledge which is directly affected by the economic conditions. The above studies demonstrated a relationship between the effect of changes in economic conditions on the individuals’ attitude leading to changes in the level of engagement in the financial behaviour. Thus, it is important to study the effect of economic knowledge on individuals’ core factors and final financial behaviour, since changes in the economic factors should be accompanied by a good level of economic knowledge to enable individuals behave accordingly.

A study by Walstad and Rebeck, (2002) assessed the level of economic knowledge and economic opinions of adults and reported that basic economic knowledge is affected by several individual factors such as age, gender, race, income, and level of education. It also reported that on average, males showed consistently more economic knowledge than females. It also confirmed a relationship with education where the higher the level of education the higher the economic knowledge. A finding that should be encouraging to academic economists for adults who had taken a college economics course indicating lasting value to college instruction in economics. The most important finding from the study is that it provides robust evidence that economic knowledge has a positive and statistically significant effect on opinions about economic issues. The study concluded that adults with more economic knowledge were significantly more likely to be optimistic about the future of the economy.

In Gunay et al.’s (2015) study on the ‘Determinants of Financial Management Behaviors of Families’, it was noted that the environmental, social, cultural, and economic conditions are continuously changing due to globalization. These changes directly affect families’ well-being and families’ functions, mainly the economic functions. Within these continuous economic changes, the family’s behaviour in relation to the usage of their income changes as well, which affect both their social and economic welfare. According to Gunnarsson and Wahlund (1997) some sort of financial strategy results from families’ actions and behaviours that have been the consequence of the economic changes among other changes.
The findings of a ‘Survey Data and Subjective Beliefs in Business Cycle Models’ presented by Bhandari et al., (2019) concluded that subjective beliefs have an economically significant role in driving macroeconomic outcomes, especially labour market quantities. They argued that the economic policy changes that affect consumption has its effects on the subjective beliefs and individual decisions. The study concluded that within markets in general and incomplete markets in particular, various external economic changes lead to changes in internal social beliefs, which lead to changes in social financial behaviours that have clear implications on savings, portfolio choices, and labour market behaviour.

Fabrigar et al., (2006) presented an experimental study trying to understand the role of relevance, complexity, and amount of knowledge in determining their effects on attitude-behaviour consistency. The results supported an attitude inference perspective i.e., attitude based on evidence and reasoning, which holds that under high deliberation conditions, people consider the behavioural relevance and dimensional complexity of knowledge underlying their attitudes before deciding to act on them. The findings of the study helped to clarify that it is not just the amount of knowledge that was responsible for enhancing the attitude behaviour consistency. It is rather the complexity of the knowledge that may normally be confounded with the amount that is more critical. These experimental studies suggested that the content of knowledge matters and the relevance of the content often play a role in the impact of attitudes on attitudinal processes.

As per the above the following hypotheses are subject to testing:

**H7.a:** There is a positive relationship between economic knowledge and attitude that affect individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship.

**H7.b:** There is a positive relationship between economic knowledge and the subjective norm beliefs that affect individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship.

**H7.c:** There is a positive relationship between economic knowledge and the perceived behavioural control beliefs that affect individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship.
2.6.2.3 The Use of Financial Technology Services (FinTech)

Financial Technology (FinTech) is the business of using technology to offer financial services in new and better ways, it describes new technologies adopted by the financial institutions which varies from data security to financial service deliveries (Gai et al., 2018). It is reported that FinTech is considered one of the major investments for most competitive financial firms (Wigglesworth, 2016) and the use of FinTech services represent the financial digitalization which is believed to an important factor in the development of banking services. According to Rezayat (2017) digital communication channels are extremely important means of communication between financial institutions and customers. The researchers opted to add FinTech as an additional independent factor to investigate its effect on individuals’ engagement in banking relationship.

Early studies such as (Meyrowitz, 1995) and (Hofferth, 2010) found relationships and influencing factors between media and individuals’ future achievements, social behaviour and identity. Technological developments and the availability of social media networks have further affected the behaviours, knowledge, and relationships among people. Srivastav and Nath (2015) presented social media as knowledge management systems that lead to evolving knowledge management processes through knowledge sharing and perceived learning i.e., affecting both social knowledge and social learning thus social norms. Whereas social media research presented by Zafarani et al. (2014), Cao et al., (2014) found the effects of media on generating social interactions and further scientific outcomes confirming behavioural patterns that were verified and captured to predict individuals’ intentions.

Ehrentraud et al. (2020) report stated that FinTech’s recent development has increased the challenge for policymakers who aim at maximising the benefits while minimising potential risks for the financial system. The reports stated that such challenges are sometimes beyond the traditional scope of the financial authorities, and the speed of innovation makes it difficult for regulators to respond in a timely manner. Further, BigTech firms aggressively entered the banking market to become ‘the elephant in the banking room’ leveraging their dominant services such as social media, cloud computing, data sharing and data superiority to compete.
According to the same report, the recent financial and health crisis exhibited that digitalization brought up new competition from FinTech start-ups pushing the banks to find new ways of coping with the increased demand by directly acquiring start-ups. This experience showed that financial inclusion that included bank and nonbank providers provided several financial alternatives that are accessible to broad segments of the world's population. This is not a risk-free route and includes several financial implications, however, it is more effective in the presence of more labour, education and knowledge to manage financial resources wisely.

Stead et al., (2004) research study on the development and evaluation of mass media using the TPB intervention was shaped by the TPBs three core factors: attitude, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control. The study results reflected the impact of the media campaign on communication outcomes and on TPB core factors. Social media proved to be an effective trigger on communication outcomes, and significant changes in attitudes stemmed from the changes in individuals’ beliefs. The improvement in social and digital media has positively affected the engagement and use of the FinTech services. As per the above the following hypothesis is subject to testing:

**H13.a:** *There is a positive relationship between the use of FinTech services and individuals’ attitude that affect the engagement in a banking relationship.*

Social and digital media as a marketing, communication, and service tool to influence individuals’ behaviours as presented in several research studies (Oberoi et al., 2017; Phan and Park, 2014; Husain et al., 2016; Doyle, 2007). According to e-Source ‘Behavioral & Social Sciences Research’, social marketing is defined as an instrument that influence individuals’ behaviour via marketing technologies. As such, social and digital media is an important factor that affects individuals’ behaviours through changing individuals' intentions.

Dehghani and Tumer (2015) issued the results of a study that aimed at examining the effectiveness of advertisements on enhancing consumers’ purchasing intention. Their findings confirmed the significant contribution of advertising on the change in individuals’ purchasing behavioural intentions.
In a recently published ‘Handbook of Research on Innovations in Technology and Marketing for Connected Consumer’, Butt & Butt (2020) discussed the ‘Digitalisation of the Global FinTech Industry’, which is short for financial technology and is related to the new technology and innovation methods that are used by many individuals to process their financial services via their devices. According to this book, digitalization is considered the base of success for many banking organizations who became aware that digital banking or online banking is competing with traditional financial methods in the delivery of financial services. The beauty of these methods among many other benefits is the ability to reach unbanked segments of society, particularly in developing countries.

“Responsible digital payments during COVID-19: Insights from Jordan, Peru and Ghana” a recent webinar (2020) conducted by Better Than Cash Alliance (2020) on May 13, 2020, demonstrated facts and examples that reflected changes in financial behaviours in the three countries during exceptional health and economic conditions. It was stated that the crucial role of digital channels enabled rapid onboarding of customers. Responsible digital payments guidelines were followed to ensure, fair, safe, transparent mean to provide needed funds. The availability of mobile access for Jordanians (age 15+) reached 89% which allowed a digital financial transformation and supported clients’ access and use through interoperability.

These facts reflected the changes in individuals’ beliefs and engagements towards financial channels. Social media special tools were designed to meet clients’ needs and capabilities and to build customer trust that improved their attitudes and perceived behavioural control towards the adoption of new financial channels. In line with Srivastav and Nath (2015), social media role evolved from a communication system to evolving knowledge management process through knowledge sharing and perceived learning.

As such, understanding drivers and trends in the FinTech industry is critical to the financial sector in order to be able to use these technological capabilities and stimulate their benefits. Banks already use digital marketing tools to analyse customers’ needs, however, banks should find more developed ways to analyse historical data in order to be able to predict changes in behaviour amongst individuals mainly millennial who are the main users of the FinTech services.
This research assesses the effect of social and digital media and financial digitalization in the form of FinTech services on changing individuals’ core beliefs that leads to the change in the engagement level of the financial behaviour. Accordingly, the following hypotheses will be presented for testing:

**H13.b:** There is a positive relationship between the use of FinTech services and the subjective norm beliefs that affect the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

**H13.c:** There is a positive relationship between the use of FinTech services and the perceived behavioural control beliefs that affect the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

### 2.6.2.4 Trust

According to Parasuraman et al. (1988), in a traditional business environment, customers evaluate their trust from different service quality dimensions, trust is typically generated by a customer observing employees' knowledge and responsiveness. Urban et al., (2000) added that trust is important in online environments because the consumer has few tangible and verifiable cues regarding the service provider's capabilities and intentions.

The banking industry is strongly associated with high levels of trust, safety and reliability. That is why this research will include trust as one of the factors that affects people’s intentional behaviour towards their relationship with the banking industry. According to Corbitt et al., (2003), the negative attitudes towards perceived risk may lead to a negative effect on customer’s trust intention, and trust intention may positively influence participation behaviour. They confirmed that “trust is a critical factor for consumers’ patronage behaviour”, (Corbitt et al., 2003, p. 205).

This research considers “Trust” an important additional factor to add, since it is related to the people’s confidence in the banking system in general and given the latest development and innovation that took place within the banking industry that have played an important role in individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship. As per the above, the following hypothesis is subject to testing:

**H14.a:** There is a positive relationship between trust and individuals’ attitude that affect the level of engagement in a banking relationship.
Research on trust presented by Gulati (1995) & Doz (1996) have shown that higher levels of trust improve relationships and cooperation, it also improves information flows and could be associated with reductions in information asymmetries in the relationship between banks and small firms. According to Tang et al. (2010), trust has significant influence not only on the customer’s intention but also on performance expectancy. In his study to examine the factors predicting customers’ initial trust in Mobile banking, Zhou (2011) confirmed that trust is a key factor determining the likelihood of customers using mobile banking. Gefen et al. (2003) proposed that trust has a direct influence and effect on the customers’ intention, usage and adoption of mobile banking services.

Stix (2013) clearly stated that trust is a key element in explaining interpersonal differences in cash preferences and the findings of this study supported the hypothesis regarding trust in banks stating clearly that that institution-specific trust matters more than social capital. Guiso et al. (2004) presented a model proposing a link between trust and financial decisions. The study stressed the importance of trust stating that individual’s extent of involvement in the financial transactions requires trust and also depend on their level of education. These studies stressed the idea of trust in dealing with financial institutions and proposed ways of interventions. According to Stix (2013) trust plays a very important role in people’s interactions with banks, as such further policy measures are needed to strengthen trust in banks otherwise negative effects on the economy will prevail. As per the above the following hypothesis is subject to testing:

**H14.b:** There is a positive relationship between trust and individuals’ subjective norm beliefs that affect the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

Risk, trust, and the interaction of perceived ease of use and behavioural control in predicting consumers’ use of social media for transactions’ is a study presented by Hansen et al., (2018), where several models were tested with respect to predicting use of social networking services. Results indicated that perceived risk and trust play significant roles as antecedents in consumer decision making and that risk-taking propensity has a direct effect on behavioural intention.
Another study presented by Namasivayam and Guchait (2013) investigating the role of contingent self-esteem and trust in consumer satisfaction provided results indicating that consumers’ contingent self-esteem and trust evaluations depend on their perceptions of fairness and control. Further, contingent self-esteem and trust influence customers’ satisfaction evaluations and behavioural intentions. Using the theory of planned behaviour, Ashraf et al.’s (2020) study examined the relationships among beliefs about internet privacy, trust and online banking behaviour. Study results indicated that beliefs about trust and privacy positively affect attitudes toward internet banking, beliefs about self-efficacy regarding internet banking positively affect perceived behavioural control, which in turn affects actual online banking behaviour. In line with the above, the following hypothesis is subject to testing:

**H14.c:** There is a positive relationship between trust and the perceived behavioural control beliefs that affect the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

The research will determine the importance of each the above background factors (individual and social) in addition to “Trust” as an additional factor, in order to assess the weights affecting the core beliefs, then determine the scope and needed tools of intervention that may result in affecting the behaviour. In order to be able to apply these measures, it is important to use a questionnaire that will determine which factor has the greater weight in order to concentrate the efforts and develop the tools to initiate the appropriate changes to influence the behaviour of higher level of engagement in a banking relationship.

### 2.7 Moderating Influence of Gender

The third objective of this research is to study the influence of gender on the independent, core and dependent variables that affect the individuals’ financial behaviour towards higher engagement in a banking relationship.

Gender is considered a moderating variable within this research; according to the definition presented by Allen, M. (2017) who refers to moderating variables as variables that can strengthen, diminish, deny, or transform the relationship between independent and dependent variables, sometimes can change the direction of the relationship or help explain the links between the independent and dependent variables.
As such ‘Gender’ as moderating variable may provide additional information regarding the association and relationship between two variables in this quantitative research and may assist in explaining what features can make that relationship stronger, weaker, or even disappear. Studies that used ‘gender’ as moderating factors were able to demonstrate the important role of gender as a moderating factor that assisted in explaining differences of background and core factors’ effect on behavioural intentions. Machogu and Okiko (2015) presented a study that aimed at evaluating the perceptual view of males and females on the e-banking complexities and customer’s satisfaction. Results reflected a strong relationship between electronic banking complexities and customer satisfaction. As for customer satisfactions results, female respondents reported higher satisfaction levels than males, whereas male respondent’s showed experienced e-banking complexities in the usage of e-banking more than female.

A study presented by Beauregard, (2012) aimed at examining personality and investigated the moderating role of gender in the link between personality and organizational citizenship behaviour. Their results showed that females appear to exhibit citizenship behaviours regardless of how confident they feel in being able to successfully perform. These results were attributed to the social and organizational norms that place females in the role of ‘helper’ and expect more communal behaviours from her than that from males.

The joint moderating role of trust propensity and gender on consumers’ online shopping behaviour was another study presented by Chen et al. (2015) with findings stating that ‘gender’ had a moderating effect on the relationship between perceived benefit and re-purchase intention. Trust propensity moderates the relationship between perceived risk and overall satisfaction, gender and trust propensity were found not to be correlated. Thus, trust propensity should be considered to be similar between genders. However, the interaction of trust propensity and gender played a significant joint moderating role in affecting the impact of perceived benefit on the intention to purchase. Test results showed that re-purchase intention was significantly different between male and female groups. Perceived benefit to re-purchase intention was found to be higher for male customers than female ones. The study concluded that men with high trust propensity belief are the most benefit oriented consumer group. This joint moderating effect is more powerful in distinguishing different levels of re-purchase intention. Female customers with high trust propensity presented as having the highest re-purchase intention, whilst male consumers with high trust propensity reported the lowest re-purchase intention.
Social networks of female tech-entrepreneurs and new venture performance was a study presented by Xie & Lv (2016) on the moderating effects of entrepreneurial alertness and gender discrimination. The survey data from 316 new ventures in China explored the relationship between the social networks of female tech-entrepreneurs and new venture performance. Among many other findings, the study revealed that the social networks of female tech-entrepreneurs have a positive effect on new venture performance, and gender discrimination against women has a negative effect on new venture performance which negatively moderates the relationship between the social networks of female tech-entrepreneurs and new venture performance. The study findings also revealed that female entrepreneurial quality of awareness not only has a direct effect on new venture performance, but also positively moderates the relationship between the social networks of female tech-entrepreneurs and new venture performance.

Bellet (2018) stated that empowering females will have a positive impact on the economy and improve standards of living. As such, several projects aim at supporting females in dealing with the challenges. This should eventually lead to better salaries, savings and investments in the future. Some studies found that financial literacy in females tends to be lower than in males (Falahi and Paim, 2011). Other studies, Chen and Volpe (2002) found supporting evidence that gender is associated with financial literacy and that the gender is a significant factor that clearly indicates that females are less knowledgeable when it comes to the finance. According to this study financial literacy is related to educational and experience factors which males acquire more than females. The results of a study conducted on role of gender in the SME banking context concluded that female-owned businesses face relatively greater challenges with respect to accessing debt financing, pointing out possible gender-related differences in the lender-borrower relationship (Madill, 2006).

Xiao et al.’s (2010) study showed that specific life events, such as marriage, divorce, childbirth and the death of a spouse or parent have been shown to be strongly correlated with increased motivation to learn about specific aspects of financial management. Some of these events, such as marriage and childbirth increase the desire to plan to assure positive outcomes for the new situation. Other events, such as divorce or the death of a parent or spouse, result in fear, anxiety, instability and a great desire to gain control of the financial situation. Females in these circumstances have particularly been shown to be greatly motivated to learn about various aspects of financial management.
Different researchers have discovered that gender matters (Adam, 2001, 2002, 2005; Adam and Ofori-Amanfo, 2000; Herring, 1996; Mohamed et al., 2012). Other studies reported that, in the younger age group, the females demonstrated a higher level of ethical beliefs, while in the older age group, men were slightly more ethical (Peterson et al., 2001).

A study in the Middle East and North Africa conducted by World Bank (Felsenthal & Hahn, 2018), showed that 52% of males but only 35% of females have an account at a financial institution. That result, according to the study represented the largest gender gap of any region but provides strong opportunities to increase financial inclusion among women. One way to solve this issue is through the mobile phone ownership which was considered a good venue to expanding the financial inclusion for women. The study stated that among the unbanked, 86% of men and 75% of women have a mobile phone. Up to 20 million unbanked adults in the region send or receive domestic remittances using cash or an over-the-counter service, including seven million in the Arab Republic of Egypt. These results represented good ways to encourage more women under the umbrella of financial inclusion which will assist them in improving their financial well-being in the future.

A mediated model of the effects of human resource management policies and practices on the intention to promote women using the TPB, was presented by Biswas, Boyle, Mitchell and Casimir (2016), and the results showed a positive relationship between supportive human resource policies and practices and intention to promote women to senior roles. The TPB assisted in understanding how human resources policies and practices generate their effect leading to the intention to promote women to senior management, by creating positive behavioural beliefs which guide the future intentions related to promotions. The findings of the study clearly stated that “the core roles of attitudes and subjective norms imply that fair and equitable HR policies and practices shape managers’ cognition and normative beliefs regarding the enactment of the impartial promotional behaviour”, (Biswas et al., 2016, pp.1323). A study by Kessels et al., (2014) investigated gender differences in academic engagement and gender identity. The findings reported gender differences around representation in subjects such as maths and science and engagement at school in general. It was highlighted that male stereotyping of mathematics and science implies a greater misfit between girls’ gender identity and engagement in these domains. The perception that displaying effort and engagement at school is feminine leads to a misfit between boys’ gender identity and academic engagement in general.
The current trend within the Jordanian banking sector is to offer new females targeted banking products, another process of re-education, to build the feeling of social action fulfilment, which is essentially equivalent to a change in culture. When females are given the tools to change their beliefs and perceptions of self-ability to handle their own financial decisions, this change in beliefs should lead to a strong change in their intentional behaviour towards financial decisions, thus, establishing a banking relationship and become an account owner. As per the TPB, these beliefs are determined by both individual and social factors. Based on the above studies, this research will propose the following hypothesis for testing:

\[H4\]: Females’ attitude towards behavioural beliefs is positively related to their level of engagement in a banking relationship.

\[H5\]: Females’ subjective norm beliefs are positively related to their level of engagement in a banking relationship.

\[H6\]: Females’ perceived behavioural control beliefs are positively related to their level of engagement in a banking relationship.

2.8 Deficiencies in the Literature: Gaps

Howell (2013) along with other authors argue that not enough theories exist, so there is a need to learn from experience and develop further theories. When a theory is set to reflect or explain a reality, more knowledge is produced of the phenomena under analysis. Accurate theories will lead to sound understanding resulting in practical solutions, which can be generalized to spread better practical understanding. In return better practice would enhance the theory and increase awareness to present it in a better integrated framework and ethical reflection.

Theory provides better means of understanding reality, knowledge and truth once reflected in practice. Accurate theory will lead to more specific data collection and analysis leading to sound understanding of reality and resulting in improved practical solutions and better practice. Enhanced theory will increase awareness presented in a better framework for practice.

In any economy, financial market trends are usually a reflection of people’s financial behaviour. Mitigating financial market imperfections, is a crucial issue that has been receiving increasing attention among scholars, policymakers, and practitioners, which tried to identify factors from the institutions and not from the customers’ perspective.
Aristei & Gallo (2016) studied the relationships of banks with non-financial institutions and highlighted that the interactions among bank ownership type, diversification and multiple banking relationships play a key role in determining financial market imperfections. Such studies represent a gap in the research by concentrating more on the role of the institutions’ dealings with each other and their effect on the market instead of studying the important role of the individuals’ and customers’ behaviours as a starting point that would lead to the effect in the financial markets.

Nanoeconomics is a relatively new section of economic theory that analyse individuals’ behavioural aspects that affect their economic activity. “Models of Financial Behavior of the Population in the Conditions of Nanoeconomics” is the title of a new study presented by Gorshkova and Ksenda (2020) that dealt with the individual’s financial behaviour as a component of nanoeconomics, reflecting findings that indicated that financial behaviour directly affects the development of the financial system and increase the competitiveness of the country. The research suggested that the behaviour of the individual is the basis of his/her economic activity; individual’s behaviours form a sense of the environment reality, determines tasks, incentives, motivation and information sources. Additionally, they found that individuals’ financial behaviour is determined by sources (financial resources), factors (endogenous and exogenous, objective and subjective), market conditions (current economic situation, existing financial institutions) and institutional restrictions (mandatory norms). The research concluded that the performance of the financial institutions, as well as other financial aspects such as tax payments and deductions affect how individuals think about their financial well-being and depending on various factors (psychological, economic, political) their financial behaviour changes.

This research is in line with the findings of the above research presented by Gorshkova and Ksenda (2020), however, more endogenous, and exogenous, objective, and subjective factors are going to be tested. The objective of this research is to identify the main factors that affect the level of engagement in a banking relationship and be part of the financial system, throughout studying their behavioural beliefs. According to Central Bank of Jordan (2018)- the Financial Inclusion National Strategy (NFIS) project would assist in realizing the economy’s objective of sustainability and growth. As such, once factors are identified, appropriate interventions will be directed to the intended individuals to clarify the positive outcomes that are expected to their benefit and to the economy in general.
Another gap that was noticed in previous studies is related to the way these studies dealt with customers’ level of engagement in a behaviour. The way and approach that these studies aimed at affecting and predicting customer’s level of engagement was related to the results or expected goals that the customers want to reach. Such studies especially in marketing (Sajjad and Zaman, 2020; Liu et al., 2021; Rather, 2018; Christofii et al., 2018) were trying to improve the level of customers’ engagement by increasing marketing campaigns or rewards and increase the influence by focusing on the entertainment, interaction, trendiness, and customization dimensions of a luxury brand's social media activities and others. Very limited studies were concerned with the antecedents’ factors that affect the individuals’ behaviours before even engaging in such activities.

In earlier sections most studies such as Hayhoe et al., (1999), Bhushan & Medury, (2013), Bellet (2018), Borgers and Pownall’s (2014), Ibrahim and Arshad (2017) and others, were mainly focusing on aspects related to the final financial action such as credit card payment and investments within the banking relationship domain. However, a comprehensive literature review on the topic of individuals’ behaviour towards more engagement in a banking relationship is still lacking depth, thus representing a gap in current knowledge.

Examining interventions to attitude towards the financial behaviour, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control that leads to changes in the financial behaviour is fairly new perspective that has not been widely identified in the earlier literature reviews. This research attempts to address this gap by analysing research literature on behavioural changes that lead individuals to take the decision to engage more a banking relationship.

There is lack of research in the domain of engagement in a banking relationship. The available literature about banking relationship behaviour, mostly focuses on aspects related to relationship behaviour and customer satisfactions after establishing the banking relationship and throughout the course of the business dealings with banks thereafter. Fewer studies on financial behaviour and banking relationship have considered studying the factors affecting the financial behaviour before establishing a banking relationship and engaging more into the use of banking services. This represents a gap in current knowledge.
Examining the financial behaviour towards higher level of engagement in a banking relationship calls for a cross-disciplinary approach that draws on insights from the fields of finance, consumer behaviour, education, gender analysis and management. Such a perspective has not been fully adopted in earlier studies. This research attempts to address these gaps by analysing research literature on the behavioural factors affecting individuals' financial behaviour to engage more in a banking relationship. The study will take into consideration various knowledge segments presenting praxis to bridge the gap between theory and practice in relation to the engagement banking relationship phenomena in Jordan.

2.9 Conceptual Framework: Research Conceptual Model
3. CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND METHODS

3.1 Chapter Overview

Area of Study
This primary aim of this research is to determine the main antecedents (individual and social factors) that influence the individual’s level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. Based on this rationale, the first objective of the research is to determine the individual and social factors that contribute to enhancing individual’s level of engagement in a banking relationship. The second objective is to examine the influence of financial literacy in enhancing the level of individual’s behavioural engagement towards the banking relationship. The third and final objective is to investigate if the above dynamics vary by gender. The research adopted a questionnaire technique, and this chapter will focus on the population, sample size, methods of study and procedure of data collection and analysis.

Sample Design & Techniques
The research study investigated a non-probability sample of 542 individuals to obtain a broad view on the individual and social factors that influence individual’s level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. The target population included Jordanians living in the largest eight cities of Jordan. The sample size has been determined using a formula to ensure the full representation of the population.

Instruments of Data Collection
The strategy for data collection comprised of a survey administered as a questionnaire as the instrument. The questionnaire was prepared in both English and Arabic and distributed via social media networks and in person. The questionnaire was structured to allow respondents select the most appropriate option to reflect factors under study.

Methods of Data Collection
Data was collected mostly electronically and for certain cases manually depending on the location and electronic reach of some members within the target population. Such methods were adopted independently to reduce bias or subjective views.
3.2 Research Philosophy

The basic structure of the research depends on a philosophy that presents the relationship between truth, knowledge, and reality. Depending on the researcher’s own beliefs, interpretations, and perspective; the research framework is presented. The researcher starts by identifying the perspectives of reality, knowledge and truth that are identified through concepts and theories, followed by methodologies and methods which are based on the paradigms of inquiry that shape the overall research.

According to the researcher’s own perspective and beliefs (objective or subjective) the theory is presented using the different paradigms, which varies from positivism, post-positivism, critical, constructivism or participatory theory. The methodology is considered the research strategy which clarifies the rationale behind the data collected, and it involves how to think about and how to study and interpret social reality (Corbin and Strauss, 1990).

“Theory” is defined in several ways; some define theory as a reflection of reality, others define theory as an identification of knowledge and truth and a reflection of reality whereby we seek more knowledge through research to challenge reality. Others suggest that “Theory” explains experiences and practices and provides means of generalization and practical understanding, it also provides means of organizing evidence and determining knowledge. Social science theories try to provide the understanding of situations at certain points in time (Howell, 2013). Through the research more knowledge, information and data are collected in order to reach an objectivity in the relationship to be accepted by the general, then presented by procedures that will be eventually practiced.

This research study seeks to investigate the factors that influence individual’s level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan, it presented more knowledge about the factors that lead to individual’s financial behaviour. The researcher followed an objectivist approach to study the factors that affect individual’s financial behaviour, based on a theory that will try to explain individual’s financial experiences and current banking practices. The act of applying and realizing the theory to the practice in financial behaviour is the praxis process that the researcher has followed to bridge the gap between the theory and practice.
The philosophy starts with choosing the social sciences that relate to the thesis under research. In line with the proposed thesis subject in this research; theories will be stemmed from three main areas of social sciences; Economics, Business Management in addition to Psychology. Serval theories within these social sciences have been exposed aiming at choosing the most relevant to provide the understanding of individual’s financial behaviours.

3.2.1 Paradigm of Inquiry

Research paradigm is considered a guidance of how the research is going to be conducted setting a clear philosophical framework (Collis and Hussey, 2009). The paradigms reflect the researcher’s beliefs of the nature of reality, how it was discovered and presented. It is reflected by asking certain philosophical questions (Ontology and Epistemology) then try to identify ways of collecting and presenting data (Methodology and Axiology).

According to Howell (2013), truth is not fixed or discovered, it is either historically or relatively constructed through the reflexivity of communities whereby the researched and researcher become interchangeable within the research process and theory generation. As a result, notions of reality, knowledge and truth are directly connected and in positive correlation with the theories in relation. It is a circle and a process that complements each other and provides a better means of understanding of all the reality, knowledge and truth once reflected in practice. This improved process results in the transformation of our societies and provide better means of understanding our life. To study the correlation between theory and the paradigms of inquiry, one should start by identifying the types and levels of theory; once identified, observations start leading to ideas.

Based on the proposed hypotheses, theory attempts to reflect reality until falsification occurs. According to Popper (1959), good theories are falsifiable even if the variables are adequately measured when the relationship between these variables was incorrectly predicted by the researcher. As such, the findings revealed that a few variables in this research were not able to accurately predict the individuals’ financial behaviour.
3.2.2 Philosophical Assumptions

The positivism and post-positivism philosophical approach is followed throughout this research to enable the researcher to answer the research question by identifying, collecting, and measuring direct and indirect variables that affect the individual’s decision leading to the engagement in a financial behaviour. Findings can be generalized to enable banks to predict and prepare new products to attract more individuals to engage more in a banking relationship.

Adopting positivism and post-positivism philosophical assumptions on social sciences usually leads to the development of models that can predict human behaviour (Rosenberg, 2005). Following these philosophical assumptions, this research presents measured concepts and variables registered independently by the researcher to state facts and find truth to establish reality (Johnson and Duberley, 2000).

Positivism and post-positivism philosophical assumption will determine this research framework as it implies that the researcher and the subject are independent and objective. According to these philosophical assumptions, knowledge can only be achieved and justified through experience, observation, and experiment (Gray, 2009). The researcher and the researched are separate and the epistemology (relationship) attempts to reflect reality in pure objectivity, adopting assumptions of social sciences and considering facts from acceptable knowledge to constitute good quality data in the form of numbers.

Given the positivism philosophical approach for this research that aims at studying factors that affect individual’s level of engagement in a banking relationship; the paradigm position regarding ontology suggests that reality exists and can be discovered but humanity is unable to totally understand it, in this research it represents individuals’ engagement in a financial behaviour. The epistemology within the research reflects findings that has been developed and progressed between the researcher and the researched to result into new findings that constitutes acceptable knowledge that are created as the investigation proceeds (knowing through making). The role of values represented by the axiology reflects the independence of the researcher from what is researched to maintain objectivity, which the positivism approach suggests.
3.3 Research Approach

There are two research approaches to theory development: deductive and inductive. According to Saunders et al. (2019), the inductive approach investigates why a phenomenon is happening. It is applicable when building a theory. Whereas the deductive approach tends to explain what is happening by using hypotheses to explain relationships among variables. According to King et al. (1995) and Grimmer et al. (2021) and as evident in several published research studies, a deductive approach is considered to be the most common process in the social sciences; a process of finding a clear theory from which a set of propositions are derived before even viewing or collecting any data. According to this view researchers must deduce the concepts that structure the variables under study then follow the strategy to measure the concepts, this will lead to the development of hypotheses then a research design that can test the implications of the theory under consideration.

In social sciences, it is agreed that the deductive approach is the most popular way to develop the theoretical knowledge base (Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2008). For this research, the deductive approach was followed, since the deductive approach tends to explain the financial behaviour of the individuals based on highly structured large samples and measurable variables that were measured and analysed through quantitative methods of analysis.

This research is theory driven thus, a deductive approach to theory development is followed subject to rigorous testing. The Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) is the base theory that assumes a social reality and provides the basis of explanation indicating causal relationships. The deductive approach starting from the TPB presents a set of related variables that presents a systematic view of a phenomenon specifying relationships among variables for the purpose of explaining such phenomenon. The deductive approach involves the use of hypotheses to explain the causal relationships among variables, mostly using quantitative methods (Saunders et al., 2019). Several hypotheses are developed and presented from the collected data, then values are analysed depending on a scientific quantitative approach. Social Science Theory is defined in terms of its ability to provide validity and understanding rather than its ability to enable measurement proof or prediction (Howell, 2013).
The purpose of this research is to understand and observe the effect of the independent variables (age, education, income, financial literacy, economy, economic knowledge, FinTech and trust) on the mediating variables (attitude, subjective norms, and perceived behavioural control), then relate and present new ideas and interventions to explain the dependent variable which is the financial behaviour towards level of engagement.

According to Popper (1959), an important part of the accumulation of scientific knowledge is to keep in mind that no single theory was able to account for all behaviours, limitations exist for each theory thus no single theory can be accurately generalized for everybody, necessitating the need to continue to modify existing theories on the basis of new collected data and present new predictions until better theories are found to replace the old ones.

Schutt, (2017) defines social science, as one of the main building blocks of the theory dealing with concepts and variables set of observed behaviours. Every observation made in everyday life, and every statement about it, is already permeated by theory, thus researchers’ interpretations are reflected through social science research. This may link to the consensus theory where the researcher considers truth constructed through cultural and social actors. The consensus theory would reflect the researcher’s interpretations concerned with the continuation of the social order in society. So, truth is constructed through cultural and social actors (Joas et al., 2009).

In this research the deductive approach will explain what is happening to individual’s behaviour by using hypotheses to explain relationships of individual and social variables and observe their effect on the final financial behaviour. Truth is pursued and constructed through the individuals’ cultural and social variables that explains the level of engagement in a banking relationship.

The rigour in the researcher study has to reflect the ‘axiological’ assumptions which represent the researcher’s values. The reflection of own values, objectivity through the process of research will lead to consistency of thoughts and opinions and will further improve dependability and reliability of the outcomes. The other stage of the paradigm will include the ‘rhetoric’ assumption which is related to the researcher language of study. According to Howell’s (2013) reality is identified when individuals understand of the world through their personal histories, culture, language and environment.
Both the axiological and rhetoric assumptions or mechanisms of paradigm may be considered the main reflexive means which clearly reflect the researcher personality, opinions and thoughts. The researcher’s deductive approach is going to determine the criteria of evaluation and authenticity.

### 3.4 Research Methodological Choice

Howell (2013) stated that research involves understanding the relationship between theory, philosophy (ontology and epistemology), methodology and methods. Saunders (2019) clarified that methods of data collection are the techniques and procedures that are followed to collect and analyse data. Based on the above paradigm assumptions the researcher’s relevant methodological assumption will reflect the process of research and follow a methodology that clearly explains how the researcher as investigator goes about finding out what he/she believes in and presents that to the reader.

Methodology can be defined as the strategy and procedure supporting the selection of the relevant methods of research (Crotty M., 1998). The methodology associated with the main paradigm of this post-positivist research is a survey methodology that is designed to collect primary data along with the existing secondary data from a sample of the population aiming at generalizing the results to the full population. Using a survey as a positivistic methodology will enable the researcher to investigate the dependent and independent variables collected from the sample population, investigate the effects then draw implications and conclusions that can be generalised (Gray, 2009).

### 3.5 Research Design

According to (Creswell, 2009) there are three research designs: qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods. To answer the research question set in this study, an explanatory study is implemented to enable the researcher establish relationships between the different factors and participants. Within the domain of banking services, theories will be tested and validated through different target groups.
Given the availability of rich literature and studies in the domain of financial behaviour, the research will follow the deductive approach for theory testing using a quantitative methodological design, in line with Clark (1998); Giddings and Grant, (2007) that post-positivist paradigm favours the quantitative approach whereby the researcher and the researched are separate and the epistemology (relationship) attempts to reflect reality in pure objectivity.

Guba (1981) presented a model where the four aspects of trustworthiness in quantitative studies were identified as: truth value, applicability, consistency and neutrality. These aspects and strategies are important to researchers in designing ways of increasing the rigor of their studies, (Krefting 1990). Guba’s model described four general criteria for the evaluation of research: Credibility, Transferability, Dependability and Confirmability. The four criteria are used to assess the aspects of trustworthiness and authenticity. However, due to different research approaches, the criteria of evaluation may slightly defer as follows:

Table 2.1 Criteria for Research Evaluation adapted from (Krefting 1991)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criterion</th>
<th>Qualitative Approach</th>
<th>Quantitative Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>True value</td>
<td>Credibility</td>
<td>Internal validity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicability</td>
<td>Transferability</td>
<td>External validity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>Dependability</td>
<td>Reliability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutrality</td>
<td>Confirmability</td>
<td>Objectivity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The adoption of a quantitative method research design in this research enables the internal and external validity testing to reflect true value of results. Reliability and objectivity are reflected by the consistency of the methodology and the neutrality of data collection methods and analysis, whereby the researcher and the researched are separate and relationship between them attempts to reflect reality in pure objectivity. In quantitative research, generalizability is considered a major standard for evaluating the quality of a study (Kerlinger and Lee, 2000; Polit and Beck, 2008). Using a quantitative research design is one of the most suitable approaches that would provide generalizable findings (Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2008). This research follows a rigorous testing through series of hypothesis, deducing testable hypothesis to form related theories. The tested variables are clearly defined and tested to ensure the ability to quantify. The research mainly uses primary sources of data to address its objectives, set new theories, and try to explain the reality to provide the knowledge required for the analysis.
3.6 Quantitative Research Method

According to Saunders et al. (2019), quantitative data is usually collected through questionnaires, surveys or structured interviews that are statistically analysed to explain relationships between variables. These methods are used to answer questions such as who, what, how much and how many. Gray (2009) considers this as a strategy to be applied in descriptive and explanatory research that is linked to the deductive approach. According to Boyer and Swink (2008) and Craighead et al. (2011), survey research contributes significantly to the progress in several business and management studies by validating and redefining the constructs derived from the theories, examining relationships, in addition to providing evidence from practical life. Surveys’ efficiently collect large samples of data and have proven their ability to generalize the findings to populations.

Easterby-Smith et al. (2013) stated that most business research following the quantitative method use what is called the inferential survey or questionnaire. Using the data collected by the questionnaire in explanatory studies enables the researcher to test and explain the relationship between variables (Saunders et al., 2019). For this research, the data is collected through a questionnaire distributed anonymously to Jordanian individuals aiming to examine the factors that affect their financial behaviour. Both individuals who maintain a banking relationship and others who choose not to have a banking relationship but able to use other means to process their financial services were included in this research.

The design process considered the requirement for internal validity and reliability of data collected; the rate of response; structure; and the robustness of the pilot study (Saunders et al., 2019). The questionnaire was administered both in English and in Arabic, checked for accuracy of translation and pilot tested with a sample group of participants. Web-based questionnaires were employed for this research, thus data was collected through social media platforms in addition to limited number of questionnaires collected manually. Data was then analysed using the Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modelling (PLS-SEM) technique to support or reject the relationships hypothesised. This will further be explained at the upcoming sections.
The questionnaire survey explored several direct and indirect factors that influence individual’s level of engagement in a banking relationship. The questionnaire pointed out independent factors which are the individual factors (age, education, income) and social factors (financial literacy, economy, economic knowledge, FinTech and trust) to address the first objective of the research. To address the second objective of this research, the questionnaire investigated the effect of the independent factors on the core or mediating factors (attitude, subjective norms and the perceived behavioural control towards the financial behaviours). An additional independent variable was added to the study (Trust) as an important influence affecting the core factors which added more strength to the findings. The influence of gender on the determinants of access to the financial system is the third objective of the research, this control variable was also explored to justify the low percentage of female access to the banking sector in Jordan.

The data was collected using questionnaire as a tool of the survey strategy that was well structured, standardized, tested, and administered by the researcher as the useful tool in explaining and relating variables by obtaining comparable and standardised data which once applied through the PLS-SEM technique provided more accurate explanations of the relationships between the investigated variables. The questionnaire method was in line with the positivism philosophy and enabled the researcher to address the research objectives reaching the aim of this research.

3.7 Questionnaire Design, Layout and Translation

3.7.1 Design

The questionnaire first draft was structured in English using JISC software. All questions were chosen and amended adequately from previous relevant studies, all referenced and accurately chosen and reviewed. The questionnaire included twenty-eight questions, to study factors which were chosen by the researcher from the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) as the most relevant to the study, (details available in the following Section 3.8). The questions were comprehensive multiple choice with several detailed grid questions that included several questions in one question. The questions aimed at collecting information about the individual factors such as age, gender, location, education, profession, income. Other questions aimed at collecting data about social factors by testing their subjective norms.
In addition, some questions were testing individual’s financial knowledge and literacy, financial attitude, economic outlook, individual knowledge in financial technology (FinTech), and some questions explored individual’s perceived financial behaviour in addition to trust in banking.

The questionnaire started with a cover letter that briefly explained the purpose of the study; a statement assuring the full anonymity and confidentiality of respondents and the aim and objectives of the research were clearly stated (Bryman, 2012; Saunders et al., 2019). As recommended by Collis and Hussey, (2009) for a full positivism approach, all questions of the questionnaire were closed ended with multiple choices for the answers.

Using the multiple-choice option enables easy data collection, simple to construct and easy to answer questions, offering better comparable and measurable results using the Likert scale system in most questions, which is considered more reliable for comparison reasons (Ghuman, 2010). Despite the fact that many types of measures exist, most survey questionnaires used Likert-scales (Schmitt et al., 2004), which was originally used to test attitude and opinions whereby each item measures through a five-point-scale (Howell, 2003).

### 3.7.2. Translation & Layout

The questionnaire was then sent to a professional translating company in Jordan to translate the English questionnaire into Arabic, then a back translation was conducted to ensure accuracy. According to Zikmund (2010), back translation is the process of translating one questionnaire from one language to another then translates it back to the initial language by two different translators. Both English and Arabic translations were reviewed again by two translator experts in the field of banking and finance and a few amendments were made to familiarize participants with the required data; for example, the names of some electronic payment products that are offered by banks and financial institutions in Jordan were mentioned in order to clarify the meaning of FinTech products such as “Fawteercom”.


Once the translation was completed, the layout of the questionnaire in both languages was not possible on the JISC platform due to language limitations options; thus, the best practical solution was to structure and prepare the questionnaire in both languages using “google forms” which produces hyperlinks that can be distributed via social media networks requesting participants to take part. The questionnaire was prepared in English and Arabic and layout testing was conducted to ensure clear presentation on all media screens especially the mobile phones.

To ensure obtaining unbiased responses; designing a questionnaire requires the use of clear academic wording, simple instructions on how to select answers, it is also essential to avoid jargon or abbreviations; offensive or embarrassing words that may result in biased responses, loaded questions nor using words that have different meanings or can be misunderstood, (Saunders et al., 2019).

Within the positivism approach of this research, simple, direct closed ended questions were used with participants provided with a set of possible multiple-choice answers (Collis and Hussey, 2009). Being an accepted measuring tool used by researchers (McNabb 2017; Monette et al., 2013) and relatively easy for the participants to answer and simple for the researcher to construct (Ghuman, 2010), the responses were measured on Likert scale which enable the participants to share their views and opinions on a scale ranging from low or negative to high or positive feedbacks (Madu, 2003).

The questionnaire was divided into sections to cover the following aspects of the research study:

1. Descriptive statistics (Age, Gender, Education level, Relationship Status and Profession)
2. Financial literacy capabilities.
3. Economic outlook and economic knowledge.
4. FinTech capabilities
5. Trust considerations
6. Attitude towards banking relationship
7. Subjective norms and social pressure
8. Perceived behavioural control towards banking services
9. Financial behaviour
3.8 Piloting the Survey

A pilot survey is considered to be a trial of the main questionnaire (Kothari, 2004) to ensure clarity of questions. After the questionnaires were prepared in both languages, structure, layout, and content were checked; additional validity was required from 50 pilot participants. The pilot study is defined as small-scale research that gathers data from a smaller number of respondents with the same characteristics of those that will be investigated in the full study (Zikmund, 2010).

3.8.1 Content validity

Validity refers to the extent to which the measurement instrument accurately measures what it is supposed to measure (Bryman and Bell, 2007). Creswell, (2009) stated that testing the questionnaire is useful to establish the validity of the instruments used to measure the variables; the instruments beings the questions used within the questionnaire. Testing the variables’ validity in order provide assurance that the questionnaire can be administered without variability to the experimental group.

As a first step to test validity, the content of the questionnaire has to be evaluated by external parties. Initially, the first draft of the questionnaire was checked and reviewed by the three DBA supervisors at University of Plymouth; then first draft was distributed to twelve experts who are working in the field of banking and finance for validity checking. Validity is defined as "the extent to which data collection method accurately measure what they are intended to measure and research findings are in line with what they profess to be about", (Saunders et al. 2019, p. 820). The twelve experts responded with minor comments, mainly related to the length of some questions and the difficulty of some especially for individuals with limited banking background to understand. Also, some repetitions were noticed in a few of the questions. The feedback was taken into consideration and a few questions were amended to minimize overlaps and repetitions leading to second draft questionnaire that included better structured and twenty-nine more adjusted questions. The questionnaire was later sent as a hyperlink to the fifty pilot participants requesting their participation and feedback, before it was circulated to the main sample of respondents. The fifty pilot participants were mostly friends, relatives, and ex-colleagues. The feedback was mostly positive, and fifty responses were received then tested for construct validity and reliability.
3.8.2 Construct Validity and reliability

Construct validity refers to how the constructs are measured by the instrument. Construct is another term for concept (Vogt, 2007), and validity refers to whether the measure accurately reflects the concept that is supposed to be measured (Cooper and Schindler, 2003; Collis and Hussey, 2009). Construct validity is based on the background used to conceptualise the causal relationships among the constructs and how they correlate with each other, whereas reliability involved stability of the measure over time (external) and consistency with other measures at the same questions once assessing (internal) reliability (Bryman 2012; Brayman and Bell, 2011).

The first step in evaluating results using the PLS-SEM (see Section 3.13) involve examining the measurement models, if that meet all required criteria then the researcher needs to assess the structural model (Hair et al., 2014a). Guidelines to interpret results vary depending on the context, for example reliability for exploratory research should be minimum of 0.60 whereas for research depending on established measures the reliability should be 0.70 or higher.

The mostly used measure to assess reliability is the Cronbach’s Alpha coefficient with values varying between 0 and 1 as confirmed by Field (2009). According to Pallant (2013) a value of 0.7 and above represents satisfactory reliability. A high value reflects good internal consistency of the items in the scale (George and Mallery, 2003). Using the Cronbach Alpha for construct validity of the first 70 participants including the pilot survey, the questionnaire provided the following results:

Table 3.1: Cronbach Alpha Coefficient- Pilot Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Cronbach alpha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attitude (ATTD)</td>
<td>0.900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Literacy (FL)</td>
<td>0.691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust (TRUST)</td>
<td>0.816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Norms (SN)</td>
<td>0.883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Technology (FinTech)</td>
<td>0.844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Behavioural Control (PBC)</td>
<td>0.893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Behaviour (FB)</td>
<td>0.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Knowledge (EK)</td>
<td>0.898</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Cronbach Alpha value of 0.7 and above defines the reliability. The above results of the construct reliability test demonstrate that the variables that were chosen for the study with the exception of FL 0.691 and FB 0.558, have sufficient correlation among items measuring each construct. This can be explained as the other variables being ATTD 0.900, TRUST 0.816, SN 0.883, PBC 0.893 and EK 0.898, are strongly reliable as measurable variables for testing. These values highlight the reliability of the constructs in the questionnaire. Given the small size of the pilot survey participants, all constructs remain to be used for testing, given its relevance and that the Cronbach Alpha values are not far away from 0.70 and other reliability tests reflected better results for this pilot test as will be detailed at the following chapter.

According to (Hair et al. 2017b) evaluating the PLS SEM results involve two stages, stage one addresses the examination of the reflective or formative models or both followed by stage two to evaluate the structural model that involves testing proposed hypothesis and relationships among latent variables. For the reflective model tests include indicator reliability, internal consistency reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant validity evaluation tests. It is worth mentioning that the PLS SEM is the preferred approach when formative constructs are included in the structural model (Hair et al., 2019). There are several tests to examine and evaluate the formative measurement models such as convergent validity, indicator collinearity, statistical significance, and relevance of indicator weights (Hair et al., 2017a), which is applied to the full data collected and will be fully presented at the following chapter.

3.9 Sampling Design and Techniques

The purpose of sampling is to select particular participants from the target population to be surveyed. Since it is impossible to collect data from the entire population, sampling is used to allow researchers to collect data from a representative subset of the population, it provides a valid alternative to census (Saunders et al., 2019). It is argued that using sampling is more accurate than a census as it allows the researcher to gather more detailed data from fewer cases, (Barnett, 2002). According to Saunders et al. (2019) there are two types of sampling techniques: probability and non-probability sampling. These will be defined later.
3.9.1 Target Population and Sample Size

The target population is defined as a group of individuals with some common defining characteristic that a researcher can study (Creswell, 2013). For this research, the target population included Jordanians living in the largest eight cities of Jordan. Determining the appropriate sample size is very important, the larger the sample size, the less likely it is to produce errors in generalizing the findings from the sample to the total population and a larger size is more likely to be normally distributed when analysing the resultant data (Saunders et al., 2019).

For this research, a widely used table presented by Saunders et al. (2019, p-302) was applied to determine the appropriate sample size using 95% confidence level, 5% margin of error which explains the accuracy of the estimated population. Since the target Jordanian population is around 10 million, which is within plus or minus 3 to 5 per cent of its true value, and the margin of error is 5%, the required sample size is 392 and the required response rate needed is 50% or more. The questionnaire was received and fully completed by 542 participants living at the largest eight cities in Jordan namely, Amman, Zarqa, Irbid, Ajloun, Aqaba, Al Mafraq, Madaba, and Balqa in addition to Jordanians living abroad who maintain accounts at Jordanian banks and familiar with the financial system in addition to those who do not maintain any banking relationships. The data collection process started in July 2021 and ended in November 2021, which was considered to be a difficult period given COVID constraints with extraordinary difficult conditions on a personal and economic level for most individuals.

3.9.2 Sample Method

In order to obtain the required information from the target population, a sampling method has to be identified and followed. According to Saunders et al (2019), the sampling method may be probability or non-probability sampling. Probability sampling suggests that each individual in the population has the same equal chance of being selected to participate in the sample; it includes four methods: simple random, systematic, stratified and cluster sampling method. Non-probability sampling does not include in its sample any probability or random selection, it is implemented using one of the four non probability techniques to select the sample: convenience, snowball, judgment and quota sampling.
Selecting the sampling method depends on the nature of the study, the availability of samples, time and financial resources (Hair et al., 2014). For business and management, probability sampling is deemed to be impossible or inappropriate in most research. Non-probability samples became very common along with the rapid growth of online questionnaires. It has enabled researchers to perform in depth studies and gather more information from a small number of cases, which made it more relevant to answer the research question and meet their study’s objectives (Saunders et al., 2019) & (Schillewaert, et 1998).

This research study applied two non-probability sampling techniques to obtain a broad view on the individual and social factors that influence individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. The first technique was “Quota Sampling”. This technique is an alternative to probability for internet questionnaires with more advantages in terms of cost and speed of data collection from large target populations (Saunders et al., 2019). This technique was used to try reach the ideal number of individuals from the largest eight cities in Jordan. However, most participants who answered the questionnaire electronically were from the capital Amman. The limited number of responses received from locations outside the capital was due to several factors such as internet limitations, lack of interest and COVID restrictions.

In order to increase the participation ratio and reach other areas in Jordan, another non-probability technique was used “Convenience Sampling”, also known as “availability sampling”, which involves haphazardly selecting participants because they are available in that location (Saunders et al., 2019). This has been done by travelling to some areas outside the capital, at the main cities under study and request random individuals to complete the questionnaire. The convenience sampling method has been used in many social science and business research studies and has been found to be appropriate to address the research objectives more accurately (Meyer and Hamilton, 2020), (Vehovar, and Manfreda, K.L. 2008). Several research studies using non-probability surveys were also published in in high-quality, peer-reviewed journals including, Griswold & Wright (2004); Martin (2009); O’Brien (2017); Sagar et al. (2016).
3.10 Data Preparation and Collection Process

After successful piloting and encouraging Cronbach Alpha results, the researcher opted to use an internet-based tool as an optimal way to distribute the questionnaire in both Arabic and English. Google forms provides a link that was distributed via social media networks; WhatsApp, Facebook groups, LinkedIn, personal emails and for some participants it was handed manually to be completed then collected in pools after few days. The questionnaire included twenty-nine questions and was available for access in English and Arabic (Appendix B and C). The first page of the questionnaire was structured as an introductory letter whereby the researcher presented the research question and explained the purpose, motivations, and implications of the survey. Furthermore, the first page indicated clearly that participation was voluntary; participants were given the freedom to continue and undertake the survey or leave the survey, this is in line with an ethical principle called “informer consent” according to Kalof et al. (2008) and Myers et al., (2020).

The data collection started online and in person in July 2021, however, the constraints and impact of Covid have affected the options for collecting data especially when it was manually distributed and reaching some parts of the country was difficult. The responses of the online questionnaires were automatically received in two separate detailed excel sheets, one from the Arabic questionnaire participants and the other from the English questionnaire participants. Following the convenience sampling technique, additional questionnaires were manually distributed in areas outside the capital Amman, the questionnaires were left in public and private places then collected after few days ensuring all needed hygienic and distancing requirements. Manually completed questionnaires were collected then added at the end of the period manually to the excel sheets. The data collection process was concluded at the end of November 2021, then the data was consolidated in one excel sheet and coded then the analysis of the findings started.

By end of November 2021, a total of 550 participants started the questionnaire of which 542 usable responses were received. However, the largest percentage of responses remained from the capital Amman, as stated in the table below:
Table 3.2: Population Distribution and Sample Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Population Distribution</th>
<th>Ideal Sample</th>
<th>Actual Sample</th>
<th>Actual Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amman</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>76.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irbid</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>8.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balqa</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>6.09%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zarqa</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2.21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The participation ratio from the different locations and by gender is presented at the graphs below:

Figure 3.1: Geographical Coverage

Figure 3.2: Gender

3.11 Ethical Considerations

Conducting research requires several ethical considerations in every stage of the study to ensure objectivity, truthfulness, thoroughness, and relevance (McNabb, 2017). According to Saunders et al, (2019), these issues need to be considered to protect the researcher and the participants’ rights throughout the research process by adopting appropriate behaviour in dealing with them and gathering their information in a way that is trustworthy to be able to generalize the research findings, thus enhancing the reliability as well as the credibility of the study. The four issues that were identified by McNabb (2017) imply that the researcher should be trustworthy in stating all findings thoroughly without any change or fraud or bias to ensure objectivity and relevance. This includes protecting the participants’ privacy and ensure anonymity in collecting and publishing findings to ensure confidentiality, which will increase the level of trust between the researcher and participant (Jankowicz, 1995).
The ethical issues of this study have been evaluated and approved by the Faculty Research Ethics and Integrity Committee (FREIC) at the University of Plymouth based on its ethical codes of practice guide. Receiving the ethical approval by this committee is a requirement before the start of collecting any data for either the pilot or the main study. In order to achieve the FRIC approval, a detailed “Data Management Plan” was provided stating details related to the research aim and objectives, research methodology and data collection process, documentation and metadata in addition to the researcher ethical and legal compliance commitment of data access, storage, backup in addition to the data selection and preservation.

Responsibilities of data sharing and resource security was also mentioned in the data management plan. In addition to the data management plan, the business ethical application form was completed and sent along with a copy of the questionnaire to the committee. The FREIC1920.45 approval was received on October 28, 2020.

Furthermore, research should start with “informed consent”, to ensure that each participant has the right to accept or refuse to take part at the research, i.e., the participation is completely voluntary according to Kalof et al. (2008) and Myers (2020). This “informed consent” is usually presented in the first part of the research questionnaire along with an explanation of the research aim and researcher profile which serves as a highlight to clarify why the participant is requested to complete the questionnaire.

A further requirement by the University of Plymouth supervisors was to attend the General Data Protection Regulation known as “GDPR and Information Security” course and pass the online exam to achieve the Certificate of E-Learning. This is an EU regulation regarding online data protection and security handling. The certificate was awarded to the researcher on May 7th, 2021.

For this research, the ethical considerations regarding the participants involved informed consent that their confidentiality would be respected, and that their participation is voluntary. The published questionnaire started with the following informed consent explaining the aim of the study along with the choice to complete or withdraw (Appendix B and C).
3.12 Techniques and Procedures

3.12.1 Measurement Variables

The primary aim of this research is to determine the indirect (individual and social factors) that enhance individuals' level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. After clarifying the research methods, this section will present an overview of the instruments that were used to measure these variables, mainly the selected individual and social factors that are expected to influence individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship. This implies that indirect variables (individual and social factors) are expected to influence the core factors or mediating factors that would lead to the changes in the dependent variable which is the individuals’ financial behaviour. Hence, the independent variables for this research are age, education, income, financial literacy, economy and economic knowledge, financial digitalization FinTech in addition to trust. With respect to the individual’s attitude, social norms, and perceived behavioural control these are the variables through which the effect is explained and thus are the mediating variables (Saunders et al., 2019). The model below explains these relationships and summarizes the variables under study:

Figure 3.3: Independent, Mediating and Dependent Variables and Relationships
Figure 3.4 (Appendix F): PLS System Generated Independent, Mediating and Dependent Variables and Relationships

Figure 3.4 is the system generated model that reflects the independent, mediating, and dependent variables under study. These variables are represented in the blue circles and the arrows represent the relationships under testing. The yellow boxes are the questions that were used to evaluate these variables by participants who completed the questionnaires.

3.12.2 Independent Variables

To measure the independent variables, a set of questions were chosen from previous relevant accredited studies to cover each variable. Age, marital status, profession, locations, and income were direct questions. Education was measured using the five-point Likert scale from “less than high school” to “higher studies”.

**Economy (ECO) and Economic Knowledge (EK)** were measured by the statements set out in Table 3.3. All the items were measured on a five-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”.
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Financial Literacy was measured using the following questions outlined in Table 3.4. The first question was measured on a five-point Likert scale starting “I have a major in finance or economics” to “I have not taken any economics or finance course ever”. The second question was measured on a five-point Likert scale ranging from “very good” to “very poor”. The answers of the third question were combined in one answer stating the number of products they know. The last two were given multiple choice answers to choose from after making needed calculations, these questions were not used in the inferential analysis as the participants were tested on their knowledge whereas the other questions and statements were opinions and behaviourally based.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.4: Financial Literacy (FL) Questions</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Which of the following best describes your education in finance or economics? (FL17)</td>
<td>(Widyastuti et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How would you rate your financial knowledge level? (FL 16)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Indicate whether you have heard of any of these types of financial products: (if yes indicate if you personally or jointly hold and of these types) (FL)</td>
<td>(OECD, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) A loan secured by property</td>
<td>(Lusardi &amp; Mitchell, 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) An unsecured loan</td>
<td>(van Rooij et al., 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) A current/ checking account</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) A savings account</td>
<td>(Ramalho &amp; Forte, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) A microfinance loan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) Stocks or shares</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) Bonds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) A prepaid debit card/payment cards not related to a bank account.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) Crypto assets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Suppose you have £100 in a savings account earning 2% compound interest a year. After 5 years, how much in total would you have in the account?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Imagine now that the interest rate on your savings account is 1% a year and inflation is 2% a year. After one year, would the money in the account buy more than it does today, exactly the same, or less than today?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FinTech was measured through the following questions stated in Table 3.5 below. The first two questions were measured using 5-point Likert scale ranging from “never” to “everyday”, “never” to “5+ times”, and the last question was measured on a five-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”.

Table 3.5 FinTech Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. FinTech services are defined as innovative financial services using new technology tools, such mobile technology, online banking, mobile banking, online personal loan, online insurance….How often is your Fintech service usage? (FinTech 1)</td>
<td>(Grabner-Kräuter and Faullant, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How many times last week did you use e-banking facilities? (FinTech 2)</td>
<td>(Hu et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. FinTech &amp; Beliefs:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1) When performing a financial transaction on the internet I know exactly what will happen (FinTech 3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) I use my mobile phone to make or receive payments (FinTech 4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Internet/online transactions always function as expected (FinTech 5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) I trust the internet/ Fintech services (FinTech 6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Trust was measured through the following questions stated in Table 3.6. Items were measured on a five-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”.

Table 3.6: TRUST Questions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How much do you agree/ disagree with the statements below?</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. With adequate safety measures I do not hesitate to enter my credit card information (TRUST 1)</td>
<td>(Grabner-Kräuter and Faullant, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I trust and willing to depend on a bank (TRUST 3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. When performing a transaction with my bank I know exactly what will happen (TRUST 4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Banking transactions always function as expected (TRUST 5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.12.3 Mediating Variables

Attitude, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control are the mediating variables that are expected to be affected by the independent variable and directly affect the dependent variable which is the individual’s financial behaviour. The review of literature has revealed relationship between individual’s perceptions and attitudes toward financial behaviour. In this study, the respondents were asked about their level of perception regarding their banking experience. To measure individual’s attitude and the effect of perceived behavioural control on behaviour the following questions were used. The three mediating variables were measured through the following questions via a five-point Likert scale ranging from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”
To measure the core factors’ effect on financial behaviour, the following questions stated in Table 3.7 were used:

### Table 3.7: Core Factors Questions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjective norms (SN)</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) My friends or relatives would support my decision to own an account at a bank (SN1)</td>
<td>(Kim and Lee, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) People who are important to me would prefer that I have one or more banking relationships (SN2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) My family and friends think I should use various services by the bank (SN3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial Attitude (ATTD)</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) Before buying something, I compare prices (ATTD 3)</td>
<td>(Çoşkun &amp; Dalziel, 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) Before signing a financial contract, I carefully read its contents (ATTD 4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) The first thought I have when I borrow money is that I want to return the money on time (ATTD 5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Before making online payments, I am concerned about the security of my data (ATTD 6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived Behavioural Control (PBC)</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) I feel in control when using various services offered by my bank (PBC1)</td>
<td>(Grabner-Kräuter &amp; Faullant, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) I think I have the resources, knowledge, and ability to use the various facilities and services provided by the banks (PBC2)</td>
<td>(Hu et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) If I want to use the banking services, it would be easy (PBC3)</td>
<td>(Ajzen, I., 2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) Using banking services would enable me to accomplish tasks more quickly (PBC4)</td>
<td>(Çoşkun &amp; Dalziel, 2020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Following the discussions in Chapter Two of the Literature Review which presented studies confirming the importance of the above three dependent variables on the final behaviour, this study employed several approaches to measure each variable, thus clarifying the final effect on the financial behaviour. The upcoming chapter will provide details in relation to these relationship measurements using the PLS SEM.

### 3.12.4. Dependent Variables

The model presented in Section 3.12.1 above explains the relationships; and the dependent variable at the end represented the financial behaviour that is affected indirectly by the independent variables throughout the intermediate variables being individual’s attitude, social norms, and perceived behavioural control. These are the core factors or variables through which the effect is explained and thus, these are the mediating variables.
Earlier studies (Jafarkarimi et al. 2016; Manning 2011; Ibrahim and Arshad 2017; Ambad and Damit 2016) have clearly stated that financial behaviour is the outcome of individual’s attitude, social norms, and perceived behavioural control, and are the reflections of the individual’s background factors. The financial behaviour as the dependent variable was measured using the following questions as outlines in Table 3.8.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.8: Financial Behaviour (FB) Questions</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) When you think about banking services, do you think of it as something you need or don’t need? (FB7)</td>
<td>(OECD, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) When I get money, I save some of it at the bank no matter what (FB4)</td>
<td>(Widyastuti et al., 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) Overall, I would find my banking relationship to be advantageous (FB8)</td>
<td>(Çoşkun &amp; Dalziel, 2020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.12.5 Control Variables

As clarified earlier in the conceptual model Figure 2.9, the control variable in this research, is “gender”, which is believed to have an effect on the financial behaviour given the fact that the percentage of female with banking relationship in Jordan is much lower than for males. This gender will be measured and tested as the control variable which will help infer the relationships between the main variables of interest.

### 3.13 Using PLS-SEM

The PLS-SEM technique is used widely in business research, as reported by the top 20 marketing journals stating the published studies that were conducted using the PLS-SEM technique offered the researcher a considerable flexibility in terms of model specifications and data and it is considered to be an adequate technique for both theory building and testing (Hult et al., 2009 and Hair, 2011).

This study employs a Partial Least Squares Structural Equation Modelling method, referred to as PLS path modelling which is a popular method for estimating complex path models with latent variables and their relationships. This method is used for investigating cause effects interactions between constructs and variables and is suitable for both theory building and testing (Hair et al., 2011).
PLS path modelling does not require a large sample size, does not require normality, is suitable for prediction-oriented research, and can deal with reflective, as well as formative, measurement models. Hence, why it is considered a flexible model and is preferred by many researchers (Gefen, et al., 2000; Henseler, et al., 2009).

PLS SEM estimates the parameters of a set of equations in a structural equation model by combining principal components analysis with regression-based path analysis (Mateos-Aparicio, 2011). It is very popular in the domain of business and management research and social science disciplines such as international management (Richter et al., 2016), operations management (Peng and Lai 2012) marketing and strategic management (Hair et al, 2012, 2014a, 2014, 2019), marketing management (Purwanto et al., 2021), human resource management (Ringle et al., 2019), education management (Asbari et al., 2020) and (Purwanto et al.2021), hospitality management (Ali et al., 2018) and supply chain management (Kaufmann and Gaeckler, 2015), and has featured in special editions of scientific journals (Rasoolimanesh and Ali, 2018; Shiau et al.,2019; Sarstedt et al., 2022).

The principal step of SEM is the establishment of a path model which is a diagram that displays hypotheses and variable relationships to be estimated (Bollen 2002). A path model displays “constructs” also referred to as “latent variables”, which represent conceptual variables that the researcher has defined in the theoretical model. These constructs appear in circles linked via single headed arrows that represent predictive relationships to the “indicators” that are also names or “manifest variables or items” that appears in rectangles and represent the raw data collected whether directly measured or observed.

The latent variables on the left side of the model see (Section 3.12.1) are the independent variables and the ones at the right side of the model are the dependent variables. Latent variables may serve as independent and dependent variable in a model (Haenlein and Kaplan 2004). In this research the constructs that appeared as latent variables and were considered independent variables were Age, Income, Education, Economy, Economic Knowledge, Financial literacy, FinTech and Trust. Each construct was linked to indicators that measured these constructs, represented by answers from the survey questions measuring that construct.
The remaining constructs appearing as latent variable at the middle of the model are the dependent variables and included Attitude, Social Norms, Perceived Behavioural Control and the Financial Behaviour in addition to the Gender which can be considered here both as an independent and dependent latent variable appears to the right of the model.

The path model consists of the “structural model” that represents paths among constructs and the “measurement model” that represent relationships between each construct and its related indicators. Technically, the PLS SEM algorithm computes the relationship between the measurement and the structural model, the algorithm computes a partial regression relationship between the two models by using separate ordinary least squares regressions. The strength of the relationships between the latent variables appears as numbers on the arrows representing path coefficients which are the results of regressions of the latent variables with the direct constructs (Sarstedt et al., 2017).

The first step to evaluate the PLS SEM results is the examination of the measurement models; once the required criteria is met and the validity of the measurement model is established then the structural model has to be assessed (Hair et al, 2017). According to Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer (2001), Coltman et al. (2008), there are two types of measurement models: reflective measurement models that have direct relationship from the construct to the indicators, and the formative measurement models which is a linear combination of a set of indicators forms the construct with two types of indicators, casual indicators and composite indicators (Bollen and Bauldry, 2011).

For this research the questionnaire data was analysed using the Smart PLS3 in two steps; first is the measurement model assessment which was conducted to evaluate and assess the reliability and validity of the construct measures (reflective and formative models), second conducting an evaluation of the structural model to assess the strength of the relationships among variables. Interpreting the adequacy of PLS SEM results, is based on several guidelines developed by researchers (Chin, 1998, 2010; Götz et al. 2010; Henseler et al. 2009; Tenenhaus et al. 2005; Roldán and Sánchez-Franco 2012; Hair et al. 2017b). A rule of thumb is broadly applicable and applied to these guidelines for decision making which should not strictly be applied to every situation.
3.14 Summary

This chapter presented the quantitative methods situated within the positivism philosophy, adopting an explanatory deductive approach to test the relationships amongst the quantitative variables. The research is applying the TPB to study the effect of individual and social factors on the financial behaviour in Jordan. A questionnaire was the tool used for data collection from participants in the major large cities in Jordan to study the individual and social factors that affect their attitude, social norms and perceived behavioural control leading to their financial behaviour around establishing a banking relation or deciding not to establish such a relationship.

The research strategy section detailed the content and construct validity measurement clarifying the process of preparing the questionnaire. This included the process of questionnaire being reviewed by supervisors, experts, pilot group before being tested and translated to Arabic to ensure that the questions would be fully understood by the respondents, whose mother tongue is Arabic. The back translation technique was used to validate the Arabic copy and the translation was further edited by expert translators in the banking field to ensure it matched the original as much as possible.

Pilot testing was conducted was then analysed using the PLS SEM to validate the main constructs of the study. The preliminary results showed encouraging reliability statistics confirming that the retained items in almost all constructs were adequate. The questionnaire was published via social media networks and 542 usable responses were received from participants.

The following chapter will present the findings, descriptive and inferential analysis of the data collected using the PLS SEM system.
CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH FINDINGS

This chapter presents the data collected for this research study. Findings and results of the quantitative analysis are presented to determine the factors that affect individual’s level of engagement towards a banking relationship in Jordan. The chapter will start with presenting the descriptive statistics of the data collected then will provide detailed inferential analysis using the PLS-SEM. The data presented in this chapter is based on sample of 542 individuals who participated and fully completed the questionnaire that was distributed in Jordan during the period July-November 2021.

4.1 Descriptive Statistics

4.1.1 Sample Characteristics

The following discusses the sample characteristics in terms of age, gender, marital status, education, and income. Table 4.1 and the Figure 4.1 below shows the proportional distribution of age among the participants. It was noticed that around fifty eight percent (58%) of the participants were between the age of 40-59 years, compared to around seventeen percent (17%) the same age group at the actual population in Jordan, (Department of Statistics, 2022). Nevertheless, the researcher values the contribution of this age group, as they witnessed the technological advances in the financial sector and experienced the banking developments and service evolutions over the past two decades.

Table 4.1: Demographic Profile of Survey Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGE</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
<th>Actual Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 19 years</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.40%</td>
<td>44.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 - 24 years</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4.06%</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 - 29 years</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>8.49%</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 - 39 years</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>16.61%</td>
<td>14.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 - 49 years</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>24.17%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 - 59 years</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>33.76%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60+</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>10.52%</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>542</strong></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.2 below clarifies that the majority of participants, around sixty eight percent (68%) were married, and around twenty five percent (25%) were single.

The data in Tables 4.2 & 4.3 and Figure 4.3 clarifies that around sixty five percent (65%) of the participants are private business employees, business owners or self-employed. Results showed that eighty five percent (85%) of the participants hold both a graduate and post graduate degrees. Furthermore, around fifty five percent (55%) have been exposed directly or indirectly to economics and finance studies or courses.

Even though this group of participants may not accurately reflect the Jordanian society; the results may justify the high percentage of bank account ownership among these participants reported at above ninety seven percent (97.6%) and the high level of engagement in banking relationships among this group. The majority of participants live in the capital Amman which is the main business and financial centre. Furthermore, as per Table 4.2 over sixty six percent (66.05%) of participants work in private business, business owners or self-employed, suggesting another justification of high level of engagement in banking relationships.
Table 4.2: Profession Distribution

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profession</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private business employee</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>43.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business owner / Self-employed</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>22.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housewife</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>10.33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>6.27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government employee</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>5.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retired</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4.06%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>542</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As per Figure 4.3 and Table 4.3, eighty five percent of participants hold higher educational degrees (graduate and postgraduate) and 55% of the participants have financial knowledge either from studying finance, economics or related subjects at universities or colleges or from participating in non-academic training; thus, the financial literacy level of this group of participants may certainly be considered high. The participants were given ten different types of financial products to indicate if they personally know or hold any of these products; and 55% of participants indicated that they know or hold at least 6 out of the 10 financial products or services, reflecting a well informed and involved group of participants in their banking relationships.

Table 4.3: Level of Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Highest level of Education</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Less than high school</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>8.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate Studies (BA, BSc...)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>55.35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate/ Higher Studies</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>32.29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>542</strong></td>
<td><strong>100%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.3: Level of Education
Table 4.4 and Figure 4.5 identify the income distribution among the five hundred forty-two (542) participants reflecting that the highest percentage of the participants above thirty one percent (31.37%) are earning monthly JD 1001-JD 2500 (USD 1400-3500). These results are considered high compared to the average annual Jordanian household income of JD 11,512.40 (USD 16,238) as per the latest survey issued by the Department of Statistics for the year 2017 (Tables of expenditure and household income | Department of Statistics, 2022). The findings are considered high even when compared to the per capita income in Jordan of JD 2,871.10 (USD 4,050) for the year 2020 (Department of Statistics, Jordan, 2022)- Appendix D.

As per Figure 4.6, a question to the participants about how often they use the banking services, thirty eight and a half percent (38.5%) stated that they use the services extremely often (almost daily), in excess of thirty six percent (36.7%) use the banking services very often (weekly), in excess of eighteen percent (18.2%) are somewhat often and only the remaining six and half percent (6.5%) stated that they do not use the banking services so often or they never use.
Again, these results reflect that the participants maintain high level of engagement in their banking relationships. Figure 4.7 highlights the answer to a question related to the need for banking services which further strengthened the earlier discussions about the participants. A high percentage of the participants ninety eight percent (98%) maintain banking relationship in the form of account ownership with a large proportion maintaining high engagement levels since seventy five percent (75%) demonstrated high usage of their banking services at least once a week and eighty four percent (84%) of participants confirmed that they ‘definitely need’ to engage in their banking relationship by using more services. Another question reflected that eighty percent (80%) of them used the e-banking facilities 1-5 times during the last week of participation in the survey.

Figure 4.6: Usage of Banking Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extremely often (almost daily)</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very often (weekly)</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat often (once or twice monthly)</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not so often (maximum 4 times a year)</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never (I don't have a bank account)</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.7: Need for Banking Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preference</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Definitely need</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probably need</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probably don't need</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Definitely don't need</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The participants were given a list of different types of financial instruments and were asked to indicate if they had heard of any of them, then were asked in another question about their preferred instrument for their own investments. Participants indicated strong knowledge of the financial instruments and several highlighted that they already have used one or more of these types of investments.
It worth mentioning that gender participation in the survey as per the Figure 4.8, reflected fifty eight percent (58%) female versus forty two percent (42%) male. This is another important factor and a control variable to be discussed later, however, the sample distribution is encouraging to investigate the gender influence on the financial behaviour.

**Figure 4.9: Gender**

![Graph showing gender distribution](image)

In a question to the participants to determine their preferred investment instrument; forty seven percent (47%) stated real estate as preferred investment tool followed by nineteen percent (19%) in fixed deposits and seventeen percent (17%) in shares. Below five percent (4.7%) only preferred insurance, then the remaining twelve percent (12%) mentioned other types of investments such as mutual funds, bonds, precious metals such as gold, sukuk, cryptocurrency and other instruments see (Figure 4.9). The most preferred investment instruments (real estate and fixed deposits) are considered two of the most conservative financial products to invest in. These findings would not have been expected from such a group of participants with high educational level, and strong financial knowledge and capabilities which reflects low motivation towards investments in riskier or non-traditional or more sophisticated products.

In a meeting Head of Research Department at the Association of Banks in Jordan in August 2022, three justifications of the above findings were proposed, and the discussions highlighted few reasons why Jordanians may still prefer real estate investments. The first reason that was highlighted was related to the bad experience that investors experienced during 2005 in relation to the fake or fraudulent investment companies and brokerage firms that claimed large returns on investments in international stock markets to Jordanians, when many individuals invested with these firms and incurred huge losses. The Second reason may be related to the collapse of Amman Stock Exchange (ASE) during and after the financial crisis 2008-2009 and the weak performance that continued thereafter even after other stock markets bounced back, representing another reason why Jordanians are still not encouraged to invest in the ASE.
These incidents made individuals lose trust in the financial markets in general and they started looking at more safe investments. The third reason that justify the responses of preferred investments was the continuous improvement in real estate prices during the past three decades due to the high demand on the real estate mainly from Jordanian living abroad and refugees. The high demand on the real estate pushed prices to more than double during the past two decades (Department of Statistics, 2022), (Research and Working Papers - CBJ, 2022), highlighting an excellent opportunity of investment in Jordan compared to other markets and sectors.

The responses may also be interpreted as lack of depth in financial knowledge about the details of the other financial products which are available and provided by the financial markets. This lack of depth and unawareness was also noticed in the participants’ answers to the question about the financial education in Jordan and its availability to be taught at schools. Over 67% of participants responded as ‘not available’ or ‘taught separately’ and only 5% responded correctly indicating that it is taught at public schools. This again reflects the lack of knowledge about the financial literacy programs that are currently available and taught in public schools from an early age. The introduction of the business, financial and entrepreneurship subjects at schools at an early age suggest a generational influence which may have a cultural aspect and effect on the financial behaviour.

Figure 4.9: Preferred Investments
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4.1.2 Data Distribution

Checking the normality of the data distributions is not necessary when using the PLS-SEM as scholars have noted that PLS-SEM shows higher robustness against violation of normality (Sarstedt et al., 2016b). The PLS-SEM does not make assumptions regarding the normality of the data distributions (Hair et al., 2014) which differentiate it from other structural equation modelling tools. This study applies the PLS-SEM which can provide clear and strong estimations with the data, even if it has an extremely non-normal distribution i.e., skewness (Hair, Risher, Sarstedt and Ringle, 2019). Thus, there is no assumption about the normality of the data distribution in this study and hence the normality does not need to be assessed.

4.1.3 Missing data and outliers

Missing data, if any, must be considered in order to decide how to deal with it. Saunders et al. (2012) defined three patterns of missing data: Missing Completely At Random (MCAR), Missing At Random (MAR) and Missing Not At Random (MNAR). Different approaches are followed to address the missing data according to Dong and Peng (2013), such as list-wise deletion, pairwise deletion, mean substitution, estimation of conditional means, imputation using the expectation maximization algorithm (EM), and multiple imputation and regression-based imputation.

This study identified three responses with missing data out of the 545 responses which represents 0.6% of all responses. These three questionnaires were excluded, although many studies agree that up to 10% is considered acceptable (Schlomer et al., 2010). All observations with missing values were removed from the data collected. Concerning the outliers, these will be dealt with by the PLS SEM software.
4.1.4 Common Method Bias

According to Podsakoff et al., (2012), common method bias occurs when a single factor can erroneously explain most of the variance. For example, when researchers rely on the same respondent who provides information about all the variables such a bias occurs and leads to measurement error which has a negative effect on the validity of the measure.

This research used questionnaire that included 29 questions, some of which included several sub-questions within. The questionnaire was used to measure all constructs, thus a common method bias needs to be investigated. For this purpose, the researcher used the method bias test (Lindell & Whitney, 2001) which is a frequently used test in covariance based PLS SEM to rule out the common method bias. According Kock, et al. (2012), it is recommended to run full collinearity tests, to be able to capture both vertical and lateral collinearity problems and to make sure it does not bias the regression. By calculating the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) and ideally getting values not exceeding 3.0 confirms that there is no bias in regression (Hair et al. 2018). As per table 4.5 below, all constructs’ VIF scores below three, suggesting no collinearity issues between the constructs and confirming the absence of common method bias thus, suggesting good validity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.5: Collinearity Statistics</th>
<th>VIF</th>
<th>Collinearity Statistics</th>
<th>VIF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 3</td>
<td>1.647</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>1.107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 4</td>
<td>1.728</td>
<td>FL 16</td>
<td>1.362</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 5</td>
<td>1.896</td>
<td>FL 17</td>
<td>1.293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 6</td>
<td>1.915</td>
<td>FinTech 1</td>
<td>1.626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB 4</td>
<td>1.102</td>
<td>FinTech 2</td>
<td>1.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB 7</td>
<td>1.104</td>
<td>FinTech 3</td>
<td>1.768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB 8</td>
<td>1.195</td>
<td>FinTech 4</td>
<td>1.769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO 1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>FinTech 5</td>
<td>1.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO 2</td>
<td>2.035</td>
<td>FinTech 6</td>
<td>1.882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO 4</td>
<td>2.899</td>
<td>INC</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO 5</td>
<td>1.905</td>
<td>PBC 1</td>
<td>2.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>PBC 2</td>
<td>2.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST 1</td>
<td>1.318</td>
<td>PBC 3</td>
<td>2.514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST 3</td>
<td>1.874</td>
<td>PBC 4</td>
<td>1.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST 4</td>
<td>2.215</td>
<td>SN 1</td>
<td>1.663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST 5</td>
<td>1.863</td>
<td>SN 2</td>
<td>1.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>SN 3</td>
<td>1.698</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 The PLS-SEM Analysis

The Structural Equation Modelling known as (SEM) is a “statistical methodology that takes a confirmatory i.e., hypothesis-testing approach to the analysis of a structural theory bearing on some phenomenon” (Byrne, 2013, p. 3).

The main goal of SEM is to explain the relationships among multiple variables using a series of multiple regression equations, whereby causal relationships between constructs are represented by multiple regressions, allowing a simultaneous analysis of the entire system of variables which forms the hypothesised model and determines the hypothesised model’s consistency with the data (Byrne, 2013). When applying SEM, it is important to highlight the difference between the measurement model (outer model) and the structural model (inner model), which present the relationship between latent constructs known as factors and their indicators at the outer model, whereas relationships among latent constructs with each other is presented at the inner model (Henseler et al., 2009; Jarvis et al., 2003).

PLS-SEM is a causal-predictive approach to SEM that emphasizes prediction in estimating statistical models, whose structures are designed to provide causal explanations (Wold, 1982); (Sarstedt et al., 2017). The PLS model is interpreted in two assessment steps, the first is assessing the measurement model and the second step is assessing the structural model (Hulland, 1999). The evaluation of the PLS-SEM results starts with examining the measurement model followed by assessing the structural model and ends by running one or more robustness checks to support the stability of results (Hair et al., 2019). Prior to proceeding to the assessment of the measurement model, the Table 4.6 below identifies the variables included in the financial behaviour model and their assigned codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Dependent Variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>Financial Behaviour indicated by the level of engagement in a banking relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>INC</td>
<td>Mediating Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>EDU</td>
<td>Attitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Literacy</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Social Norms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>ECO</td>
<td>Perceived Behavioural Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Technology</td>
<td>FinTech</td>
<td>Control Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>TRUST</td>
<td>Gender</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic Knowledge</td>
<td>EK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.6: Codes
4.2.1 The Measurement Model

The first step in evaluating the PLS-SEM results involves the examination of the measurement model taking into consideration the different criteria to be applied for reflective or formative constructs. The measurement model is a specification of the measurement theory that shows how constructs are operationalised by sets of measured variables and assessed through the reliabilities of individual indicators and latent constructs as well as the measures of convergent and discriminant validities (Hair et al., 2014). PLS-SEM has rules of thumb that serve as guidelines to evaluate model results (Chin, 2010; Götz et al., 2010; Henseler et al., 2009; Chin, 1998; Tenenhaus et al., 2005; Roldán and Sánchez-Franco, 2012; Hair et al., 2017a). These evaluation measures have been used to evaluate this study model and results.

An important step before starting the estimations of the measurement model is to determine the nature of the latent variables or constructs used in this research i.e., reflective vs. formative. According to Coltman, et al. (2008), there are three theoretical considerations and three empirical considerations in deciding whether the measurement model is formative or reflective.

The first theoretical consideration is the nature of the construct, the second is the direction of causality between the indicators and the latent construct, and the third consideration is the characteristics of indicators used in measuring the construct. Whereas the three empirical considerations used to understand and explain the measurement model are, indicator intercorrelation, indicator relationships with construct antecedents and consequences, and measurement error and collinearity.

Starting with the first theoretical consideration regarding the nature of the construct; a latent construct exists independently of the measures in a reflective model, which include measures of attitudes and personality (Borsboom et al., 2004 and Rossiter, 2002). Durvasula et al.’s (2006) study revealed that nearly ninety five percent (95%) of constructs with multiple items assume reflectivity without apparent consideration of an alternative formulation and all scales in business and related methodological texts on scale development use a reflective approach of measurement (Bruner et al., 2001; Netemeyer et al., 2003; Spector, 1992).
The second theoretical consideration is the direction of causality. Reflective models assume that causality flows from the construct to the indicators. Formative models assume that causality flows from the indicators to the construct. Hence, in reflective models, a change in the construct causes a change in the indicators. In the case of formative models, it is the other way around; a change in the indicators results in a change in the construct under study. As for the characteristics of indicators which is the third theoretical consideration and given that indicators define the construct, it is very important to define the number and types of indicators selected in the study, since adding or removing an indicator can change the conceptual domain of the construct significantly (Bollen and Lennox (1991). According to Jarvis et al., (2003), formative indicators are assumed to be causing the latent variable and are usually uncorrelated with each other, hence they cannot be interchangeable and dropping one of the dimensions can have a substantive effect on the construct’s measurement.

As for the empirical considerations, indicators in a formative model can theoretically possess no intercorrelation since the indicators do not necessarily share the same theme, whereas, in a reflective model, the underlying construct drives the indicators, i.e., high intercorrelations. Checking the indicator of intercorrelations includes checking for the presence of outliers using distances in factor spaces for reflective measurement models, or regression influence diagnostics for formative models, (Coltman, et al., 2008).

In line with the above theoretical considerations and definitions and applications in most business research, this research study will consider the following independent variables or constructs as formative constructs (economy, financial literacy and FinTech). These variables are considered uncorrelated, independent and cannot be interchangeable furthermore they flow from the indicator to the construct and a change in indicator will result in a change in the construct under study.

Whereas the three mediating variables, attitude, social norms, and perceived behavioural control are considered reflective measures in addition to trust and economic knowledge. The only dependent variable is the financial behaviour, and this is also considered a reflective measure as causality flows from the construct to the indicators, and any change in the construct causes a change in the indicators and the underlying construct drives the indicators, i.e., high intercorrelations. Table 4.7 and Figure 4.10 below contain the constructs and identify their relationships.
Table 4.7: Formative vs. Reflective Constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formative Constructs</th>
<th>Reflective Constructs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (AGE)</td>
<td>Attitude (ATTD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (EDU)</td>
<td>Social Norms (SN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income (INC)</td>
<td>Perceived Behavioural Control (PBC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy (ECO)</td>
<td>Financial Behaviour (FB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Literacy (FL)</td>
<td>Trust (TRUST)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Technology (FinTech)</td>
<td>Economic Knowledge (EK)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.10: PLS System Generated Model (Appendix E)
4.2.2 Assessing Reflective Measurement Model

4.2.2.1 Reliability & Convergent Validity Assessments

Researchers can use statistics such as factor loading and communality, Cronbach Alpha, average variance extracted and internal consistency to empirically assess the reliabilities of the reflective indicators due to positive intercorrelations among each other, (Trochim, 2007). Examining the indicator loadings is usually the first step in examining the reflective measurement model with the rule of thumb recommending loadings above 0.708 suggest reliability which then indicates that the construct explains more than fifty percent (50%) of the indicator variance with its construct than error variance (Coltman, et al., 2008), thus providing acceptable reliability (Hair et al., 2019).

However, this rule of thumb is debatable with some authors arguing it should be at 0.50 cut-off. According to Hulland, (1999) explains that these low loadings could be the consequence of poorly worded indicator or inappropriate transfer of context; thus, it has become very common to accept loadings with less than 0.708 in the empirical literature. This was later confirmed by Kock (2011) who reported a threshold of 0.50 and Hair et al (2014a) who added P values for all items’ loading less than 0.05.

Within this research, for the examination of the reflective measurement model using the indicator loadings, the results confirmed a satisfactory reliability with almost all results reflecting 0.708 and above. This indicates that the construct explains more than fifty percent (50%) of the indicator variance with its construct than error variance. As per Figure 4.11 below and Table 4.8, three indicator variables from FB and TRUST were slightly below the 0.708 cut-off but still within Hulland, (1999) accepted criteria (0.50). Accordingly, both FB and TRUST will continue to be considered as valid variables for testing and will not eliminated from the study.
Figure 4.11: Reliability of Reflective Measurement Model
The second step is to assess reliability, which expresses the extent to which a measure produces the same results on different occasions. Assessing the internal consistency reliability enables the researcher to compare results across items within a single instrument (Colton and Covert, 2007). Studies usually use Jöreskog’s (1971) composite reliability measure with values above 0.60 indicating reliability, in addition to the Cronbach Alpha with its rule of thumb of at least 0.70 to reach internal reliability (DeVaus, 2002). Alternatively, the reliability coefficient $\rho_A$ proposed by Henseler et al., (2015), which reproduces the actual reliability of construct scores is used as a measure of reliability, with $\rho_A$ considered as a compromise between the composite reliability and the Cronbach Alpha, as it evaluates a construct’s weights, not its loadings. The higher the $\rho_A$ value, the more reliable the item scale. A value of $\rho_A$ above 0.8 indicates good internal consistency, while 0.7 represents the lower limit of adequacy (Cicchetti, 1994).
The third step of assessing the reflective measurement model is convergent validity, which addresses the extent to which the construct convergence is distinct from other constructs explaining the variance. Hair et al. (2010) stated that validity illustrates how well the latent variable is represented by its indicators and the extent to which two indicators under the same construct are correlated. The Average Variance Extracted (AVE) is the measure of convergent validity that is used to check the variance of each indicator in relation to the latent construct, whereby an AVE of greater than 0.50 suggests that the latent variable or construct explains at least 50 per cent of the variance of its items (Henseler et al., 2009; Hair et al., 2011). The convergent validity of this research’s constructs was addressed using the average variance extracted (AVE).

Table 4.9 below reports the results of the reliability and convergence validity of the assessment for the four reflective constructs, with most constructs meeting the acceptable criteria. Three out of the four measures for FB were slightly below the required criteria with AVE scoring at 0.498, slightly below the >0.50 criteria, Cronbach’s Alpha 0.593 below the >0.70 criteria and \(\rho_A\) 0.658 indicating lower limit of adequacy. Still FB meets the criteria of composite reliability being 0.732 > 0.60 (Hair et al., 2011).

Table 4.9: Construct Reliability and Validity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflective Constructs</th>
<th>Cronbach's Alpha</th>
<th>(\rho_A)</th>
<th>Composite Reliability</th>
<th>Average Variance Extracted (AVE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTD</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK</td>
<td>0.839</td>
<td>0.862</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>0.757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB</td>
<td>0.493</td>
<td>0.658</td>
<td>0.732</td>
<td>0.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>0.802</td>
<td>0.806</td>
<td>0.883</td>
<td>0.716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.638</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2.2 Discriminant Validity Assessment

The last assessment of the reflective measurement model is the discriminant validity, which is the extent to which a construct is empirically distinct from other constructs. It is measured using the heterotrait–monotrait (HTMT) ratio of correlations defined as the mean value of the item correlations across constructs relative to the (geometric) mean of the average correlations for the items measuring the same construct.
As recommended by Henseler et al. (2015) and Voorhees et al. (2015) a value of < 0.85 for conceptually different constructs and <0.90 for similar conceptually constructs are acceptable. Table 4.10 below evidences that there is only one result slightly above the 0.90, suggesting low discriminant validity between PBC and FB. Otherwise, there are no other discriminant validity problems in any of the other constructs within the research, given the HTMT values for all remaining constructs used in the model are lower than the threshold value of < 0.90 proposed by Franke and Srastedt (2009).

Table 4.10: Heterotrait-Monotrait Ratio (HTMT)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reflective Constructs</th>
<th>ATTD</th>
<th>EK</th>
<th>FB</th>
<th>PBC</th>
<th>SN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB</td>
<td>0.653</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>0.405</td>
<td>0.968</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST</td>
<td>0.526</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td>0.760</td>
<td>0.446</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above-mentioned reliability, convergent and discriminant validity assessments were applied on the data collected for this research and the results confirmed reliability of the reflective variables, suggesting that the reflective measurement model instruments employed in this research study have satisfactory reliability and the latent variables have satisfactory discriminant validity.

4.2.3 Assessing the Formative Measurement Model

One of the key operational issues in the use of formative indicators is that no accepted criteria exist for assessing their reliability due to high intercorrelations among indicators, whereas researchers can empirically assess the reliabilities of the reflective indicators due to positive intercorrelations between each other (Trochim, 2007). Formative measurement models are evaluated based on the following: convergent validity, indicator collinearity, statistical significance, and relevance of the indicator weights (Hair et al., 2017). Before assessing the formative and structural relationships, collinearity must be examined to make sure it does not bias the regression by calculating the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) and ideally getting values not exceeding three to confirm that there is no bias in regression (Hair et al. 2018).
As per Table 4.5 included in Section 4.1.4, the VIF for all constructs were close to three or below, suggesting no collinearity issues between the constructs and confirming the absence of common method bias thus, suggesting good validity.

4.2.3.1 Convergent Validity Assessment

The convergent validity allows the researcher to ensure that the set of indicators are accurately measuring the latent construct they intend to measure (Henseler et al., 2009). It is assessed by the correlation of the construct with an alternative measure of the same concept, a procedure proposed by Chin (1998) and referred to as redundancy analysis which determines the convergent validity. This validity has been achieved by designing the questionnaire to include alternative reflectivity measure indicators of the same concept. This has been clearly demonstrated within the questions presented in Chapter 3.

A key difference between formative and reflective measurement models is the treatment of measurement error. For the formative case the disturbance term does not represent measurement error. According to Diamantopoulos, (2006), the only way to overcome measurement error and exclude the error is to design the study before collecting the data in a way that enables the researcher to capture all possible causes of the construct and specify the focal construct in such a way as to capture the full set of indicators. In this research, the questionnaire succeeded in overcoming the measurement error by asking several questions addressing each construct.

4.2.3.2 Statistical Significance and Relevance

The third and final step in assessing the formative measurement model is to assess the statistical significance of indicators weights (significance and relevance, i.e., size and sign). The PLS SEM bootstrapping test is used to construct bootstrap confidence intervals which reflects the significance of the weights (Chin, 1998). Weights that are not significant and include zero should be eliminated from the measurement model especially if the loading is also not significant $< 0.50$ (Hair et al, 2017a).
However, according to Diamantopoulos and Winklhofer, (2001) removing any formative indicator can reduce the measurement model’s content validity since the formative indicators are not interchangeable and their weights are functions of the number of indicators used to measure each construct, thus indicators should seldom be removed from formative measurement model. Nevertheless, the proposed bootstrap confidence intervals results were detected and as is clear from Table 4.11 below, only few relations (highlighted in red) are not significant since there is ZERO difference between the upper and lower range of 2.5%-97.5%, confirming that there is no need for any elimination.

Table 4.11: Confidence Intervals Bias Corrected and Weights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Original Sample (O) (Weight)</th>
<th>Sample Mean (M)</th>
<th>Bias</th>
<th>2.5%</th>
<th>97.5%</th>
<th>P Values (Significance)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 3 &lt;- ATTD</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 4 &lt;- ATTD</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>0.339</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 5 &lt;- ATTD</td>
<td>0.333</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.370</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 6 &lt;- ATTD</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.301</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO 2 &lt;- EK</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>0.445</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO 4 &lt;- EK</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO 5 &lt;- EK</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>0.311</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB 4 &lt;- FB</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.320</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.254</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB 7 &lt;- FB</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB 8 &lt;- FB</td>
<td>0.705</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.634</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL -&gt; FL</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.071</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL 16 -&gt; FL</td>
<td>0.709</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL 17 -&gt; FL</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech 1 -&gt; FinTech</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.073</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech 2 -&gt; FinTech</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech 3 -&gt; FinTech</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.495</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech 4 -&gt; FinTech</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech 5 -&gt; FinTech</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.098</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech 6 -&gt; FinTech</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC 1 -&gt; PBC</td>
<td>0.287</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC 2 -&gt; PBC</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.283</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC 3 -&gt; PBC</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.286</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC 4 -&gt; PBC</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.292</td>
<td>0.338</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN 1 -&gt; SN</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>0.418</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN 2 -&gt; SN</td>
<td>0.352</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.390</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN 3 -&gt; SN</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0.408</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST 1 -&gt; TRUST</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>0.295</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST 3 -&gt; TRUST</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.348</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST 4 -&gt; TRUST</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST 5 -&gt; TRUST</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After assessing the statistical significance of the indicators’ weights, each indicator’s relevance needs to be examined in order to assess the strength of the relationships. Indicator weights are standardized to value between -1 and +1, within weights close to 0 indicating weak relationships, whereas those close to +1 or -1 indicating strong positive or negative relationships (Hair et al. 2018). The P-value should be assessed based on results of < 0.05 or 95% confidence interval. The skewed bootstrap distribution test at PLS SEM was applied and the results achieved are displayed in Table 4.12 below.

Table 4.12: Indicator’s Relevance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Effects</th>
<th>Original Sample (O): (Weight)</th>
<th>Sample Mean (M)</th>
<th>P Values (Significance)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTD -&gt; FB</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age -&gt; ATTD</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age -&gt; PBC</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>0.915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age -&gt; SN</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>0.583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK -&gt; ATTD</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK -&gt; PBC</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK -&gt; SN</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO -&gt; ATTD</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO -&gt; PBC</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO -&gt; SN</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU -&gt; ATTD</td>
<td>-0.060</td>
<td>-0.057</td>
<td>0.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU -&gt; PBC</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>0.740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU -&gt; SN</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL -&gt; ATTD</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL -&gt; PBC</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL -&gt; SN</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech -&gt; ATTD</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech -&gt; PBC</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech -&gt; SN</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC -&gt; ATTD</td>
<td>-0.078</td>
<td>-0.078</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC -&gt; PBC</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC -&gt; SN</td>
<td>-0.112</td>
<td>-0.112</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC -&gt; FB</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN -&gt; FB</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST -&gt; ATTD</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST -&gt; PBC</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST -&gt; SN</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.4 Assessing Structural Model

Once the measurement model assessment is satisfactory, the next step is assessing the structural model and estimate the relationships between the investigated variables. The PLS-SEM is considered the preferred approach when formative constructs are included in the structural model due to its ability to analyse the structural model and estimate the relationships between the investigated variables (Hair et al., 2019).

The main steps to assess the structural model are to evaluate the significance and relevance of the structural relationships, then assess the values of the coefficient of determination $R^2$ which explains variance and predictive explanatory power. The next step includes the review of the blindfolding-based cross-validated redundancy measure $Q^2$, which is the predictive relevance measure, in addition to the statistical significance and relevance of the path coefficients using $P$ value (Hair et al., 2014b). Further, researchers should assess their model’s out-of-sample predictive power by using the PLS predict procedure (Shmueli et al., 2016).

First the collinearity must be examined to ensure that there is no bias in the regression results. According to Hair et al. (2014a), collinearity emerges when two or multiple indicators (multicollinearity) are highly correlated (redundancy among constructs). Similar to the formative measurement model, the full variance inflation factor (VIF) for each predictor construct is checked to assess the full collinearity.

Hair et al. (2012) reported that the rule of thumb is a full VIF less than five. (Mason and Perreault, 1991; Becker et al., 2015) recommended VIF values ideally close to three and lower to determine that collinearity issues are minimized among predictor constructs. Once a collinearity problem occurs, a frequently used option is to create higher-order models that can be supported by theory (Hair et al., 2017a). Based on the collinearity tests results displayed in Table 4.5, Section 4.1.4, it can be argued that the results present satisfactory values of all latent variables with all individual VIFs (inner and outer) lower than three, thus, the researcher can safely proceed to the analysis of the remaining structural model.
4.2.4.1 Path Analysis: Assessment of $R^2$

The next step in examining the structural model is examining the coefficient of determination ($R^2$) which measures the variance referred to as the sample predictive power of the model (Rigdon, 2012). Therefore it is a measure of the model’s explanatory power. The $R^2$ should ranges from zero to one with higher values indicating greater explanatory power (Shmueli and Koppius, 2011). Values of 0.75, 0.50 and 0.25 can be considered substantial, moderate, and weak (Henseler et al., 2009; Hair et al., 2011), but it differs from one discipline to the other.

According to Cohen (1998) in behavioural science $R^2$ values of 0.26, 0.13 and 0.02 can be considered substantial, moderate, and weak, also stated by Hair et al., (2014) and Kock and Hadaya, (2018) that $R^2$ value of 0.2 is generally acceptable in behavioural studies. Table 4.13 below reports the results that confirms the strength of indicator’s explanatory power, with all constructs demonstrating moderate to substantial explanatory powers.

Table 4.13: Coefficient of Determination

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>R Square Adjusted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTD</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>0.316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.4.2 Path Analysis: Predictive Validity

Another means of assessment is using the PLS blindfolding-based cross-validated redundancy (predictive accuracy and relevance) measure of $Q^2$, which is a measure that combines aspects of out-of-sample prediction and in-sample explanatory power (Shmueli et al., 2016; Sarstedt et al., 2017a). As a rule of thumb, $Q^2$ values higher than 0, 0.25 and 0.50 depict small, medium, and large predictive relevance of the PLS-path model. If negative, this indicates that the model does not have predictive validity, higher than zero is acceptable, and the higher the better. The higher the $Q^2$ result, the higher is the predictive validity of the model.

Based on the results in Tables 4.14 and 4.15, the predictive validity of this research model can be confirmed with $Q^2$ for all constructs above zero, with medium predictive relevance observed for most of the constructs.
Table 4.14: Cross-Validated Redundancy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>$Q^2 (=1 - \frac{SSE}{SSO})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTD</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC</td>
<td>0.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>0.144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.15: Cross-Validated Redundancy (Total)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construct</th>
<th>$Q^2 (=1 - \frac{SSE}{SSO})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 3</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 4</td>
<td>0.192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 5</td>
<td>0.240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 6</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB 4</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB 7</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB 8</td>
<td>0.510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC 1</td>
<td>0.365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC 2</td>
<td>0.376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC 3</td>
<td>0.301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC 4</td>
<td>0.324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN1</td>
<td>0.166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN2</td>
<td>0.093</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN3</td>
<td>0.172</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another measure of predictive power presented by Hair et al. (2018) is the (MAE) mean absolute error which is the average absolute difference between the predictions and the actual observations, with all individual differences having equal weights. According to the guidelines proposed by Shmueli et al. (2019), when comparing the root mean squared error (RMSE) or the mean absolute error (MAE) values with the linear regression model (LM) values; if none of the indicators in the PLS-SEM analysis has higher RMSE or MAE values compared to the naïve LM benchmark, then the model has high predictive power.

Table 4.16 below provides a prediction summary driven by the PLS Predict and states the results of the above comparison. With few indicators in the PLS-SEM analysis that has slightly higher RMSE or MAE values compared to the naïve LM benchmark, it can thus be concluded that the model has medium to high predictive power.
### Table 4.16: PLS Predict

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLS</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>LM</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>MAE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 3</td>
<td>0.833</td>
<td>0.628</td>
<td>ATTD 3</td>
<td>0.834</td>
<td>0.639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 4</td>
<td>0.932</td>
<td>0.721</td>
<td>ATTD 4</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 5</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.599</td>
<td>ATTD 5</td>
<td>0.798</td>
<td>0.597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTD 6</td>
<td>0.830</td>
<td>0.612</td>
<td>ATTD 6</td>
<td>0.818</td>
<td>0.610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB 8</td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>FB 8</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>0.519</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB 4</td>
<td>0.979</td>
<td>0.781</td>
<td>FB 4</td>
<td>1.005</td>
<td>0.800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB 7</td>
<td>0.468</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>FB 7</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC 1</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td>PBC 1</td>
<td>0.724</td>
<td>0.555</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC 2</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.574</td>
<td>PBC 2</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC 3</td>
<td>0.733</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>PBC 3</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td>0.552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC 4</td>
<td>0.641</td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td>PBC 4</td>
<td>0.638</td>
<td>0.492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN 1</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>0.696</td>
<td>SN 1</td>
<td>0.887</td>
<td>0.699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN 2</td>
<td>0.904</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>SN 2</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>0.742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN 3</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td>0.669</td>
<td>SN 3</td>
<td>0.844</td>
<td>0.668</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 4.2.4.3 Path Analysis: Statistical Significance and Relevance

After conducting the VIF, $R^2$, $Q^2$ tests and receiving satisfactory results (as stated in the tables above), it can be concluded that the model displays medium to high explanatory and predicative powers; so, the final step is to assess the statistical significance and relevance of path coefficients.

This final step to assess the structural model requires the application of a bootstrapping test in order to assess the path coefficients’ significance and evaluate their values, i.e., statistical significance, relevance, and strength (size and sign). Figure 4.12 represents the results of the bootstrapping test.
The path coefficients Beta coefficient \( \beta \), have standardised values ranging from -1 to +1, values close to +1 represent strong positive relationships, whereas values close to -1 represent the contrary (Hair et al., 2014). Table 4.17 presents the results of the structural model significance (P-value), relevance, and strength (Beta coefficient \( \beta \)).
Observing the three **mediating variables’** effect on the **dependent variable** financial behaviour (FB), the result in Table 4.17 illustrates that (PBC) has the strongest impact on FB ($\beta=0.592$, $p<0.05$), followed by SN ($\beta=0.133$, $p<0.05$) and the least effect on FB was ATTD with ($\beta=0.12$, $p<0.05$). As for the influence of the independent variables on the mediating variables, TRUST has the strongest positive impact on PBC ($\beta=0.363$, $p<0.05$), followed by EK on ATTD ($\beta=0.30$, $p<0.05$), FinTech on PBC ($\beta=0.27$, $p<0.05$), FinTech on SN ($\beta=0.217$, $p<0.05$), FinTech on ATTD ($\beta=0.194$, $p<0.05$) Trust on ATTD ($\beta=0.184$, $p<0.05$) TRUST on SN ($\beta=0.163$, $p<0.05$) and FL on PBC, ($\beta=0.153$, $p<0.05$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Effects</th>
<th>Original Sample (O) : $\beta$</th>
<th>Sample Mean (M)</th>
<th>P Values (Significance)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTD $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>0.915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>0.583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.299</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economy $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>-0.060</td>
<td>-0.057</td>
<td>0.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>0.740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>0.280</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>-0.078</td>
<td>-0.078</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.693</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>-0.112</td>
<td>-0.112</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The only independent variables with negative significance and a moderate effect on the mediating variables was INC on SN ($\beta=-0.112$, p<0.05). The remaining relationships from independent to mediating factors had statistically non-significant effects with all P values >0.05.

The final results of assessing the structural model to investigate the proposed hypotheses are summarized in Table 4.18 below indicating relationship strength, direction and impact.

Table 4.18: Hypotheses/Relationships

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses/Relationships</th>
<th>Original Sample (O): Path (sign $\rightarrow$) Coefficients</th>
<th>(Significance)* P Values $&lt; 0.05$</th>
<th>**$R^2$</th>
<th>Supported (Yes/No) Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTD $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>Positive, significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>Positive, significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>Non significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>-0.024</td>
<td>0.583</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>Non significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>Positive, significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>Positive, significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>Positive, significant &amp; moderate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>Non significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.629</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>Non significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>Positive, significant &amp; moderate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>-0.060</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>Non significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>Non significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.543</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>Non significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>Non significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>Positive, significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.531</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>Non significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>Positive, significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>Positive, significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>Positive, significant &amp; moderate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>-0.078</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>Non significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.693</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>Non significant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>-0.112</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>Negative, significant &amp; moderate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.592</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>Positive, significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>Positive, significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.184</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.326</td>
<td>Positive, significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>Positive, significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>Positive, significant &amp; moderate.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*P Values $< 0.05$ considered significant

**$R^2$ values of 0.26, 0.13 and 0.02 can be considered substantial, moderate, and weak.
4.2.5 Assessment of Moderator (Gender)

Theories in management, psychology, and other disciplines rely on moderating variables to highlight the affect, strength, or nature of the relationship between two variables (Dawson, 2013). This research applied the moderator assessment variable to assess the effect or influence of Gender as a moderating variable on the financial behaviour. One way to assess an effect is through using the interaction effect analysis for continuous scale variables as well as categorical with two groups, the other way is the use of Multi Group Analysis (MGA) as a categorical moderator with two or more groups which is available at the PLS SEM.

2.5.1 Permutation Test

Before running the MGA test, Hair et al. (2018) recommends running the Permutation test to check the correlation and mean differences between the two groups (Male vs. Female). Table 4.19 states the results of the Measurement Invariance Assessment of Composite Model (MICOM) analysis which presents correlation between the two groups with regard to the constructs under study. To be valid, the results should range between lower level of confidence interval of 5.0% and 1 as the highest. As per Table 4.19 below, all correlations are within this range which means that the correlations are not significantly different between the two groups which implies that the respondents in one group did not have much variability in their answers in comparison to the other group (satisfied, very satisfied….). Thus, the configural invariance has been established.

Table 4.19: Measurement Invariance Assessment of Composite Model (MICOM) analysis Step 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constructs</th>
<th>Original Correlation</th>
<th>Correlation Permutation Mean</th>
<th>Confidence Interval 5.0%</th>
<th>Permutation p-Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTD</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.995</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>0.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.924</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.186</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After passing the configural invariance test, the second step is to test for the partial compositional invariance which the permutation test also provides by indicating the mean of perception differences between relationships with respect to different groups. Table 4.20 clarifies that there is significant difference (clear in red) between the two groups. Since there is one or more indicators that show perception differences between relationships between the two groups, it is not possible to pool the results of the data collected. Therefore a MGM test is needed.

Table 4.20: Measurement Invariance Assessment of Composite Model (MICOM) analysis Step 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean - Original Difference (Female-Male)</th>
<th>Mean - Permutation Mean Difference (Female-Male)</th>
<th>2.5%</th>
<th>97.5%</th>
<th>Permutation p-Values</th>
<th>Variance - Original Difference (Female-Male)</th>
<th>Variance - Permutation Mean Difference (Female-Male)</th>
<th>2.5%</th>
<th>97.5%</th>
<th>Permutation p-Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTD</td>
<td>-0.291</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.166</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.381</td>
<td>0.387</td>
<td>0.428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.172</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.803</td>
<td>-0.384</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.250</td>
<td>0.266</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK</td>
<td>-0.064</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.172</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>-0.136</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>-0.360</td>
<td>0.394</td>
<td>0.474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.166</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>-0.370</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.233</td>
<td>0.238</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.161</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>-0.257</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-0.339</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB</td>
<td>-0.178</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.170</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>-0.051</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>-0.331</td>
<td>0.362</td>
<td>0.777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>-0.318</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.166</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.096</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.182</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech</td>
<td>-0.415</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.169</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-0.230</td>
<td>0.225</td>
<td>0.468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC</td>
<td>-0.270</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.170</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.325</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.205</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC</td>
<td>-0.311</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>-0.174</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.152</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.273</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>0.278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.170</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.582</td>
<td>-0.145</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.285</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST</td>
<td>-0.363</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>-0.173</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.086</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.273</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>0.526</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As per the results stated in Table 4.20, there are significant perception differences in the construct relationships between female and male. The table reflects female’s stronger perceptions than males, regrading some constructs such as economic education and social norms, whereas the male shows stronger perceptions than female in financial literacy, FinTech and trust. Further details and analysis will be clarified at the MGA test results and the following chapter.
4.2.5.2 Multi Group Analysis (MGA)

After the permutation test, the MGA test was conducted, the results confirmed that gender is a significant moderator for some relationships. According to results presented in Table 4.21, there are four main relationships that the MGA test pointed out and reflected significant perception differences between the two groups (Female vs. Male). The first difference was between (ATTD $\rightarrow$ FB), the second between (AGE $\rightarrow$ SN), and the third between (ECO $\rightarrow$ PBC), whereas the fourth and final significant perception difference was between (INC $\rightarrow$ SN). No other significant differences between female and male were reported in the remaining relationships.

Table 4.21: Path Coefficients: PLS-MGA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Path Coefficients-diff (Female - Male)</th>
<th>p-Value original 1-tailed (Female vs Male)</th>
<th>p-Value new (Female vs Male)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTD $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>-0.229</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.201</td>
<td>0.402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.490</td>
<td>0.980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>-0.206</td>
<td>0.991</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.414</td>
<td>0.828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>-0.144</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>-0.074</td>
<td>0.808</td>
<td>0.383</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
<td>0.638</td>
<td>0.723</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td>0.885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>0.174</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>0.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>-0.073</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td>0.456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.522</td>
<td>0.956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.343</td>
<td>0.687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>0.577</td>
<td>0.845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>-0.064</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>0.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>0.240</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST $\rightarrow$ ATTD</td>
<td>-0.202</td>
<td>0.956</td>
<td>0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST $\rightarrow$ PBC</td>
<td>-0.122</td>
<td>0.896</td>
<td>0.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST $\rightarrow$ SN</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.524</td>
<td>0.952</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The MGM test provided bootstrapping results shown in Table 4.22 which clarified further depth and importance in interpreting the above significant differences reflected in Table 4.21. The first significant difference was between (ATTD \(\rightarrow\) FB), according to table 4.22 this difference is considered important and meaningful for Male but not for female. The second and third significant differences according to Table 4.21 between (AGE \(\rightarrow\) SN) and between (ECO \(\rightarrow\) PBC) appeared to be not meaningful difference for both as the differences were mainly negative effect for female versus positive effect for male but not that important or meaningful difference to consider as confirmed in Table 4.22. The fourth and final significant perception differences between (INC \(\rightarrow\) SN) as per Table 4.21 also appeared to be important and meaningful for Male but not for female in Table 4.22 below.

### Table 4.22: Bootstrapping Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Path Coefficients Original (Female)</th>
<th>Path Coefficients Original (Male)</th>
<th>Path Coefficients Mean (Female)</th>
<th>Path Coefficients Mean (Male)</th>
<th>p-Value (Female)</th>
<th>p-Value (Male)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATTD (\rightarrow) FB</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.271</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE (\rightarrow) ATTD</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE (\rightarrow) PBC</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.801</td>
<td>0.840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE (\rightarrow) SN</td>
<td>-0.098</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>-0.096</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK (\rightarrow) ATTD</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK (\rightarrow) PBC</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK (\rightarrow) SN</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO (\rightarrow) ATTD</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO (\rightarrow) PBC</td>
<td>-0.051</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>-0.051</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO (\rightarrow) SN</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU (\rightarrow) ATTD</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>-0.067</td>
<td>-0.026</td>
<td>-0.075</td>
<td>0.611</td>
<td>0.312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU (\rightarrow) PBC</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
<td>0.596</td>
<td>0.964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU (\rightarrow) SN</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.639</td>
<td>0.896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL (\rightarrow) ATTD</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>-0.080</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>-0.060</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL (\rightarrow) PBC</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL (\rightarrow) SN</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.744</td>
<td>0.241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech (\rightarrow) ATTD</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech (\rightarrow) PBC</td>
<td>0.307</td>
<td>0.263</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech (\rightarrow) SN</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.236</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC (\rightarrow) ATTD</td>
<td>-0.091</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>-0.089</td>
<td>-0.031</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC (\rightarrow) PBC</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>0.943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC (\rightarrow) SN</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>-0.258</td>
<td>-0.021</td>
<td>-0.264</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC (\rightarrow) FB</td>
<td>0.603</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>0.603</td>
<td>0.546</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN (\rightarrow) FB</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST (\rightarrow) ATTD</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.285</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST (\rightarrow) PBC</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.421</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.411</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST (\rightarrow) SN</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.175</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.065</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.22 above further highlighted few other meaningful relationship differences for females only (AGE $\rightarrow$ ATTD), (EK $\rightarrow$ PBC) and (EK $\rightarrow$ SN). For male only, results highlighted meaningful relationship differences in (ATTD $\rightarrow$ FB), (ECO $\rightarrow$ SN), (INC $\rightarrow$ SN) and (TRUST $\rightarrow$ ATTD). The MGA Test provided further accurate results pointing out specific indirect effects in the relationships and highlighted further specific differences between female and male in relation to the main differences stated in Table 4.21. According to Table 4.23 below there are significant and effective relationship differences for male vs female leading to the final dependent variable which is the FB; (AGE $\rightarrow$ SN $\rightarrow$ FB) and (ECO $\rightarrow$ PBC $\rightarrow$ FB) in addition to (TRUST$\rightarrow$ ATTD$\rightarrow$ FB). These unique detailed significant differences are important to highlight and will be discussed at Chapter Five.

Table 4.23: PLS-MGA- Specific Indirect Effects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Specific Indirect Effects-diff (Female - Male)</th>
<th>p-Value original 1-tailed (Female vs Male)</th>
<th>p-Value new (Female vs Male)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FL $\rightarrow$ PBC $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.859</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU $\rightarrow$ SN $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.412</td>
<td>0.824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC $\rightarrow$ SN $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech $\rightarrow$ SN $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.871</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC $\rightarrow$ ATTD $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>0.858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE $\rightarrow$ SN $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE $\rightarrow$ ATTD $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>0.768</td>
<td>0.464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK $\rightarrow$ PBC $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU $\rightarrow$ ATTD $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK $\rightarrow$ ATTD $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>-0.051</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGE $\rightarrow$ PBC $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.483</td>
<td>0.965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO $\rightarrow$ ATTD $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>0.498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech $\rightarrow$ ATTD $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>-0.042</td>
<td>0.912</td>
<td>0.177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FinTech $\rightarrow$ PBC $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.256</td>
<td>0.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INC $\rightarrow$ PBC $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.336</td>
<td>0.672</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO $\rightarrow$ SN $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>0.684</td>
<td>0.633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST $\rightarrow$ PBC $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>-0.049</td>
<td>0.786</td>
<td>0.428</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EK $\rightarrow$ SN $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL $\rightarrow$ SN $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
<td>0.702</td>
<td>0.597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL $\rightarrow$ ATTD $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>0.280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST $\rightarrow$ ATTD $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>-0.078</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDU $\rightarrow$ PBC $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>0.646</td>
<td>0.708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECO $\rightarrow$ PBC $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>-0.081</td>
<td>0.980</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUST $\rightarrow$ SN $\rightarrow$ FB</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.420</td>
<td>0.840</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figures 4.14 and 4.15 reflect the complete assessed models for male vs. female for all relationships:

Figure 4.14: Assessment Model Male
Figure 4.15: Assessment Model Female
4.3 Summary of the Results and Hypotheses Testing

Table 4.24 re-presents the hypotheses proposed in Chapter Two and shows the test results for each to reflect which hypotheses were supported or rejected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypotheses</th>
<th>Supported:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1: There is a positive relationship between the attitude and the level</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of engagement in a banking relationship (ATTD → FB)</td>
<td>Positive,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2: There is a positive relationship between the subjective norms and the</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>level of engagement in a banking relationship (SN → FB)</td>
<td>Positive,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3: There is a positive relationship between the perceived behavioural</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>control beliefs and the level of engagement in a banking relationship.</td>
<td>Positive,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(PBC → FB)</td>
<td>significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4: Female’s attitude towards behavioural beliefs is positively related</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to their level of engagement in a banking relationship. (Female ATTD →</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FB)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5: Female’s subjective beliefs are positively related to their level of</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engagement in a banking relationship (Female SN → FB)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6: Female’s perceived behavioural control beliefs are positively related</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to their level of engagement in a banking relationship. (Female PBC → FB)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7.a: There is a positive relationship between economic knowledge and</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attitude that affect individuals’ level of engagement in a banking</td>
<td>Positive,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relationship (EK → ATTD)</td>
<td>significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7.b: There is a positive relationship between economic knowledge and SN</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>that affect individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship</td>
<td>Positive,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(EK → SN)</td>
<td>significant &amp; moderate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7.c: There is a positive relationship between economic knowledge and</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBC that affect individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship</td>
<td>Positive,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(EK → PBC)</td>
<td>significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8.a: There is a positive relationship between age and individuals’</td>
<td>Yes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attitude toward the level of engagement in a banking relationship (AGE →</td>
<td>Positive,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATTD)</td>
<td>significant &amp; substantial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8.b: There is a positive relationship between age and the subjective</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>norm beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AGE → SN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H8.c: There is a positive relationship between age and the perceived</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behavioural control beliefs towards the level of engagement in a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banking relationship (AGE → PBC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H9.a: There is a positive relationship between education and the attitude</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship (EDU → ATTD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H9.b: There is a positive relationship between education and the</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perceived behavioural control beliefs towards the level of engagement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in a banking relationship (EDU → PBC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H9.c: There is a positive relationship between education and the</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subjective norm beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>relationship (EDU → SN)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H10.a: There is a positive relationship between income and the attitude</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship (INC → ATTD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H10.b There is a positive relationship between income and the perceived</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>behavioural control beliefs towards the level of engagement in a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>banking relationship (INC → PBC)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relationship Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H10.c</strong></td>
<td>There is a positive relationship between income and the subjective norm beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship (INC → SN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H11.a</strong></td>
<td>There is a positive relationship between financial literacy and the attitude towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship (FL → ATTD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H11.b</strong></td>
<td>There is a positive relationship between financial literacy and the subjective norm beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship (FL → PBC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H11.c</strong></td>
<td>There is a positive relationship between financial literacy and the perceived behavioural control beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship (FL → SN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H12.a</strong></td>
<td>There is a positive relationship between economy and attitude (ECO → ATTD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H12.b</strong></td>
<td>There is a positive relationship between economy and the subjective norms (ECO → PBC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H12.c</strong></td>
<td>There is a relationship positive between economy and the perceived behavioural control beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship (ECO → SN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H13.a</strong></td>
<td>There is a positive relationship between the use of FinTech services and individuals’ attitude that affect the level of engagement in a banking relationship (FinTech → ATTD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H13.b</strong></td>
<td>There is a positive relationship between the use of FinTech services and the subjective norm beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship (FinTech → SN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H13.c</strong></td>
<td>There is a positive relationship between the use of FinTech services and the perceived behavioural control beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship (FinTech → PBC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H14.a</strong></td>
<td>There is a positive relationship between trust and individuals’ attitude that affect the level of engagement in a banking relationship (TRUST → ATTD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H14.b</strong></td>
<td>There is a positive relationship between trust and individuals’ subjective norm beliefs that affect the level of engagement in a banking relationship (TRUST → PBC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>H14.c</strong></td>
<td>There is a positive relationship between trust and the perceived behavioural control beliefs that affect the level of engagement in a banking relationship (TRUST → SN)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysing the findings and the results using PLS-SEM to determine the factors that affect individual’s decision towards the financial behaviour indicated by the level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan highlighted the following results. First, as per the main theory applied in this research; for the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB), it was revealed and confirmed that ATTD, PBC and SN play positive, significant, and substantial roles in the individual’s financial behaviour as indicated by the level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. Hence H1, H2 and H3 are supported.

Second, the effect of the independent variables on the mediating variables were determined as follows. AGE was found to play positive, significant, and substantial role on the individual’s ATTD, with no significant effect on individual’s PBC or SN beliefs, thus supporting H8a and rejecting both H8b and H8c.
The analysis has indicated that individual’s education EDU has no effect on the ATTD, PBC nor has any effect on individual’s SN beliefs. Thus, the level of education is not a main determinant and the individual’s financial behaviour is less affected by the educational achievements compared to other factors. Thus, the three hypotheses H9a, H9b and H9c were rejected.

As for the indirect effect being individual’s income INC, the results showed no effect on the ATTD nor on PBC but showed a moderate negative effect on the individuals SN beliefs, i.e., the higher an individual’s income the less he or she is affected by the social surrounding beliefs. Thus, H10c was supported, but both H10a and H10b were rejected.

The indirect effect of the economy ECO on individual’s ATTD and SN was insignificant, however ECO showed a moderate positive effect on the individuals PBC beliefs. This may be interpreted as the more the individual perceives the economic situation to be good or improving, the more he or she is financially confident, and the stronger is the perceived behavioural control which will positively affect the financial behaviour. H12c was supported, but both H12a and H12b were rejected.

The study had also highlighted that the indirect effect of individual’s financial knowledge or what is known as financial literacy FL has no effect on the individual’s ATTD nor on SN beliefs but showed significant positive and substantial effect on individual’s PBC beliefs. This interpretation can be explained as the higher an individual’s financial literacy and knowledge in finance and economics, the stronger and more confident the individuals feel towards their financial behaviour. Thus, H11b was supported, but both H11a and H11c were rejected.

The three independent factors that were found to have significant effects on all three mediating factors were, EK, FinTech and TRUST. It was found that an individual’s economic knowledge EK significantly, positively, and substantially affect an individual’s ATTD and PBC and moderately affects the individuals SN. Thus H7a, H7b and H7c were supported.

As for the individual’s capabilities and confidence in using the FinTech services, there was a significant, positive, and substantially effect on all moderating factors, i.e., an individuals’ ATTD, PBC and SN. Thus H13a, H13b and H13c were supported.
Regarding the last independent factor that the researcher opted to add to the TPB; namely TRUST, the results identified a significant relationship with the three mediating variables. TRUST has positive substantial effect on individuals’ ATTD and PBC, however, a positive moderate effect was demonstrated on an individuals’ SN. These results can be interpreted to indicate that the more the individual has trust in the financial and banking system the more positive and stronger the attitude and PBC towards the financial behaviour as indicated by the level of engagement in a banking relationship, and this is also moderately affected by the social norms and the opinions of the close social surroundings. Thus H14a, H14b and H14c were supported.

As for the control factor being gender, the results showed some differences between the two groups (Female vs. Male). A significant difference in relationship was found between female SN and PBC towards the financial behaviour. No significant evidence was found between female attitude and financial behaviour whereas there was significant evidence in the male results. Thus, H5 and H6 were supported, whereas H4 was rejected.

4.4 Limitations of the Findings

At the end of this chapter, the researcher opted to highlight the following limitations of the research findings:

- Around fifty eight percent (58%) of the participants were between the age of 40-59 years, compared to the actual population in Jordan of around seventeen percent (17%) the same age group (Department of Statistics, 2022). However, Age as an independent factor reflected only a relationship towards ATTD being the least mediating variable towards financial behaviour, thus this limitation is believed not to affect the results of the research.
- Eighty five percent (85%) of the participants hold both a graduate and post graduate degrees. However, the analysis has indicated that individual’s education EDU as an independent factor has no effect any of the three mediating variable towards financial behaviour, thus this limitation is believed not to affect the results of the research.
- Around sixty five percent (65%) of the participants are private business employees, business owners or self-employed and thirty one percent (31.37%) of participants are earning monthly JD 1001-JD 2500 (USD 1400-3500) which is considered high income in Jordan. However, the analysis has indicated that individual’s income INC an independent
factor did not reflect any relationship towards the individuals’ ATTD nor to the PBC. It only reflected a negative relationship with moderate effect on the SN mediating factor towards the financial behaviour, thus this limitation is not believed to highly affect the results of the research as well.

• Around fifty five percent (55%) of participants have been exposed directly or indirectly to economics and finance studies or courses, i.e. more than half the participants maintain high level of financial knowledge or FL. Nevertheless, the analysis has indicated that individual’s financial literacy FL continues to reflect positive significant relationship and substantial effect on the strongest mediating variable PBC towards financial behaviour. Thus this limitation of having high level of FL among the participants did not affect the results of the research as FL continued to appear as a very important factor and necessity towards the financial behaviour.

• The majority of participants live in the capital Amman which is the main business and financial centre. This may justify the high percentage of above ninety seven percent (97.6%) of bank account ownership.

• The above-mentioned limitations in the research sample are not believed to highly affect the results of the analysis.
CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION

Introduction
This chapter discusses the results reported in Chapter Four addressing the research question: What factors influence individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship? The section will start with a brief recap of the research aim, objectives, and main findings along with the research model and the literature gaps.

To the researcher’s knowledge, few studies have investigated the topic under investigation in the context of Jordan and those that have, did not consider certain key factors. Alalwan et al., (2016) investigated the key factors influencing Jordanian customers' intention to adopt mobile banking with results showing that behavioural intention is significantly influenced by perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and perceived risk. More studies (Rawashdeh, 2015; Anouze and Alamro, 2019) tried to predict other factors affecting adoption of internet banking in Jordan and the factors affecting intention to use e-banking in Jordan. Both studies’ results stated that variables such as perceived usefulness, perceived web privacy and perceived ease of use are the predicting variables which affect perceived usefulness, as well as the attitude toward the behaviour.

Another study (Alomari et al., 2012) investigated predictors for e-government adoption in Jordan. Their findings demonstrated that trust in government, website design, beliefs, complexity, and perceived usefulness were significant factors in Jordanian citizens' intention to use e-government websites.

This research extends the work of existing studies, and the results suggest that there are other independent variables that affect the individuals’ behaviour, that were not covered by earlier studies. Thus, possible interventions would influence the final financial behaviours, which emphasises the ability to orchestrate change and organise efficiently so as to be able to take advantage of new opportunities (Teece et al., 1997). The importance of this study is in highlighting the factors that can orchestrate change and organise efficiently in the level of engagement in banking relationship. This is more important than just the adoption since continuous engagement leads to more sustainability and development in the financial sector in general and the banking sector in particular.
This research addresses knowledge segments from previous studies that associated individuals’
financial behaviour to the development in the financial and the banking sector. The findings of
this research support some of the ‘Nanoeconomics’ studies, which analyse individuals’
behavioural aspects that relate to their economic activity. Gorshkova and Ksenda’s (2020)
study dealt with the individuals’ financial behaviour as a component of nanoeconomics.
Findings ascertained the direct effects of the financial behaviour on the development of the
financial system and the competitiveness of a country.

The subsequent sections will start with Section 5.1 discussing the research gaps in earlier
studies, then Section 5.2 is a discussion on the relationships between the core factors and the
dependent factor. Followed by Section 5.3 that addresses the relationships and effects of the
independent variables on the core factors. Section 5.4 will discuss the last objective of the
research which is the influence of gender on the financial behaviour and the determinants of
access to the formal financial system in terms female’s level of engagement in a banking
relationship in Jordan. The final Section 5.5 is the summary of this discussion chapter.

5.1 Research Gap and Model

Earlier studies on the topic of individuals’ behaviour towards the level of engagement in a
banking relationship lacked depth leaving some gaps in the current knowledge. For example,
examining interventions to attitude, subjective norms and perceived behavioural control that
would lead to changes in the financial behaviour is a fairly new perspective that has been
adopted in earlier studies on a very limited scale.

Examining the financial behaviour towards more engagement in a banking relationship calls
for a cross-disciplinary approach that draws on insights from the fields of finance, consumer
behaviour, education, gender analysis and management. Such a perspective has not been fully
adopted in earlier studies which mainly concentrated on the role of the institutions and their
effect on market changes (Haini, 2019; Wachtel et al., 2006; Hove et al., 2017). The important
role of customer’s behaviour as a major stakeholder and the starting point of any effect that
may lead to such changes was not thoroughly addressed.
This research will address this gap by incorporating research literature on behavioural changes that lead individuals, as main stakeholders, to change their financial behavioural through more engagement in a banking relationship, thus affecting the sector and eventually the economy.

As for the studies that addressed customers; an approach to investigate engagement by affecting and predicting customer’s level of engagement was followed by concentrating on the goals that the customer wants to achieve. For examples, some studies tried to improve or affect the level of customer’s engagement by increasing marketing campaigns or rewards and increase the influence by focusing on the entertainment, interaction, trendiness, customization, and other innovations (Cuevas-Molano et al., 2021; Harmeling et al., 2016). Very limited studies were concerned with the antecedent factors that affect the customer’s behaviour before even engaging in such activities, this research investigated and dealt with this gap.

The available literature about the level of engagement in a banking relationship, is mostly focused on aspects related to relationship behaviour and customer satisfactions after establishing the banking relationship and throughout the course of the business dealings with banks thereafter. Fewer studies on financial behaviour and banking relationships considered studying the factors affecting the financial behaviour before establishing a banking relationship, and engaging more, thus, representing a gap in current knowledge.

In an attempt to address the abovementioned gaps in the empirical literature, this research uses the lens of the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) to determine the factors that affect individuals’ financial behaviour. The research explores some individual factors (Age, Education, Income) and social factors (Economy, Economic Knowledge, Financial Literacy and FinTech) in addition to (Trust).

Based on prior literature, the research conceptual model that is adopted in this study proposes that these factors indirectly affect the individuals’ attitude, social norms and perceived behavioural control and thus, determine the financial behaviour towards more engagement in a banking relationship which is the main dependent factor in this research.
The findings supported a number of hypotheses that suggested relationships between individual and social factors towards the mediating factors (ATTD, SN and PBC) and these in return proved significant and had substantial effects on the individuals’ financial behaviour. Figure 5.1 below clarifies the research model and the proposed relationship.

Figure 5.1: Research Model and Proposed Direct and Indirect relationships

**Direct Relationships (Mediating to Dependent)**

**Indirect relationships (Independent to Mediating Factors)**
5.2 The Relationships Between the Core Factors and the Dependent Factor

In line with the main theory applied in this research; the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB), it was revealed and confirmed that the three core factors, attitude (ATTD), perceived behavioural control (PBC) and social norms (SN) play positive, significant, and substantial roles towards the individuals’ financial behaviour (FB). Observing the three core factors’ effect on the dependent variable (FB), the results illustrate that PBC has the strongest impact on FB followed by SN and the least effect on FB was ATTD.

5.2.1 Attitude and the Financial Behaviour

According to the research findings, ATTD was the weakest of the three mediating factors affecting the individuals’ FB, but remains as a positive, significant, and substantial influence. There are few existing studies that investigated attitudes and behaviour in this context and confirmed the relationship. Two such studies namely by Fünfgeld and Wang, (2009) who studied attitudes and behaviour in everyday finance and (Talwar et al., 2021) who studied financial attitude impact on the trading activity as a financial behaviour. As well as the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) who proposed an instrument to measure the financial attitude of investors based on the extent of their belief in planning and their propensity to save and spend which are financial behaviours as well (Paluri and Mehra, 2016). Attitude towards money is defined as the predisposition of an individual towards being financially prepared for future, reflecting tendency to save money and manage expenses (Utkarsh et al., 2020).

Studies from other contexts show similar results, for example, this result was in line with both Ambad and Damit’s (2016) and with Borges and Pownall (2014) studies, which both concluded that a greater strong positive attitude towards behaviour existed. Furthermore, findings are in line with Loibl et al., (2021) research with findings highlighting that debt attitudes change over time, and are relevant to spending, saving, and borrowing behaviours with recommendations to design interventions that affect strength of attitude as tools for affecting financial behaviour such as debt and credit use.
However, this research findings were not in line with the findings of Jafarkarimi et al., (2016) in terms of level of importance as these research studies concluded that attitude is the most influential factor, whereas this research ranked attitude as the least influential among the three mediating factors. Bentler & Speckart (1979) presented their models of attitude–behaviour relations and found significant effects of attitudes and previous behaviour on subsequent behaviour, reflecting the dynamics of attitude-behaviour relations in various behavioural domains. The research findings were in line with several studies confirming and supporting the proposed hypothesis H1 of strong relationship between attitude and financial behaviour.

In the context of this research, attitude explains the relationship between individuals’ readiness and degree of willingness to engage more in the financial behaviour. Newman & Harrison, (2008) showed that the attitude correlated with the broad behavioural engagement criterion and noted in the attitude–engagement model that the term ‘engagement’ describes a behavioural construct, not an attitude. The above argument can justify why, despite finding of a positive, significant, and substantial relationship between attitude and financial behaviour, ATTD was the least important.

The reason is that the context of this research is not predicting first time engagement in a banking relationship. It is rather predicting higher level of engagement. This could be a reason why ATTD could be important to first time engagement but not as important for sustained, continues and higher levels of engagement which develop a behavioural construct after a while and not only an attitude, accordingly both PBC and SN become more important. Nevertheless, designing interventions that affect attitude’s strength as tools for affecting financial behaviour and engagement would further strengthens the attitude toward the financial behaviour.

5.2.2 Social Norms and Financial Behaviour

The research findings found a positive, significant, and substantial effect of an individuals’ subjective norm beliefs on the financial behaviour. Responses to three questions demonstrated that participants highly value the support of their friends and families with regards to the level of engagement in a banking relationship.
The findings of this research were in line with Manning (2011), Ibrahim and Arshad (2017), Ambad and Damit (2016), Vermeir and Verbeke (2006), Sikarwar (2019) and Chen (2007), who all presented evidence of the direct effect of subjective norms on behaviour when the behaviour is more socially motivated. Ibrahim and Arshad’s (2017) results concluded that the subjective norm acts as a significant factor to impact the investment intentional behaviour. However, contrary to the findings of Sheeran et al., (1999) that reported evidence that intentions based on attitudes better predict behaviour than intentions based on subjective norms, both studies confirmed the strong effect of social norms on individuals’ behaviour.

This research findings were also relevant to the context proposed in Bank of America (2020) survey that stated that small business owners’ inherent self-starters and make significant personal sacrifices for their businesses, backed up by their feelings of support from the local network whether they be families or friends that they see as core to their success. Thus, their financial behaviour is very much affected by the support and back up received from the local networks.

However, this research findings contradicted Stanton et al. (1996) and Kumar’s (2012) study where they found that subjective norms were not significant predictors of intentional behaviours. However, this research is about the level of engagement in financial behaviour. In the context of engagement in a financial behaviour there are very limited studies to address the same context, however, other studies confirmed the relationship between social norms and engagement in a behaviour such as Purba et al. (2021) and Ciranka and Bos (2021) with findings ascertaining that perceived social norms were the most important factor predicting engagement in behaviours. Another reason why this research may be different from other studies is the strong role of social norms over attitude that may be contributed to cultural factors, whereby the role of family and friends is more significant in Jordanian culture (Brannan et al., 2013; Shryock, 2004).

Despite the contradictory results of the above studies, these research findings concluded a positive, significant, and strong effect of individuals’ subjective norm beliefs on the financial behaviour, thus supporting the hypothesis below:

**H2: There is a positive relationship between the subjective norms and individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan.**
5.2.3 Perceived Behavioural Control (PBC) and Financial Behaviour (FB)

Perceived Behavioural Control (PBC) refers to people’s perception of the ease or difficulty of performing the behaviour of interest; the perception of behavioural control is an impact of intentions and actions (Ajzen, 1988 & 1991). According to the TPB, both perceived behavioural control along with behavioural intention lead directly to predicting the behavioural achievement. Findings from this research illustrate that PBC has the strongest impact on the FB as represented by level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan.

Four questions investigated the ease, knowledge, and control in addition to the perception of accomplishment in using different banking services. Results confirmed that the more the individual feels in control of performing or using different banking services, the more accomplished and the stronger is the financial behaviour. Thus the more favourable individuals are towards higher engagement in a banking relationship via the usage of banking services.

These research results were in line with Flores and Vieira (2014) study that highlighted the fact that individuals with higher risk perception tend toward lower levels of indebtedness. It is also, in line with Strömbäck et al. (2017), and Caplan & Schooler’s (2007) that demonstrated a strong relationship between perceived behavioural control and financial behaviour. Further, Bashir and Madhavaiah, (2014), who studied customers’ ability to use internet banking with their findings stating that customers holding positive beliefs of their ability to use the internet banking would be more likely to adopt internet banking. In other contexts and in line with this research findings; a study by van Hooft and Crossley’s (2008) where results indicated that jobseekers with high perceived financial need were more engaged in intense search behaviour to find employment.

However, this research findings contradicted Hill, Mann and Wearing’s (1996) results which showed that self-efficacy was not a significant predictor. It also contradicts Ibrahim and Arshad (2017) with the results stating that the perceived behavioural control is insignificant in influencing the investment intentions of individual investors. This discrepancy can be interpreted given the context of this research which is related to engagement not only the intention to engage but rather continuous intention in certain behaviours as discussed in Zhang et al. (2019).
This provides evidence of the role of perceived control on the continuous use of mobile payments and Hoffmann and Plotkina (2021) providing evidence that consumers who develop greater financial self-efficacy display more self-control, leading to a higher engagement behaviour in financial planning propensity and actual planning.

The findings of this research supported the following proposed hypothesis:

**H3: There is a positive relationship between the Perceived Behavioural Control beliefs and individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan.**

### 5.3 The Relationships: Independent Factors

The three independent factors that were found to have significant positive effects on all three mediating factors were, Economic Knowledge (EK), Financial Technology (FinTech) and Trust (TRUST). The only two independent variables with negative significant effects on the core variables were Income (INC) on Social Norms (SN). The remaining relationships from independent to core factors had statistically limited or non-significant effects, as follows:

#### 5.3.1 Age

AGE was found to play positive, significant, and substantial role on the individuals’ ATTD, with no significant effect on individuals’ PBC or SN beliefs. This research finding was in line with Hayhoe et al., (1999), Lai, (2010) and Lin and Lin (2005) findings that reflect a strong relationship between age and the attitude towards the financial decision of using credit cards and attitude towards dealing with money respectively. In other contexts, this research finding is in line with Jafarkarimi et al’s (2016) findings that showed that older students and students with higher levels of education are more likely to follow their own attitude and moral obligation instead of thinking about others' ideas.

Thus, this research findings supported the following hypothesis:

**H8.a: There is a positive relationship between age and the attitude towards behavioural beliefs.**
Very limited studies have investigated the relationship between AGE and PBC, AGE and SN towards the financial behaviour, limited findings were published in others context. The research findings contradicted other studies that found a relationship between AGE and PBC such as Bertolino et al., (2011) who concluded that age has positive relationships on perceived career development and training behavioural intentions. It also contradicted earlier studies (Matthews et al., 2010; Goerres, 2007; O’Neal et al., 2012; Venkatesh et al. 2003) who had provided evidence of the relationship between age and subjective norms. As per the research findings, the following two hypotheses were rejected:

**H8.b:** There is a positive relationship between age and the subjective norm beliefs.

**H8.c:** There is a positive relationship between age and the perceived behavioural control beliefs

### 5.3.2 Education

The analysis has pointed out that individuals’ education (EDU) has no effect on the ATTD, PBC nor on individuals’ SN beliefs. Thus, the level of education is not a main determinant and the individuals’ financial behaviour and is less affected by the educational background and achievements compared to other factors. The three hypotheses H9a, H9b and H9c were rejected.

These findings were in line with Widyastuti et al’s (2020) study findings that reflected a positive relationship between financial literacy and financial behaviour, but financial education had an insignificant effect on financial behaviour. However, it contradicted other studies such as Feinstein et al. (2003) Preston and Feinstein (2004), Baan et al., (2019), whose findings identified a significant and substantial effects of adult education on attitudes and behaviours.

It is important to highlight again that eighty five percent (85%) of the participants in this research held educational degrees (graduate and postgraduate), thus the effect of education may not appear to be significant since most participants are highly educated. The researcher believes that information cannot be converted into knowledge without education which provides the capability to interpret. Thus, despite the technical findings of a non-significant effect of education, this aspect requires further research with a sample from a more diverse set of educational backgrounds.
5.3.3 Income

The third indirect effect that was investigated is individuals’ income (INC). The results showed no effect on the ATTD nor on PBC but showed a moderate negative effect on the individuals’ SN beliefs. This can be interpreted as the higher the individuals’ income, the less he or she is affected by the social surrounding beliefs; thus, H10c was supported with a negative relationship, but both H10a and H10b were rejected.

**H10.c: There is a negative relationship between income and the subjective norm beliefs.**

These findings contradicted results of other studies such as Perry and Morris (2005), Darko, et al., (2013), Zhang et al (2019), Johnson and Krueger (2006), Diener and Biswas-Diener (2002) and Rözer and Kraaykamp (2013) who found relationships between income and core beliefs. However, these research findings were in line with Kelley and Evans’ (2017) results which indicated that income inequality did not have a significant impact on subjective well-being in wealthy nations during normal conditions, while income inequality slightly increased subjective well-being in developing nations.

It is worth mentioning again that that around fifty five percent (55%) of the participants are considered high income earners with JD 1000 (USD 1,400) a minimum monthly income for this group. These results are considered high compared to the average annual Jordanian household income of JD 11,512.40 (USD 16,238) as per the latest survey issued by the Department of Statistics for the year 2017 (Tables of expenditure and household income | Department of Statistics, 2022). Results of data collected are considered high even when compared to per capita income in Jordan of JD 2,871.10 (USD 4,050) for the year 2020 (Department of Statistics, Jordan, 2022)- Appendix D.

5.3.4 Economy

The indirect effect of the economy (ECO) on individuals’ ATTD and SN was found to be insignificant, while ECO showed a moderate positive effect on individuals’ PBC beliefs. This may be interpreted as the more the individual perceives the economic situation to be good or improving, the more the individual is confident, and the stronger is the perceived behavioural control, positively affecting the financial behaviour. H12c was supported, but both H12a and H12b were rejected.
H12.c: *There is a positive relationship between economy and the perceived behavioural control beliefs towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship.*

These results contradicted the findings of some studies, Chang et al., (2016), Ahmad et al., (2012) and Gunnarsson and Wahlund (1997) while remained in line with Amromin and Sharpe (2014). They demonstrated a relationship between the economic conditions and the individuals’ perceived behavioural control leading to the financial behaviour.

### 5.3.5 Economic Knowledge (EK)

Analysis provided support to the relationships between economic knowledge and the three core factors. According to the results, an individual’s economic knowledge (EK) significantly, positively, and substantially affects individual’s ATTD and PBC and moderately affects the individuals SN beliefs. Thus H7a, H7b and H7c were supported.

**H7.a:** *There is a positive relationship between economic knowledge and attitude that affect the financial behaviour.*

**H7.b:** *There is a positive relationship between economic knowledge and the subjective norm beliefs.*

**H7.c:** *There is a relationship positive between economic knowledge and the perceived behavioural control beliefs that affect individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship.*

Three questions demonstrated participants’ economic knowledge around economic growth, public health and pension, income distribution, and finance. Two numerical questions were added to check their technical financial abilities. Economic knowledge has a positive effect on an individual’s attitude, subjective norms, and the perceived behavioural control, as these beliefs are strengthened with a strong base of knowledge. There are very limited studies to support the results in the same context as for the three core factors; however some studies (Steiner 2001; Miller and VanFossen 2008; Jappelli 2010; Levstik, 2008 and Callon, 1998) ascertained that the individuals need economic knowledge to make well-informed economic decisions and behaviours in their private and public lives which includes financial decisions and behaviours.
The same results were reflected in other contexts such as Walstad and Rebeck (2002) and Sternad Zabukovšek, et al. (2020) who demonstrated the importance of economic knowledge on individual’s attitude and perceived behavioural control. In addition to Nosenzo and Görges’s (2020) study which presented evidence of a relationship between EK and SN. Some studies such as Modig, (2020) went a further step to stress the importance of economic knowledge at an early age. The study highlighted important economic concepts to be considered and what economic content students should have access to in schools that would enable them to face economic issues in their private and public lives.

5.3.6 Financial Literacy (FL)

Several studies predicted a direct relationship between financial literacy (FL) and financial behaviour (FB), such as Bhushan & Medury, (2013), Cordero et al., (2020), Andarsari and Ningtyas, (2019), Kenton (2019) and Morgan and Long, (2020). However, this research sought to investigate the effect of FL as an independent variable on the core factors (ATTD, SN and PBC) instead of linking it directly to the dependent variable; the financial behaviour (FB).

The findings and analysis of this research showed that individual’s financial knowledge or what is known as financial literacy (FL) has no effect on the individual’s ATTD nor on individual’s SN beliefs. However, findings showed a significant positive and substantial effect of FL on individuals’ PBC beliefs. This relationship can be interpreted as the higher the individual’s financial literacy and knowledge in finance and economics, the stronger and more confident the individual feels towards conducting the financial behaviour. Thus H11.c was supported, but both H11a and H11b were rejected.

**H11.c:** There is a positive relationship between financial literacy and the perceived behavioural control beliefs.

The test analysis results which supported the above relationship are in line with Henager and Cude (2016) who acknowledged the importance of subjective financial knowledge in improving the level of confidence; thus affecting the level of engagement in financial behaviour. Subjective financial knowledge was defined as the “confidence in one's own knowledge of financial issues” (Rosen and Sade, 2019, p.10) and is considered a measure for both perceived or subjective and actual knowledge according to Allgood and Walstad (2016).
The second objective of this research was to examine the influence of financial literacy in enhancing the level of individuals’ behavioural engagement towards the banking relationship. It is important to mention that financial knowledge is part of economic knowledge. In fact, the financial system is a part of the financial economics which is a specialized branch of economics. Thus, the economic knowledge and the financial knowledge can be linked together to highlight positive, significant, and substantial effects on the PBC which is the strongest mediating factor that affects the individuals’ financial behaviour.

The results of this research highlight the important role and influence of financial literacy on financial behaviour. Thus, achievement of financial literacy is an objective to be considered by educators at an earlier age, in line with the best practice followed in some countries where economics and finance are taught at schools at an early age. Such intervention in the learning process at an early age is likely to lead to permanent change in the financial behaviour.

5.3.7 The Use of Financial Technology Services (FinTech)

As per the findings and analysis, individual’s capabilities, and confidence in using the FinTech services reflected significant, positive, and substantial effects on all core factors, ATTD, PBC and a moderate effect on the SN beliefs. Thus, H13a, H13b and H13c were supported.

The results of this research are in line with Ehrentraud et al. (2020), Meyrowitz (1995) and Hofferth (2010) studies. Further, they align to a study presented by the UN Capital Development Fund (UNCDF) under the name ‘Better Than Cash Alliance’ (2020), presenting facts and recommendations that digital financial transformation had improved individuals’ attitudes and perceived behavioural control towards the adoption of new financial channels. They also correspond to the work of Butt and Butt (2020) who discussed digitalization as the base of success for many banking organizations.

Studies in different context also confirmed the results, such as Stead et al.’s (2004) and Nath’s (2015) work which reported on the development and evaluation of mass media and its significant effects on attitudes. In addition to studies on the role of social media in evolving knowledge management process through knowledge sharing and perceived learning.
5.3.8 Trust

Regarding the last independent factor that the researcher opted to add to the TPB which is TRUST; the results identified this as having a significant relationship with the three core factors. TRUST has a positive substantial effect on individuals’ ATTD and PBC, and moderate effect on individuals’ SN. These results can be interpreted to indicate that the more the individual has trust in the financial and banking system and on individuals’ ability towards banking services, the more positive and stronger attitude and PBC are towards the level of engagement in a banking relationship with moderate effect by the social norms and the opinions of the close social surroundings.

These results were in line with several studies that ascertained the effect of TRUST on the core factors. In the same financial and banking context it was in line with Zhou (2011), Gefen et al. (2003) and Stix (2013) and Yuan et al., (2018) who all confirmed that TRUST is a key factor in the continuous engagement in the banking and financial system. Guiso et al. (2004) presented a model proposing a link between trust and financial decisions, in addition to Kosiba et al., (2018) study that stated that trust in service providers and economy-based trust has a significant and positive effect on emotional engagement, cognitive engagement, and behavioural engagement. Further, the findings are in line with Corbitt (2003) who confirmed the critical role of trust on attitude. The research is also in line with Ashraf et al.’s (2020) study where they highlighted the relationships between trust and perceived behavioural control, affecting actual online banking behaviour. Thus, the three hypotheses H14a, H14b and H14c were supported.

5.4 The Influence of Gender

The third objective of the research was to investigate the influence of ‘Gender’ and if the above dynamics and factors vary by gender. The research results showed some differences between the two groups (Female vs. Male).

According to the findings, there was a significant positive relationship found between Female’s SN and PBC towards the financial behaviour, whereas no significant evidence was demonstrated between Female ATTD and financial behaviour. However, such a relationship between ATTD and financial behaviour appeared to be significant within Male results.
This can be interpreted to indicate that Females are more affected by the surrounding social pressure to perform or not to perform a behaviour, along with the perception of ease or difficulty to perform a behaviour. These two core factors SN and PBC are more effective than Female ATTD (which is the degree of favourable or unfavourable evaluation of behaviour). The researcher believe that females need to feel the strength and ability to perform the behaviour along with social support. These two core factors together lead to female financial behaviour. These two core factors are stronger drivers of female financial behaviour than attitude. Thus, H5 and H6 were supported, whereas H4 was rejected.

The research results featured further differences in the independent factor between genders. For Females, the independent effect of Age on the ATTD was significant but was not for Males. Also, the effects of EK on PBC and SN were significant for Female but not for Males. This can be explained as among many different independent variables, Female’s age and economic knowledge have significant effect on her core factors that lead to the financial behaviour, i.e., the older and more knowledgeable the female, the more she is engaged in her the banking relationship which can be interpreted as age and knowledge give females more authority, status, and confidence within Jordanian culture to engage more in the banking relationships. Given the insignificant effect of ATTD on the FB, Female (EK) was found to play a major role in affecting her PBC and SN leading to her FB.

As for the effective independent factors for Males, ECO has a significant positive effect on the SN and INC has significant negative effect on SN for Males, however these two independent factors were insignificant for Females. The role of TRUST on ATTD was also significant and positive for Males but insignificant for Females and TRUST’s effect on PBC was significant to both genders.

These results can be interpreted as the Male social motivation being significantly and positively affected by his economic outlook and negatively with his income, i.e., the higher his income the lower he is affected by the social pressure; and the more his economic outlook is positive, the more is his social motivation towards FB. Further, the more the Male trusts the banking system, the more he has a favourable attitude and feels more strength and ability to exhibit his financial behaviour. So, for the Male, the three independent variables that mainly affect the three core variables to perform higher level of engagement in a banking relationship are the economy (ECO), Income (INC) and (TRUST).
It is important to mention that the detailed analysis of the PLS-MGA test, which demonstrate the specific indirect effects reflected further three clear significant relationships that vary between Females and Males. Gender differences were highlighted in three specific indirect effects which reflected more strength and significance for Males compared to Females. The first gender difference was highlighted by the indirect effect of Male age on the social norms leading to his financial behaviour (\( \text{AGE} \rightarrow \text{SN} \rightarrow \text{FB} \)).

This indirect effect can be interpreted as the older the Male, the more he is influenced by his social surrounding and beliefs, which would be affecting his financial behaviour. Thus, age is a stronger attribute towards social beliefs for Males than for Females.

The final relationship is related to the economic outlook and conditions which affect the perceived behavioural control towards the financial behaviour (\( \text{ECO} \rightarrow \text{PBC} \rightarrow \text{FB} \)). Again, Males showed stronger and higher effects than Females, which can be interpreted as the better the Male perceives the future economic outlook, the stronger is his perception of performing the behaviour of interest. Thus, the economy (ECO) is a stronger driver for males compared to females.

5.5 Summary of Discussion

In line with the main theory applied in this research, the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB), the research findings and results revealed and confirmed that attitude (ATTD), perceived behavioural control (PBC) and social norms (SN) play positive, significant, and substantial roles towards the individuals’ financial behaviour (FB). The results of this research illustrate that PBC has the strongest impact on FB towards the individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship and in Jordan, followed by SN and the least effect on FB was ATTD.

With the strongest core factor being PBC, the results confirmed that the more the individual feels in control of performing or using different banking services, the more accomplished and the stronger is the financial behaviour i.e., higher engagement in a banking relationship. The results and findings also highlighted four main independent variables that affect the individuals’ PBC; namely economic knowledge (EK), Financial literacy (FL), financial technology (FinTech) and (TRUST).
The above findings answer the research question: “What factors influence individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan?”. Thus, to improve the level of engagement we need to boost the individuals’ PBC and equip them with stronger means of control to perform and use the different banking services, thus improving the level of engagement in their banking relationship which is the intended financial behaviour. This can be done through strengthening individuals’ financial literacy at an early age which will improve their interest in understanding the financial system and seek more economic knowledge. Such antecedents would improve their trust in the financial system and improve their engagement levels and use further financial services.

According to Ajzen (2020) an effective way to produce a change in behaviour is to introduce new information that would lead to the change in the formation of the individuals’ beliefs. This is considered a better way than working directly on changing existing beliefs. According to Schein, (1999) "You Cannot Understand a System Until You Try to Change It”, now that factors that affect the system are indicated clearly, it is possible to propose the change.

This research provided findings that may be used to introduce new information that would lead to changes in individuals’ beliefs. These changes are expected to be more effective if related to the individuals’ economic knowledge (EK), financial literacy (FL), financial technology (FinTech) or (TRUST). The significant relationships between these independent variables and the strongest core variable PBC are expected to affect the individuals’ financial behaviour.

The business of banking was established and developed based on several theories within two main social sciences: Economics and Business Management. Theories of risk vs. return, regulations, business ethics, competition, stakeholders, governance, consumer behavioural and other related theories, were developed through practice.

Howell (2013) argues that not enough theories exist, so there is a need to learn from experience and develop further theories. Accurate theories will lead to sound understanding resulting in practical solutions, which can be generalized to spread better practical understanding. Enhanced theory will increase awareness presented in a better framework for practice.
Enhanced changes and interventions to develop individuals’ EK, FL, FinTech capabilities and Trust within the banking system would increase awareness and sound understanding which will lead to the required change in the financial behaviour.

Since reality is considered the best application to confirm or refute theories which set many terms and procedures, then the change in the financial behaviour represented by higher levels of engagement in a banking relationship will push for more practical solutions thus, presenting better frameworks and business models for best practice.

This chapter has discussed the research results in the light of findings. The next chapter concludes this study by addressing the research aim and objectives, highlighting the implications drawn from these results. It will also acknowledge the study’s limitations and identify potential areas of further research.
CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION

This chapter concludes the thesis. It draws conclusions from the overall findings obtained in this research and link them to the research objectives set out in Chapter One. The chapter is organised as follows: Section 6.1 presents the main research conclusions and addresses the objectives of the research; Section 6.2 outlines the main theoretical and practical implications; Section 6.3 presents the latest developments in the Jordanian financial sector; Section 6.4 includes the research limitations and suggested future interventions; and Section 6.5 addresses the research recommendations which are linked together and acknowledged in the last section of this chapter.

6.1 Main Conclusions

The primary aim of this research was to determine the main antecedents (individual and social factors) that influence an individual’s level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. A quantitative approach was applied in this research to achieve the best results in addressing the research question. In addressing the research question, this study has confirmed that there are independent individual and social factors that enhance individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. These factors were identified in the literature review chapter. Interestingly, the same results were reported by several studies (as mentioned in the previous chapters).

This research has set three objectives to be addressed. The first objective was to determine the independent individual and social factors that enhance an individual’s level of engagement in a banking relationship. Findings confirmed that the independent factors that mainly affect individuals’ financial behaviour (FB) which are reflected in the level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan are economic knowledge (EK), age (AGE), income (INC), financial literacy (FL), the economy (ECO), financial technology (FinTech) and trust (TRUST).
It was found that individuals’ EK, FinTech and TRUST have positive, significant, and substantial effect on the three core factors of ATTD, SN and PBC that determine an individual’s financial behaviour FB. Any change in any of these three independent factors would directly affect the individuals’ final FB due to their significant effects on the individuals’ core factors.

Another very important relationship that appeared to have positive significant and substantial effect was the relationship between FL and PBC. Since PBC appeared to be the strongest core factor affecting the FB, it is important to consider FL as one of the main independent factors that may affect the individual’s level of engagement in a banking relationship.

AGE had its positive significant and substantial effect on ATTD but not on SN, nor on PBC. Thus, no interventions may be proposed here since the older the individuals the stronger their ATTD and readiness to perform higher engagement in their banking relationship. This may be related to higher confidence with AGE. Thus, individuals’ AGE would not be an ideal option to explore in order to affect the individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan, as AGE affects individuals’ ATTD which is the weakest of the three core factors that affect the FB. Thus, the FB is spontaneously affected without any external interventions.

The independent relationship between INC and FB appeared only through the relationship between INC and SN. This relationship was found to be negative, significant, and moderate. It may be explained as the higher the individual’s income, the less the individual is affected with the SN or social surrounding beliefs. Thus, the FB is moderately affected. Accordingly, individuals’ income is another independent factor that would not be an ideal option to explore or propose intervention to affect the individuals’ FB being the level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan.

The economic situation ECO and its independent relationship to FB reflected a positive, significant, and moderate relationship on individuals’ SN, but with no significant relationship effect on individuals’ ATTD, nor PBC. This relationship can be explained as the better the economic situation in Jordan, the better the outlook and social surrounding beliefs affecting positively but moderately the individuals’ FB. Accordingly, the economy ECO is another independent factor that would not be a strong option to explore at this research to affect the individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan, due to its economic limitations.
In summary, the four main independent individual and social factors that enhance individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship and would be explored and investigated for further interventions in the Jordan according to this research are: EK, FL, FinTech and TRUST.

The second objective of the research was to examine the influence of financial literacy (FL) in enhancing the level of individuals’ behavioural engagement towards the banking relationship. As mentioned earlier, FL appeared to have positive significant and substantial effect on PBC and since PBC was the strongest core factor that affected FB in Jordan. Thus, the study identified the important influence of FL on FB and simultaneously would detect and recommend set of resources and interventions at early stages of the individuals’ financial behavioural process. Preparing individuals to be well-informed influencers within the financial inclusion process, paves the road for more engagement and involvement in their banking relationships.

The third and last objective of the research was to investigate the influence of ‘Gender’ and if the above dynamics vary by gender. The study tested the different effects of the individual and social factors on Males compared to Females financial behaviours, such differences were supported by the MGA results. Findings pointed out the following differences in the effect of independent factors on Males versus Females:

EK is strongest independent factor for Females and affects their three core factors (ATTD, PBC and SN) whereby EK only affect Males’ ATTD toward the FB. Thus, any intervention to improve Females EK will positively, significantly, and strongly affect their FB and improve the level of engagement in a banking relationship in Jordan. As for ECO and INC, findings reflected significant effect for Males only on their SN or social surrounding beliefs, whereas ECO and INC had no effect on Females core factors thus on their FB.

TRUST was more significant to Males as it affects both their ATTD and PBC, thus leading to a strong effect on their FB. Whereas Females’ TRUST significance was related to their PBC only, i.e., TRUST drives Female perception of ease in performing the FB without affecting their ATTD, nor SN. FinTech and FL were equally important to both Males and Females. As a result, relevant products and services may be proposed and targeted towards Females’ core factors leading to the required financial behaviour that will encourage more Female engagement in banking relationships.
6.2 Contribution and Research Implications

The findings of this research have significance for several sectors of society including the banking sector, the government and non-government organisations in charge of designing and delivering financial literacy promotion programmes as well as the academic sector. The following examines both theoretical and practical implications of this research.

6.2.1 Theoretical Implications

This research is a study that examines the individuals’ financial behaviour and explores the impact of the independent individual and social factors on such behaviour. As a result, the findings have implications for both the individuals’ financial performance and the financial behaviour literature in terms of level of engagement in banking relationships.

The following points outline how the findings of this research contribute to the literature on individuals’ financial behaviour. First the comprehensive approach adopted in this research provides empirical support and an enhanced picture of the determinants or the antecedents and the driving forces of individuals’ financial behaviour. There has been much debate in literature about how these driving forces act. In line with Whetten (1989) a theory is composed of several elements to be examined related to: What, How and Why? What variables should be examined? How are they going to be examined? Why and how are these variables related?

Using the TPB, this research presented a way to analyse the behaviour by going back to the drivers of individuals’ behaviours which include independent and core variables. The next step was to analyse the interrelated variables and identify the type of relationship among them in line with Collins (2009). After identifying the relationships, the ability to understand how things function and why events occur became clearer (Back, 1993).

Second, this research demonstrated that TPB predicts engagement in financial behaviour, further strengthening the results of other studies (Ajzen, 1991; Armitage and Conner, 2001; McEachan et al., 2011; Sheeran, 2002).
Third, this research supports Ajzen’s (2020) work in relation to behavioural change where he suggests that the ideal way to produce a change in behaviour is to introduce new information that would lead to the change in the formation of the individual’s beliefs. Since behaviours often revert to what they were prior to the intervention, it must be ensured that individuals’ new beliefs accurately reflect reality, only then is it fair to expect that the effect of the intervention will persist over time.

Usually intervention may be ineffective, unless the individuals have the potential to carry out their newly formed intentions for a long period which will ensure the translation of intentions into behaviour. This research recommends interventions at an early age through FL programs at schools in addition to continuous follow up to develop and improve knowledge through training and awareness campaigns.

6.2.2 Practical Implications

From a practical perspective, this research has several important implications for both banks and policy makers. Investigating the independent factors influencing the individuals’ level of engagement in a banking relationship could indicate the relevant type of resources to invest in at each stage of the behavioural process. It was revealed that banks should be aware and continuously work on updating the individuals in terms of economic and financial knowledge (EK and FL), which is particularly important at the initiation stage. Then providing them with FinTech services that would boost their TRUST in themselves and in the banking system, leading to a higher level of engagement in banking relationships.

These research findings are a reminder to banks that their marketing campaigns offering new services at the far end of the relationship are not enough to improve the level of engagement. It is also a reminder to policy makers to investigate and offer explorative activities to enlighten individuals with up-to-date financial and economic knowledge that would boost their confidence and lead to stronger drivers to engage more in their banking relationships. Such activities start at school and continue to include engaging trainings which can be online or in person. This research has verified the important role that these educational and trainings play in initiating the banking relationship and further improving the level of engagement.
Even though the research is exploratory, and the sample was not fully representative of the Jordanian population, the results have a number of important strategic implications. The findings confirmed that the dominant core factor to influence the level of engagement in a banking relationship is PBC, which was proved and influenced by individuals’ independent factors EK, TRUST, FL and FinTech.

The findings indicated that the majority of respondents lacked confidence in their ability to choose financial investment products and mostly chose to invest in real estate; revealing a need to provide more information about products and emphasise the need for increased involvement by the financial services providers.

Furthermore, this research has verified the important role of financial education or financial literacy FL in increasing the level of engagements. A strong financial base would lead to higher level of engagement, thus better banking relationships and performance ensuring the survival, sustainability, and a better financial inclusion plan thereafter.

The validity of these findings and the need for greater deliberation is underlined by the fact that other publications (The Report: Jordan 2018: Country Profile, 2022), highlighted similar considerations. The report emphasised the need for further improvements with regard to access to credit and for the unbanked population in addition to keeping up with the global developing Fintech industry. Unless these issues are addressed, the engagement levels in banking relationships would not improve.

The research findings strongly suggest that the banking sector, guided by the CBJ will have to place more emphasis on educating and developing individuals to improve the level of engagement in their banking relationships which would lead to improved services and better implementation of the financial inclusion plan. As a result, banks’ strategic plans to perform effectively and sustain such performance should encourage the use of the available educational and training platforms and programs. It is highly recommended that senior banks’ management should be committed to engage with government and non-government bodies to work together on strengthening the important drivers for banking relationship initiation and higher engagement.
6.3 Developments in Financial Sector and Financial Inclusion Strategy in Jordan

The following section highlights the recent developments in Jordan. It is important to state these developments in order to continue to work on improving the positive trends that already started then further expand in line with the recommendations of the research.

In December 2017, CBJ launched the National Financial Inclusion Strategy (NFIS) for Jordan 2018-2020, with two objectives; the first was to increase financial inclusion from 33.1% in 2017 to 41.5% by 2020 and the second is to reduce the gender gap from 53% to 35% between males and females by 2020. By year-end 2020 the NFIS succeeded in enhancing the financial inclusion in Jordan to reach 50% and reducing the gender gap to 29% between males and females, empowering women to be able to access and use financial services.

Throughout its financial and banking literacy policies and programs to promote financial inclusion, the CBJ played a major role in promoting financial literacy in Jordan, targeting major sectors in the society through several programs. One of which is the financial education curriculum in schools that was prepared and launched in collaboration with the Ministry of Education and INJAZ; an independent non-profit Jordanian organization founded in 2001, as a leading solution provider linking the public, private, and civil society sectors to bridge the skills gap between the educational system and the changing needs of the labour market (The Central Bank of Jordan, 2022).

Furthermore, the CBJ issued the Basic Bank Account Instructions requiring all banks operating in Jordan to facilitate the opening a Basic Bank Account (BBA) for all legally qualified and financially excluded citizens, which has resulted in 29,188 bank new accounts by end of 2020, of which 12,548 were held by females, (Central Bank of Jordan, 2021). The developments in the field of finance lead by policymakers have shown an increased willingness to assign top priority to financial inclusion (Financial Inclusion Report 2018-2020, 2021).

The CBJ further launched a special website to improve individuals’ financial literacy. The website encourages individuals to open accounts and increase their level of engagement, focusing on savings and interest rates.
Furthermore, several training workshops for females were conducted by the CBJ and its partners to improve females’ financial capabilities, thus improving their financial decisions. In addition to the above, the CBJ launched official guidelines for FinTech to promote innovation and further improve the financial inclusion process. The CBJ continues to promote financial literacy through its website and Facebook page, (Instructions - The Central Bank of Jordan, 2022).

While financial inclusion targets all segments of the population and micro, small and medium sized enterprises, the NFIS for Jordan gives special attention to certain priority segments, the most vulnerable groups which traditionally have lower levels of financial inclusion, namely: the bottom 40% of households in terms of income (at the so-called bottom of the pyramid); women; the youth (15-24 years old in general; 15-18 years old in particular) and refugees (Central Bank of Jordan, 2021).

On July 22, 2019, during the ‘Forum on Enhancing Financial Stability’ organized by the Union of Arab Banks (UAB), in cooperation with the Central Bank of Jordan (CBJ) and the Association of Banks on Jordan (ABJ); the Deputy Governor of the (CBJ), advised that achieving financial stability requires enhancing the wise and well-considered financial inclusion along with setting the proper infrastructure. He clarified that the CBJ launched the National Financial Inclusion Strategy for 2018-2020 seeking to have a sustainable and comprehensive financial system that is in line with the components of the national agenda and the strategic directions of the Kingdom. The strategy will help to strike balance between four major goals: financial inclusion, financial stability, integrity of the financial sector, and protection of the financial consumer, the Deputy Governor of the (CBJ) added. Since then, a few changes have started taking place within the Jordanian financial sector led by the CBJ, and other related organizations. The educational sector represented by the Ministry of Education led an intervention at the public schools’ syllabus in cooperation with INJAZ.

The practical experience that was applied within the Jordanian education sector by INJAZ aimed at strengthening the beliefs of the young generation of their financial and entrepreneur capabilities which is expected to produce favourable outcome and will impact their behavioural attitude towards dealing with the financial sector.
Whereas the new trend in the banking sector in Jordan led by several banks to offer new products only for women is another high scale value that is expected to be appreciated by women and as expected, lead to positive behavioural change in attitude resulting in an increase in women’s bank account ownership by 35% during 2016-2018. Further developments were noticed in females share in banks’ deposits which increased from 34.5% in 2018 to 40.3% of total deposits by year end 2020 compared to males’ share in total bank deposits of 59.7% in 2020 down from 65.5% in 2018 as reported by the association of banks in Jordan (2018, 2019, 2020).

Despite the impressive developments more should be done. The banking sector in Jordan is aware of the need for more innovations in order to be more competitive. Early 2018, Ernst & Young made a study: “Innovation in banking: recent innovations across banking functions”. The study highlighted recent innovations in the banking sector and by stemming all information from leading banks and FinTech firms, the study tried to understand how innovation can affect the different functions of the bank. Several functions were reviewed such as consumer banking, marketing, technology, human resources, and other functions in order to assess how much innovation would develop these functions and accordingly lead to more competitive banks.

6.4 Recommendations

The above initiatives and developments in the Jordanian banking sector are in line with the findings and conclusions of this research. Banks should study and capitalize on customer’s engagement behavior and continuously develop their customer engagement strategies. The following recommendations are proposed, which would further enhance the current developments and may propose new initiative and interventions to be considered by banks, regulators, government, and non-government entities.

First: Financial Literacy (FL) should be a priority in the Jordanian educational system. Principles of business, economics, and finance to be introduced at an early stage at schools. Receiving the financial education at an early age would prepare a generation who is able to manage their small finances thus, enhancing their ATTD, PBC, and readiness to manage larger finances and more complex situations in their practical life after school.
The current initiative that has already been launched in collaboration with the Ministry of Education and INJAZ of preparing and providing financial education curriculum in schools is considered one of the most important initiatives and is expected to provide positive outcomes at the long term. The research recommends further support and emphasis on the materials along with continuous evaluation and upgrading of the curriculums to ensure that students are receiving up to date information.

Second: more financial training and awareness campaigns should be launched online and on ground at all levels. For example, banks are expected to spread financial awareness about their services through handy publications easy to read and understood, explaining how to use a service and what is the benefit to the customer and to the bank. This would ensure that customers are well informed about the services, trust their banks more and be ready to use such services with confidence, which will enhance their level of engagement in their banking relationship. Currently many services are offered and proposed to customers accompanied by terms and conditions which most customers do not read due to their complexity but agree to sign and approve then start to use the service without proper introduction or clarifications of its benefits or how to use it. This recommendation will serve as an indirect educational platform to improve their financial and economic knowledge and further affect their ATTD and PBC towards the engagement in their banking relationships.

Third: the same as the earlier point, financial training, and awareness campaigns need to be launched online and on ground with a special focus on females’ bank account engagement. Banks should provide these campaigns along with handy publications to promote services catering female needs to encourage them to maintain their own banking relationships and accounts. Such campaigns would enhance their EK and TRUST, thus improving their engagement in their banking relationships.

Several Jordanian banks already started such campaigns and supported existing female projects, female entrepreneurs and further encouraged housewives to maintain accounts to improve their independency, practicality, and self-confidence. The awareness campaigns, whether publications or direct calls and face to face meetings by the banks, would be considered interventions that would improve females EK along with TRUST which would affect their PBC leading to higher levels of engagement in their banking relationships.
Banks’ customer service roles need to expand further to include day to day awareness and educational promotions to customers on ground, on the phone and also online. Customer services need to act as the well of knowledge that keep customers aware and up to date with latest developments.

Fourth: banks should investment more in training and research departments to be able to provide new up to date services to existing customers, to be able to attract new young customers and enlarge the female customer base. The research findings asserted that FinTech can have a positive, significant, and substantial effect on the three core factors ATTD, SN and PBC that determine individuals’ financial behaviour FB. Thus, banks should continuously provide and upgrade their FinTech services to improve the level of engagement in banking relationships at all levels. This can be done through more investment in their training and research departments or through supporting FinTech companies. This recommendation is in line with the current CBJ actions of launching official guidelines for FinTech to promote innovation and further improve the financial inclusion process.

Fifth: regulators should encourage the account opening and the issuance of debit or prepaid cards to the younger generations including school students with parents’ supervision. Maintaining a bank account and managing ones own expenses at an early age would improve individuals’ PBC, build trust and enhance money planning and investment awareness thus entrepreneurship spirit and sense of responsibility.

The CBJ’s new instructions to all banks operating in Jordan is to facilitate the opening of the Basic Bank Account (BBA) which would be further expanded to add young individuals. According to the NFIS special attention would be afforded to certain priority segments, including the most vulnerable groups which include the youth 15–24 year-olds in general and 15-18 years old in particular (Central Bank of Jordan, 2021). This recommendation would play a crucial role in the implementation of the financial inclusion plan in the long run.

Sixth: regulators and banks should use media (social media, TV, and radio) to promote services including awareness campaigns to promote savings and investments. Social media is considered a strong tool to spread awareness and encourage peer actions. These campaigns may also be delivered through sponsoring of social cultural events to spread financial awareness.
Finally, to move forward, an introduction of the above findings by the researcher to the banking sector in Jordan and the policy makers will take place in the form of official meetings and seminars. Researcher to present the conclusions and encourage the implementation of the recommendations, especially those related to FL and financial awareness campaigns. Based on the meetings and discussions an agenda with proposed interventions will follow.

6.5 Limitations and Future Research Suggestions

Although this research has important implications, it is subject to limitations that should be acknowledged. First, although the sample size five hundred and forty two (542) participants proved to be sufficient to conduct a robust statistical analysis, the sample was not fully representative of the Jordanian population as most of the participants were from the capital (Amman) and surroundings.

The collection process took four months, from July to October 2021, an extraordinary period when the world was opening up after the COVID19 pandemic along with all limitations of reach and communication. For these reasons, the data collection process took four months and due to time and conditions constraints the researcher could not spend more time on reaching out to all areas in Jordan. Future studies could allocate more time and resources, and therefore include a more comprehensive sample that represent a wider population base from several areas in Jordan.

Second, the research was unable to quantify the effect of the latest developments in the education system on individuals, in order to assess the effect of FL programmes that already started on individuals’ financial knowledge and behaviour. Given the long-term impact often associated with the implementation of such educational programs, a longitudinal study would bring enhanced insights into the indirect effects of the FL programs and hence, could be a more accurate way to evaluate the effectiveness of such programs. This would be interesting research to follow and address the results of action already taken within the Jordanian educational system.
Third, the relationships that have been tested in this study represent a snapshot in time. Although it is likely that the conditions under which the data were collected will remain essentially the same, there are no guarantees that this will be the case. Furthermore, engagement dimensions may have further implications on banks’ performances in the long term, but as this is not a longitudinal study, the research cannot evaluate its effects. Future longitudinal studies might assess further engagement dimensions and outcomes in the long term.

Fourth, based on a thorough literature review and based on TBP, the comprehensive approach adopted in this study attempted to include the most important resource factors influencing individual financial behaviour. However, some other individual factors such as personality, mood and values and other social factors such as religion, culture, law, and media could be important predictors of financial behaviour, yet may have been neglected by the literature, and were not included or investigated within in this research. In this sense, future research could comprise additional resource factors that could potentially have other effects on the individuals’ financial behaviour.

Fifth, the lack of engagement in banking relationships is a subject to be considered for future research studies in order to thoroughly investigate further reasons. The available research literature in this subject is very limited, however, engagement importance has been highlighted as an essential behaviour to retain and recapture the growth in the banking sector, calling for more research to capitalize on customer’s engagement behavior for the benefit and growth of the banking sector.

Finally, this research presented praxis by analysing and studying the phenomena of engagement in banking relationship in Jordan through the lens of the Theory of Planned Behaviour (TPB) and succeeded in bridging the gap between this theory and the current practice within the banking sector in Jordan. This quantitative research has provided evidence and answered the “what” to individuals’ financial behaviour in Jordan and the impact of individual and social factors. Further qualitative research is recommended to answer the “why” and cover what individuals have in mind and why they behave the way that they do. It is suggested to conduct more studies in other related economies within the MENA region. More studies and inclusion of more factors to investigate would provide further critical implications for both theory and practice in the educational and banking sectors.
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Appendix A: Research Conceptual Model

**Background Factors**

**Individual Factors:**
- Age
- Education
- Income

**Social Factors:**
- Financial Literacy
- Economy and Economic Knowledge
- FinTech

**Core Factors**

- Gender
- Attitude
- Subjective Norms
- Perceived Behavioural Control
- Financial Behaviour: level of engagement in Banking Relationship

Hypotheses:
- H1
- H2
- H3
- H4
- H5
- H6
Appendix B: Questionnaire in English

Banking Relationship - Survey

My name is Nawal Trani, I am working on a research study in relation to the banking sector in Jordan, a requirement for my doctorate degree at Plymouth University, United Kingdom. Several individual and social factors will be examined and investigated in order to answer the research question which is: "What factors influence individuals to establish a banking relationship in Jordan?"

If you agree to complete the questionnaire, please click on the word "Continue" and it will take around 10 minutes to complete. At the end you are kindly requested to click on the "Submit" to send along your responses.

If you decide NOT to continue, you are kindly requested to click on the word "Leave" below, but that will take you to the end of the questionnaire, with thanks.

All answers will be treated in full confidentiality and will only be used for the purpose of this research without any reference to any participant.

I would like to thank you in advance for taking the time to complete the questionnaire.

* Required

1. I would like to complete the questionnaire and you have my consent to use the responses for the research purposes.*
   
   Mark only one oval.
   
   □ Continue  □ Skip to question 2
   
   □ Leave

2. Your Age**
   
   Mark only one oval.
   
   □ ≤ 19 years
   □ 20 - 24 years
   □ 25 - 29 years
   □ 30 - 34 years
   □ 35 - 39 years
   □ 40 - 44 years
   □ 45 - 49 years
   □ 50 - 54 years
   □ 55 +

3. What is your gender?**
   
   Mark only one oval.
   
   □ Female
   □ Male

4. Where are you currently living?**
   
   Mark only one oval.
   
   □ Amman
   □ Balqa
   □ Zarqa
   □ Mafraq
   □ Irbid
   □ Ma'an
   □ Jerash
   □ Ajloun
   □ Karak
   □ Talalat
   □ Ma'an
   □ Aqaba
   □ Other
5. Marital Status
- Single
- Married
- Divorced
- Widowed

6. Profession
- Government employee
- Private business employee
- Business owner
- Self-employed (e.g., freelance, consultant)
- Student
- Housewife
- Unemployed
- Other:

7. Highest level of Education
- Less than high school
- High school
- Diploma
- Graduate Studies (BA, BSc, ...)
- Postgraduate Higher Studies (MA, MSc, MBA, PhD, ...)

8. How would you rate your 'financial knowledge' level? [For this research, 'financial knowledge' is defined as the knowledge of basic economic and financial concepts, as well as the ability to use that knowledge and other financial skills to manage financial resources effectively for a lifetime of financial well-being.]
- Very good
- Good
- Average
- Poor
- Very Poor

9. Which of the following best describes your education in finance or economics?
- I have a major in Finance or Economics
- I have taken some university courses in Finance or Economics
- I have taken some training (non-academic) courses in Finance or Economics
- I have taken non-economics or finance courses that included some economic-related content (Political Science, Legal Studies, ...)
- I have NOT taken any Economics or Finance course ever
10. Monthly income *

Mark only one oval:

☐ < JD 200
☐ JD 201 - JD 500
☐ JD 501 - JD 1000
☐ JD 1001 - JD 2000
☐ JD 2001 - JD 4000
☐ JD 4001 - JD 6000
☐ Above 25000

11. How often, if ever, do you currently use ‘banking services’? (Banking services include but not limited to cash withdrawal, deposit, credit card purchases, transfers, payments, loans, in addition to digital payments such as online purchase and online payments. ) *

Mark only one oval:

☐ Extremely often (almost daily)
☐ Very often (weekly)
☐ Somewhat often (once or twice monthly)
☐ Not so often (maximum 4 times a year)
☐ Never (I don’t have a bank account)

12. When you think about banking services, do you think of it as something you need or don’t need? *

Mark only one oval:

☐ Definitely need
☐ Probably need
☐ Neutral
☐ Probably don’t need
☐ Definitely don’t need

13. Do you have a bank account? *

Mark only one oval:

☐ Yes Skip to question 16
☐ No Skip to question 14

14. If you do not have a bank account, how much do you agree/disagree with the following statements? *

Mark only one oval per box:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I intend to open a bank account</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I plan to open a bank account in the forthcoming months</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I will consider opening a bank account in the forthcoming few months</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
15. What are the main reasons that you have not opened a bank account yet? (Check all that apply) *

- Underage
- Concerned about security
- Don’t see real value in having an account at a bank
- Bank location
- Banking is too complex and I find it hard to understand
- Bank charges
- Other:

16. Indicate whether you have heard of any of these types of financial products; if ‘Yes’ indicate if you personally hold any of these types: *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Description</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>Yes but I have one or more</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A loan secured by property</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An unsecured loan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A credit card facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A current/checking account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A savings account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A microfinance loan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stocks or shares</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile/cell-phone payment account (not directly linked to a bank) like Zain cash</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A prepaid debit card/payment card not related to a bank account, like e-wallet.com</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crypto assets (example: Bitcoin)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17. Suppose you have JOD 100 in a savings account earning 2% compound interest a year. After 5 years, how much in total would you have in the account? *

- More than JOD 110
- Exactly JOD 110
- Less than JOD 110
- Don’t know

18. Imagine now that the interest rate on your savings account is 1% a year and inflation is 2% a year. After one year, would the money in the account buy more than it does today, exactly the same, or less than today? *

- More
- Same
- Less
- Don’t know
19. Economic outlook: How much do you agree/disagree with the statements below?*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In the next three years there is a risk of depression in the economy</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic growth is necessary to finance public health and pension systems</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Making the income distribution more equal should get a higher priority than economic growth</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic growth is necessary to improve all sectors</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic growth raises incomes which in turn make people care more about financial decisions</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A ‘good life’ without economic growth is possible</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20. FinTech services are defined as innovative financial services using new technology tools, such as mobile technology, online banking, mobile banking, online personal loan, online insurance, financial wallets, etc. How often is your FinTech service used?*

Mark only one oval.
☐ Never
☐ Very Limited
☐ Occasionally
☐ Usually
☐ Everyday

21. How many times last week did you use a banking facility?*

Mark only one oval.
☐ Never
☐ Once
☐ 2-3 times
☐ 4-6 times
☐ 6+ times

22. How much do you agree/disagree with the statements below?*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strongly disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>When performing a financial transaction on the internet I know exactly what will happen</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I use my mobile phone to make or receive payments</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet/mobile transactions always function as expected</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With adequate safety measures on a website I do not hesitate to enter my credit card information</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I trust the internet/FinTech services</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
<td>☐</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
23. Trust in FinTech Services offered by banks: How much do you agree/disagree with the statements below? *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I trust and willing to depend on a bank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When performing a transaction with a bank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I know exactly what will happen</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking transactions always function as expected</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

24. How much do you agree/disagree with the statements below? *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Before buying something, I ask myself if I have paid my necessary expenses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before buying something, I compare prices</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before signing a financial contract, I carefully read its contents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The first thought I have when I borrow money is that I want to return the money on time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Before making online payments, I am concerned about the security of my data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is important to save money on a monthly basis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

25. Social Pressure: How much do you agree/disagree with the statements below? *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My friends or relatives would support my decision to own an account at a bank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People who are important to me would prefer that I have one or more banking relationships</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My family and friends think I should use the various services offered by the bank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

26. How much do you agree/disagree with the statements below? *

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I feel in control when using various services offered by a bank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I think I have the resources, knowledge and ability to use the various facilities and services provided by the bank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If I want to use the banking services, it would be easy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using banking services would enable me to accomplish tasks more quickly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, I would find a banking relationship to be advantageous</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
27. Financial Behavior: How much do you agree/disagree with the statements below?*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Strongly Disagree</th>
<th>Disagree</th>
<th>Neither agree nor disagree</th>
<th>Agree</th>
<th>Strongly Agree</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I set financial goals for the next 10 years for what I want to achieve with my money.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I consult my bank advisor on how much money I have left for the next 1-3 years.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It is generally difficult for me to cover my expenses and pay all my bills.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When I get money, I save some of it the bank no matter what.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel I am doing a good job of budgeting my money.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

28. Financial Education in Jordan is available and taught at:*  

Mark only one box.

- [ ] Public Schools
- [ ] Private Schools
- [ ] Taught compulsorily
- [ ] Taught separately
- [ ] Not available

29. What do you prefer for investment?*  

Check all that apply.

- [ ] Fixed deposit
- [ ] Insurance
- [ ] Shares
- [ ] Real estate
- [ ] Other:  

*This content is either open-source or endorser by Google.

Google Forms
Appendix C: Questionnaire in Arabic

**استبيان حول التعامل مع البول**

أطباء وأخصائيون في علاج الأمراض النفسية في المملكة العربية السعودية: أجريت استقصاء على عدد من الأفراد الذين حصلوا على الخدمة في حالات معروفة بالشغف، وبجانب هذه الخدمة، يعتزم المستشفى تقديم استبانٍأندوبيوجيًا في حالات معروفة بالشغف، ويعتزم المستشفى تقديم استبانٍأندوبيوجيًا في حالات معروفة بالشغف، ويعتزم المستشفى تقديم استبانٍأندوبيوجيًا في حالات معروفة بالشغف، ويعتزم المستشفى تقديم استبانٍأندوبيوجيًا في حالات معروفة بالشغف، ويعتزم المستشفى تقديم استبانٍأندوبيوجيًا في حالات معروفة بالشغف، ويعتزم المستشفى تقديم استبانٍأندوبيوجيًا في حالات معروفة بالشغف.

1. ما هو العمر؟
   - اختر
   - اختر
   - اختر

2. بالإمكان بناءً على البيانات المتاحة، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان، فإن ضعف النظام الصحي يتمتع بالإمكان.

3. الإجابة:
   - اختر
   - اختر
4. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>مكان الإثناج</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○ عاير</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ قوي</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ ماعي</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ رشوك</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ خلط</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ عصي</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ خوي</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ لال</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ نافا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ مال</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ مالا</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>اللغة البصرية</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○ أحمر وردي</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ خليج (أزرق)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ بلون الشمال</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ أزرار</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>الوجهة</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>○ موجهة ومطلة عقليا</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ موجهة ومطلة ق状元ج</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ صغراء الخصائص</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ مكانية</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ محترم</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ نظر الزعانف</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>○ Other:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7. أختير مستوى التعليم:

- فقط إحدى المربعات

8. كيف تصف مستوى مهاراتك الالية؟

- فقط إحدى المربعات

9. أي من الحركات الآلية تصف مستوى طبكي في مجال الآلية أو الاقتصاد؟

- فقط إحدى المربعات

10. السرعة المطلوبة:

- فقط إحدى المربعات

"230"
11. إذا كنت تعتمد على النباتات كمصدر لفيتاميناتك، فما هي البتولا التي تستخدم؟

- مكرمة الكاكاو
- مكرمة نازية
- مكرمة عذراء
- غير مكرمة

لا أستخدمها

12. عندما تكون النباتات كمصدر، ما هو تأثيرها على الأدوية؟

- أسمى الأدوية
- من الحساس أو مسبب
- سايك
- لا أستخدمها على الأدوية

13. هل هناك مشاهدة غير البشر؟

- نعم
- غرف
- اللبناني
- غير مناسب

14. إذا لم يكن لديك حساب في البنك، ما هو السبب؟

- ألق على الأقل حساب في البنك
- أستطيع أن أصرف في البنك مثل الأشخاص الآخرين
- أقوم بصرف حساب في البنك مثل الأشخاص الآخرين

15. ما الذي يجب أن يكون حساباً جيداً للكندا؟

- تحليل مع الم挥手
- تحليل مع الم挥手
- لا تحليل مع الم挥手
- صندوق المصرف
- الأعمال التجارية
- غير مناسب
- غير مناسب

Other:
16. وَيَوْضَعُ إن كَانَ قد سَمَعَتْ عَنْ عَدَةٍ مِّنْ هَذِهِ الْأَمْوَاطِ الْفَيَّاءةَ أَنَّكَ لَا تُبْعِثَ أَيْضًا نَفْسًا مِّنْ هَذِهِ الْأَمْوَاطِ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>لا</th>
<th>نعم</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>قضى مسعود بن عكر</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>قضى غير مسعود بن القرو الذهبي</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ثمانيات الباقلت الشمسية</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>حسب جاكي</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>حساب طويل</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ورق النمو الأخر</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>أقيم</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>منفخ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>مصباح على النافذة (غير مرتبط ببديلة)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>زين كل</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>السلامة الوارقة بالألبانين</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

17. فأنظر أن لابد من 100 دينار في حساب التفويض ويعتبر 5 سنين، كجزء من سيكون أداء في حساب بعد 5 سنوات؟

Mark only one oval.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>أكثر من 110 دينار</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بالشريعة 110 دينار</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>أقل من 110 دينار</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>لا أعرف</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18. نحن الآن أن ندرك أن حسابات التفويض هو 5 سنين، وأن النضج هو 5 سنين، بعد هذا وحيد، هل سنكون القيمة التشريعي للبائع الموجود في حساب أكثر منها؟ أو نفس القيمة أو أقل مما في اليوم؟

Mark only one oval.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>أكثر</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>نفس القيمة</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>أقل</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>لا أعرف</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20. مع ذلك، فإن الاختبارات الخاصة والمؤهلات الاستثنائية ليست مكملة للإدراكات وتلبية الجمعية لل точки النظرية، وقدمت الأدوات الفشتاتية للإدراكات، وقدمت الاختبارات إلى الأدوات الفشتاتية للإدراكات، وقدمت الاختبارات إلى الأدوات الفشتاتية للإدراكات، وقدمت الاختبارات إلى الأدوات الفشتاتية للإدراكات، وقدمت الاختبارات إلى الأدوات الفشتاتية للإدراكات، وقدمت الاختبارات إلى الأدوات الفشتاتية للإدراكات، وقدمت الاختبارات إلى الأدوات الفشتاتية للإدراكات، وقدمت الاختبارات إلى الأدوات الفشتاتية للإدراكات، وقدمت الاختبارات إلى الأدوات الفشتاتية للإدراكات، وقدمت الاختبارات إلى الأدوات الفشتاتية للإدراكات، وقدمت الاختبارات إلى الأدوات الفشتاتية للإدراكات، وقدمت الاختبارات إلى الأدوات الفشتاتية للإدراكات، وقدمت الاختبارات إلى الأدوات الفشتاتية للإدراكات، وقدمت الاختبارات إلى الأدوات الفشتاتية للإدراكت

Mark only one answer.

21. كم عدد الأشياء المفيدة للآليات الفشتاتية للاستدامة الإضافية؟

Mark only one answer.

- 1
- 2
- 3
- 4
- 5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>رقم سلسلة القانون</th>
<th>مقدمة القانون</th>
<th>المحتوى القانوني</th>
<th>ملاحظات</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
السلوك الاجتماعي ما مدى مواقفك: ما مدى مواقفك على القيادة؟

* ما مدى مواقفك: ما مدى مواقفك على القيادة؟

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>الأراق</th>
<th>أراقي</th>
<th>أراقي</th>
<th>أراقي</th>
<th>أراقي</th>
<th>أراقي</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ما مدى مواقفك: ما مدى مواقفك على القيادة؟

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>الأراق</th>
<th>أراقي</th>
<th>أراقي</th>
<th>أراقي</th>
<th>أراقي</th>
<th>أراقي</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ما مدى مواقفك: ما مدى مواقفك على القيادة؟

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>الأراق</th>
<th>أراقي</th>
<th>أراقي</th>
<th>أراقي</th>
<th>أراقي</th>
<th>أراقي</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
28. من المقبولين الذين تلقوا الدفعة في الدليل الأول في

Mark only one oval

- الحوز والخليفة
- الحفر النافعة
- نزول بهامات
- أيزور مساعد
- غير مدرج

29. ما هو خياراً للأعمال المختلفة؟

Check all that apply.

- مرافق التدريس
- الفلل
- الكهرباء
- التحصينات
- أخرون
Appendix D: Table of Household Average Total Income in Jordan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Household Size</th>
<th>Source of Income</th>
<th>متوسط إجمالي الدخل</th>
<th>دخل تحويلية</th>
<th>دخل الملكية</th>
<th>دخل الإيجارات</th>
<th>دخل العمالين الخاص</th>
<th>الدخل من الاستخدام</th>
<th>حجم الأسرة</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Average Total Income</td>
<td>Transactions Incomes</td>
<td>Property Incomes</td>
<td>Rentals Incomes</td>
<td>Incomes from Own Private Work</td>
<td>Income from Employment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 - 2</td>
<td>8861.6</td>
<td>4225.5</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>2111.7</td>
<td>382.7</td>
<td>2086.7</td>
<td>2 - 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - 4</td>
<td>11494.3</td>
<td>3864.9</td>
<td>106.7</td>
<td>2128.7</td>
<td>934.9</td>
<td>4458.1</td>
<td>4 - 3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 - 6</td>
<td>12012.6</td>
<td>3510.0</td>
<td>62.9</td>
<td>1881.6</td>
<td>1161.8</td>
<td>5391.9</td>
<td>6 - 5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 - 8</td>
<td>12445.9</td>
<td>3957.8</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>1942.3</td>
<td>1201.4</td>
<td>5325.3</td>
<td>8 - 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 - 10</td>
<td>12848.5</td>
<td>4140.2</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>1843.9</td>
<td>1206.3</td>
<td>5628.0</td>
<td>10 - 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 - 12</td>
<td>16998.1</td>
<td>4955.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2594.7</td>
<td>2870.5</td>
<td>6577.4</td>
<td>12 - 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 - 14</td>
<td>14346.9</td>
<td>2605.5</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>1838.7</td>
<td>1295.1</td>
<td>8554.9</td>
<td>14 - 13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15+</td>
<td>6427.5</td>
<td>839.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>741.4</td>
<td>1906.3</td>
<td>2940.0</td>
<td>+15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingdom</td>
<td>11512.4</td>
<td>3823.8</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>2001.0</td>
<td>995.0</td>
<td>4625.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: Average of Annual Current Income of Jordanian Households by Source of Income and Household Size (JOD)

Department of Statistics's Household Expenditures & Income Survey 2017
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Appendix E: Ethical Approval

Date: 6 October 2020

Dear Nawal

Ethical Approval Application No: FREIC1920.45
Title: What factors influence customers to establish a formal banking relationship in Jordan?

The members of the Committee have carefully considered your application and are in agreement that, the application was very well presented with most potential related ethics carefully addressed.

However, we are only able to grant a conditional approval to your application and we would appreciate it if you could address the following queries before a full approval is granted:

- Please provide a data management plan for the research.
- The questionnaire needs to provide information to the participants, providing details about the brief purpose of the questionnaire, how their data will be managed etc.
- The form states that the participants will have the right to withdraw; please can this be clear on the questionnaire.
- It is not clear on the form if vulnerable group of people will be included as participants in the research and how participants will be protected from harm.
- Please provide information about the security and retention of research data.

Note: Please respond to these comments to FoAHIEthics@plymouth.ac.uk, by resubmitting a copy of your FREIC application form with your amendments addressing the comments highlighted, together with the requested data management plan. This will help speed up the response time.

On receipt of these clarifications (and assuming that they are satisfactory), the Committee will grant approval as soon as possible.

Yours sincerely

(Sent as email attachment)

Mr Derek Shepherd
Chair
Faculty Research Ethics & Integrity Committee
Faculty of Arts & Humanities (SoLCG & PBS)
Appendix F:

(Figure 3.4): PLS System Generated Independent, Mediating and Dependent Variables and Relationships